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ABSTRACT

THE PRIMACY OF IDEOLOGY? THE CONFISCATION AND EXCHANGE OF

..DEGENERATE ART'' IN THE THIRD REICH'

The campaign against "degenerate art" is conventionally depicted by historians as an

ideologically driven crusade against those artists whom the National Socialists

branded as "degenerate". This aim of this thesis is to show how in practice the

National Socialists sacrificed ideological considerations to the material advantages

that could be gained from the sale of "degenerate art". ln practice the term

,,degenerate,,was extended beyond modern art to include French lmpressionist and

Post-lmpressionist art, specifically because they were highly saleable. This is

evinced by the sales of "degenerate att" which were conducted by the

Reichministerium für Votksklärung und Propaganda (RMVP). The record of the sales

compiled by the propaganda ministry in the summer ol 1941, provide conclusive

evidence that the Reich government compromised its ideological position for financial

gain. The sale of "degenerate art" conducted by order of the Reich at the Galeñe

Fischer auction in Lucerne in 1939, provides further evidence that the practice of

confiscation was economically driven.

The diminishing importance of ideology is evinced by the purchase of

lmpressionist and Post-lmpressionist art by German officials and rnuseums between

the period 1941 and 1942. That German museums sought to replenish their depleted

co¡ections with acguisitions of French lmpressionist and Post-lmpressionist art,

suggests that while this art was regarded as "degenerate" in theory, in practice

museums were able to purchase "degenerate art'without any difficulties. The fact

that German museums were allowed to purchase officially proscribed art again

suggests that the commercial exploitation of 'degenerate art'took precedence to the

ideological justifications which had originally been employed to provide the

justification for the practice of confiscation'

The willingness for German officials to benefit commercially from the disposal

of ,,degenerate art" is also evinced by their disposal of "degenerate art" through a

series of exchanges between 1941-1943. The method of exchange became a

favoured means of acquisition after the issuance of an ed¡ct prohibited the

transportation of "degenerate art" to the Reich. The sustained demand for

,,degenerate art" among German dealers after 1941 is also indicated from their



eagerness to engage in exchanges and sales involving officially proscribed art in the

period between 1941-1943
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INTRODUCTION . NATIONAL SOCIALIST CULTURAL POLICY

The inaugural exhibition of German art was held at the Haus der Deutschen Kunst in

Munich on 1g July 1gg7. A festive procession from Prinzrcgenfensfrasse to the

Maximilan monument preceded the exhibition opening, which also marked the opening

of the first official building erected under the Nazi régime. Adolf Hitler stated in his

speech inaugurating the Haus der Deutschen Kunsf'

when the cornerstone of this building was laid, it was with the

intention of constructing a temple, not for so-called modern art,

but for a true and evedãsting German art, that is, better still, a

house for the art of the German people, and not for any inter-

national art of the year 1gg7 , '4O, '50 or'60. For art is not founded

on time, but on PeoPles.r

The exhibition, entifled the Grcße Deutsche Kunsfausstellung, represented the

development of a new German art based upon Nazi racial ideology. The exhibition of

officially approved art established a cenon by which acceptable styles of art could be

defined, with naturalistic and representational art providing the standard by which all

styles of art were to be measured. The aestheticisation of Nazi ideology through heroic

sculptures that idealised the masculine form, and peasant and family motifs that extolled

the virtues of domesticity, rendered art as a tool of Nazi propaganda.

The exhibition of "degenerate art" provided an antithesis to the expression of the

Nazi aesthetic embodied in the Große Deutsche Kunsfausstellung. The Entaftete

Kunsfausstelung was officially opened at the Archâotogiscles lnstituf in Munich on 19

July 1g37. carl schneider, the director of the Heidelberg clinic was invited to prepare

the opening address, but was replaced by Adolf Ziegler, the president of the

Reichskammer der bildenden Künste (Reich Chamber for Visual Arts). Schneide/s

speech entitled, "Entartete Kunst und lrrenkunsfl, expounded upon the theory of the

degeneracy of the avant-garde, a theory which had gained widespread popularity in the

fin de siecle. Schneide/s speech re-appeared as a short essay in the psychiatric journal

Archiv für psychiatríe und Neruenkrankenheiten The theory of degeneracy provided the

psychiatric basis for the Nazi campaign against modem art. The term 'degenerate art"

encompassed non-representational styles of art, such as lmpressionism, Expressionism,

and Cubism, which were branded as 'degenerate". Ziegler appropriated the term in his

r Adolf Hifler, "speech lnaugurating the 'Great Exhibition of German AÍt', 1937", in Thæries of
Modem Aft: A SourceøooÈ øy ert¡sts and Critics, Herschel B. Chipp ed., (Berkeley: University of

Califomia Press, 1968), P.475
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opening address, which made a superficial comparison between the avant-garde and

the insane: ,,AIl around us you see the monstrous offspring of insanity, impudence,

ineptitude, and sheer degeneracy. what this exhibition offers inspires horror and disgust

in us all". ln Zieglels words the exhibition of "degenerate art" marked the turning point in

the development of Nazi cultural politics: "our patience with allthose who have not been

able to fall in line with National socialist reconstruction during the last four years is at an

end."2

The dimly lit rooms of the Archâologisches tnstituf provided a contrast to the

crassicar architecturar styre of the Haus der Deutschen Kunst, where the exhibition of

officially approved art was being held. A narrow staircase led to the upper floor of the

building where the exhibition began. Ludwig Gies's crucifred christ dominated the main

wallon the upper level. A label that bore the words: "This horror hung as a wer memorial

in the cathedral of LübecK" appeared beside a photograph of the cathedral where the

scurpture had been originaily disprayed. The first room contained other pictures with

rerigious themes, incruding Emir Norde's anarpiece depicting the life of christ, which

dominated the length of the first room. An unintelligible heading reading "lnsolent

mockery of the Divine under centrist rule" appeared above.3

The second room, which was much smaller in size, featured works by Jewish

artists, categorised under the heading "Reveration of the Jewish racial soul'. Jankel

Adler, Marc Chagall, Lasar segall, Hans Feibusch, Hans Katz, Gert Wollheim' and

Ludwig Meidner were among the artists represented in this room. Quotations from

speeches by Nazi dignitaries containing anti-semitic references were emblazoned

across the far wall of the second room'4

ln the third room, which was partitioned in half, works by otto Mueller, Emil

Nolde and Max Pechstein were placed under the headings "German farmers - a Yiddish

vievv,,, and .The Jewish longing for the wilderness reveals itself - in Germany the Negro

becomes the racial ideal of degenerate art'. The end of wall in the third room contained

pacifist and anti-militarist works representative of the Neue Sachlichkeit (New

objectivity), arranged under the heading "Deliberate sabotage of national defence"'

2 Adolf ziegler, speech opening the "Entartete Kunst" exhibition, July 19, 1937, in PeterAdam,

The Artsóf tne'fn¡ø Rèich, ([ondon: Thames & Hudson, 1992), p. 123-

3 Mario-Andreas von Lüttichau,'Entartete Kunst, Municl'r1937:A Reconstruction", in

'Degenerate n¡t': fne-Èltiòi the Avant-Garde in Nazi Germany, Stephanie Banon ed'' (Los

Ángä"", LosAngeles County Museum of Art, 1991), pp' 49' 51'
¿ l¡¡¿. p. sz.
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Kirchne/s setf poft¡ait of a sotdierand Grosz's satirical etching depicting the crucifixion

of Jesus with gas mask entitled "Shut up and do your dutf' were displayed prominently

on this wall. The "Dada wall" in room three displayed several works by Kurt schwiüers'

An excerpt taken from a speech Hitler had delivered at the Nuremberg rally in 1934,

which ridiculed Dadaism as "idiot art", appeared across the length of this entire wall.5

The works by the artists associated with Die Brücke (The Bridge), including Erich

Heckel, Ernst Ludwig Kirchner, Emil Nolde, Max Pechstein, and Karl schmidt-Rottluff

dominated room four, which was characterised by the absence of propagandistic

slogans and speeches.G Their absence provided a contrast with room five, which

contained untitled abstract watercolours by Kandinsky, arranged under the heading

"Madness þecomes method". Next to Kandinsky's watercolours were a group of urban

landscapes by Lyonel Feininger, Karl Schmidt-Rottluff, and Ernst Ludwig Kirchner,

placed under the heading "Nature as seen by sick minds"'7

The entire length of the southern wall in room six was devoted to works by the

German lmpressionist artist, and former member of the Beiliner Sezession (Berlin

secession), Lovis corinth. This collection of pictures was grouped under the title

'Decadence exploited for literary and commercial purposes." The seven pictures

included in this room had been produced after the artist had suffered a debilitating

stroke. The Nazi art critics attributed Corinth's departure from his earlier naturalistic style

to his stroke, and the inclusion of the artist's later works were used to draw a parallell

between the artist's illness and the non-traditional use of colour and figural composition.

The purchase price (which was not converted into the new reichsmark currency

introduced in 1924)was placed beneath each art work with a red sticker which bore the

-----words, ,,Bezahlt von den Steuergroschen des arbeitenden deutschen Volkes" (paid for

by the taxes of the German working people). Above the door leading to this room a

slogan appeared stating "They had four years time". This made reference to the period

from 1g33 to 1g37 as being sufficient time for artists to bring their artistic representations

in line with the official National Socialist aesthetic as defined by Hitler. The exhibition

concluded in room seven, which contained several paintings by academy professors

5 ttichau, "Entartete Kunst, Munich 1937: A Reconstruction', in

Fate oi the Avant-Garde in Nazi Germany, Stephanie Banon ed., (Los

County Museum of Art, 1991), P. 54.
o lo¡0. p. sg.
z lni¿. p. et.
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respons¡bre for the promotion of modern art that appeared under the subtitle reading

"These are the masters who have been teaching German youth"'8

The formulation of an official Nazi aesthetic based upon certain ideological

principles, which the Große Deutsche Kunsfausstetlung embraced, was intended by its

organisers to represent the apparent triumph of Nazi ideology and Führer absolutism'

However, if the success of the exhibition is to be measured by its attendance records'

these were down on the figures of its counterpart. Approximately 60,000 visitors

attended the inaugural exhibition of German art in Munich, in comparison to 2'009'899

visitors who attended the exhibition of "degenerate art" in the period between 19 July

1937 and 30 November 1937 '

The Entartete Kunstausstetlung is conventionally depicted as a coup de théâtre

by scholars. This event is commonly used to symbolise the triumph of reactionary forces

in the batfle over modem art. The traditional school of interpretation portrays this event

as a milestone in the formulation of an official Nazi visual aesthetic. However, this

conventional depiction of Nazi cultural politics provides a misleading representation of

curtural life in the Third Reich. The simpricity of this representation of curtural life is

appealing at first glance. However a second glance reveals anomalies and

contradictions of Nazi visual arts policy. The evolution of the Nazi cultural policy was far

more complex and contradictory than such a conventional reading of the state's

patronage of the fine arts, and cultural events, such as the Große Deutsche

Kunsfauss tet t u n g an d the Enta ftete Kunsfauss tell u ng pe rm its.

It is not surprising that conventional views of Nazi visual arts policy and practice

have focused so firmly on the role of Hitler, since the personage of Hitler' and the

centrality of his ideas to Nazi policy have occupied a central position in the

historiography of the Third Reich. This is particularly true of historical research produced

in the immediate postwar period, which focused almost entirely on the personality of

Adolf Hiler. The inseparability of the personality of Hitler from National Socialism led to

the development of wholly biographical approaches which portrayed Hitler as the

personification of evil, for example Trevor-Ropeis classic The Last Days of Hitler' o¡

Alan Bullock's Hitler: A Study in Tyranny. Hitler, says Bullock was a "consummate ador'

s Mario-Andreas von Lüttichau, "Entartete Kunst, Munichl937: A Reconstruction", in
;,òàgenérate Aft': Thi fate oithe Avant-Garde in Nazi Germany, Stephanie Barron ed', (Los

nnþes: Los Angeles County Museum of Art, 1991), p' 63'
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with the actols and orato/s facility for absorbing himself in a role and convincing himself

of the truth of what he was saying at the time he said it'"e

The emphasis non-German scholars placed on the personality of Hitler during

the immediate postwar period led to the development of a one-dimensional biographical

approach, which tended to neglect the importance of political, eepnomic, social, cultural,

intellectual and psychological factors. The marked tendency to demonise Hitler,

especially by non-German historians, contrasted to studies produced by west German

historians which emphasised the discontinuity of Germany's present and past, by

accentuating the singularity of the Nazi phenomenon. ln contrast, studies produced by

East German historians emphasised the importance of underlying structural forces on

historical developments, and portrayed Hitler as a puppet of monopoly capitalism'

The notion of Hitler as the all powerful leader at the head of a highly organised

state machinery, once regarded by historians as a well established truth, was for the first

time placed under scrutiny in the early 1960s. The exploration of the "polycratiC or

.pluralistiC features of the Nazi régime became the subject of intense interest in the

European historiography by the late 1960s and early 1970s. Hans Mommsen, Edward

peterson, and Martin Broszat represent the main proponents of the "functionalist"

approach, in which decisions are seen as being functionally linked together, (thereby

limiting the centrality of Hitler in decision making processes).

ln an article entitled "National Socialism: Continuity and Change" Mommsen

portrayed Hi¡er as a "weak dictato/'. He did this by demonstrating how the efficient

functioning of the state was impeded by Hitlels personal rule, or lack thereof- Mommsen

stated that: "lnstead of func{ioning as a balancing element in the government, Hitler

disrupted the conduct of affairs by continually acting on sudden impulses, each one

different, and par¡y delaying decisions on current matters". The survival of Hitleis

dictatorship was according to Mommsen "held together externally by the Führer myth",

and depended upon the personal allegiance which ultimately resided in Hitlefs

charismatic appeal.to

The pressures which multiple agencies within the system placed upon Hitler's

ability to rule were also explored in Edward Peterson's study on the Nazi administration

e Hugh Trevor-Roper, Thelasf Days of Hitter (Pan Books: London, 1968), p. 54'

1o Hãns Mommsen, 'National Socialism: Continuity and Change'in Lefr-Wing lntellectuals

between the Wars, 1g1g-lgsg,Walter Laqueur and George Mosse eds., (New York: Harper &

Row, 1966), p.196.
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and bureaucracy.ll The scholarly studies produced by Hans Mommsen' Edward

peterson, and Martin Broszat red to the diminution in the overail importance of the

personality of Hitler in the Third Reich'

Thechallengeposedbythe.,functionalist"approachresultedintheemergenceof

a division between the exponents of the conflicting interpretational approaches, which

dominated European historiography. Foremost among the exponQnts of traditional

history were Klaus Hilderbrand and Andreas Hillgruber, who staunchly defended the

traditional historical approach, which allocated central importance to the conscious

motives and actions of individuals. ln an article entitled "Monokratie oder Polykratie?

Hiilers Herrschaft und das Dritte Reich", Hildebrand defended the axiomatic premise of

the absolute centrality of Adotf Hitler within the system" '12 ln 1973 in an article entitled

,,Politische Geschichte in moderner sicht", Hillgruber issued a call for a return to the

traditional historical approach which allocated central importance to the conscious

motives and aclions of individuals, rather than the underlying "structural determinants''

Hillgrubeis rejection of the 'exaggerated and modish claims of 'social history"" was

based upon the premise that this would lead to the substitution of empirical evidence for

ill-defined concepts and theoreticat abstractions'13 ln 1975' in an article entitled

,,Moderne Politikgeschichte oder 'Große Politik der Kabinette'?" Hans ulrich wehler

rejected Hillgrube/s defense and defined these as positive developments, which had

introduced greater conceptual rigour to historical scholarship'14 The ensuing debate

prompted a fundamental re.examination of the nature of historical scholarship and

methodologY.

The tenacity of the functionalist approach to withstand the battle waged by the

,,intentionalists" was demonstrated by Martin Broszat's authoritative analysis of the

internal structure of the Nazi régim e The Hitler Sfafe: The Foundation and Development

of the tntemat structure of the Third Reich. Broszat's study fundamentally changed our

11 Edward N. peterson , The Limits of Hifler's Power, (Princeton: Princeton university Press,

1969).
12 Klaus Hildebrand, 

,,Monokratie oder Polykatie? Hitlers Henschaft und das Dritte Reich",in Der

fiireriaat, Hirschfeld and Kettenacker ed', p' e

Nazi Dictatoship: Problems & Perspectives of I
1

1

Geschichteund Gese/tschaft,1, (1975), pp' e

Nazi Dictatoship: Problems & Perspectives
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perception of the Nazi régime by introducing the notíon that the bifurcation of Nazi

agencies impeded, rather than augmented, the efficient running of the bureaucracy:

The institutionalform of 'Führer absolutism' did not portend as is

often mistakenly presumed, a strengthening of the hierarchical

solidarity and un¡iormity of the state and Party as a whole, but

implied ä growing antagonism between the individualoffice holders,

as wellaJan enã to bgaland administrative regularity, and in the

last resort to a 'denationalisation' of the system'15

The controversy, which emerged between the exponents of these opposing

interpretational approaches, has characterised the broad development of historical

research on National Socialism. These questions of the general interpretation of the

Third Reich have found expression specifically in the historiography relating to Nazi

cultural policy and practice. The conflict between the two opposing authorities in Nazi

cultural politics was first documented in Hildegard Brenne/s 1963 Nationalsozialistische

Kunstpolitik.16

The conventional "intentionalist" approach is represented by early studies on

Nazi art looting, such as Thomas Howe's Salt Mines and Casttes, and the less academic

treatment of Nazi art looting provided by David Roxan and Kenneth Wanstall's Ihe

Jackdaw of Linz: The story of Hiflels Att Thefrs.17 These are essentially narrative

accounts of the plunder of Europe's art treasures by Nazi leaders'

While there are admittedly few historians who identify unreservedly witha simple

'intentionalist" approach, the "intentionalist" approach has continued to find expression

up to the present day. Studies such as Peter Reichel's Der schöne Schein des Dritten

Reicñes; Faszination und Gewatt der Faschrsmus, which explains cuttural policy in terms

of Hiler's ideology and master plan, may be identified as examples of "intentionalisf'

approaches to Nazi cultural policy.l8 ln contrast, Jonathan Petropoulos' study, entitled

Att as potitics in the Third Reich, represents an implicit critique of the "intentionalisf'

approach described above. Petropoulos has argued that the Tunctionalist" approach is

applicable to Nazi cultural policy since the same principles, which were operative in Nazi

15 Mart¡n Broszat, The Hitter Sfafe: The Foundation and Devetopment of the lnternal Structure of

the Third Reich, (London: Longman, 1981)'
16 From Republicio Reich: The Making of the Nazi Revolution, H$o Holborn ed., (New York:

Vintage Books, 1972).
17 David Roxan and Kenneth Wanstall, The Jackdaw of Linz: The Story of Hitlels Art Thefts,

(London: Cassell, 1964).
1d peter Reichel, Der schöne Schein des Dritten Rerbhes: Faszination und Gewalt der

Faschrsmus, (Municfr: Hanser, 1991)' p-372-
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foreign and racial policy, also determined the evolution of Nazi cuttural politics.

Petropoulos' second study entitled The Faustian Bargain seeks to explore the relation

between the radicalisation of Nazi racialand cultural policies:

with respect to the cultural sphere, one sees progression from

persecution in the professional realm

wing employees) to the expropriation
the efforts to dehumanise victims) to

þroperty of neighbouring countrÍes, a ly

the East), outright destruction.l e

petropoulos distinguishes his own study from similar studies by other his{orians:

,,while other scholars have described the bureaucratic overlap in a number of spheres,

this study has demonstrated that redundancy, or to use Hannah Arendt's term the

,multiplication of offices', occurred in the arts administration."20 ln The Faustian Bargain,

petropoulos examines the collaboration of art experts with Nazis. Petropoulos' study

constitutes a c¡tique of the "intentionalist" approach through its examination of how art

historians, art dealers, art journalists and artists, were not simply reactive to policies, but

actually conceived of initiatives and influenced Nazi ofücials to amend ordinances:

...while the figures in the art world discussed here must be regarded

as second r"'nk *h"n viewed with respect to the entirety of the political

and social structure of the Third Reich, they were not merely reactive to

policies and programs of the Nazi state. They often conceived initiatives

änd then pr"'r"nt"O these plans to the leaders for approval. Altematively,

they indueed the Nazielite to amend orders:21

ln a sense this thesis seeks to do the same, by revealing how the prac'tice of art

confiscation was conceived primarily as a means by which art dealers and officials could

enrich themselves, while maintaining an external appearance maintaining public

morality.

petropoulos' çtudy remains the most definitive account of the evolution of Nazi

visual arts policy, written to date. There are several nanative accounts of the plunder of

Europe's cultural treasures, which make excellent reading. lncludied among this

category is Lynn Nicholas' The Rape of Eurcpa and Heclor Feliciano's Íhe Losf

19 Jonathan Petropoulos , The Faustian Bargain: The Art World in Nazi Germany

(Penguin:London, 2000). P. 6.
2d Jonãthan petropoulos , Art as politics in the Third Reich, (The University of North Carolina

Press, 1996), P. 309.
21 løi¿. p.l.
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Museum.zz The most recently published account of Nazi art plundering is Peter

Harcrerode and Brendan pittaway's rhe Lost Masters.23 The topic of the art restitution

has been examined in a similar fashion to the autho/s mentioned above, by Elizabeth

simpson in her book lhe spo/s of war. other contributions to this discussion have been

made by Marc Masurovsky, Gerlad Aalders, Oliver Rathkolb, Sarah Jackson' Constance

Lowenthal, cynthia salzman, Patricia Kennedy Grimstead, Anja Heuss, wolfgand

Eichwede, Ulrike Hartung, Ulrich Bischoff, Gert Kerschbaumer' The fate of Germany's

coilections of modern art which were confiscated in the entaftete Kunst Aktion is also

well documented in "Degenerate A¡f: The Fate of the Avant-Garde in Nazi Germany'

edited by stephanie Barron.24 ln addition, the book's contributors, including von

Lüttichau, Peter Guenther, Andreas Hüneke and christoph Zuschlag have published

articles on this topic. A reconstruction of the Entartete Kunsfausstellung, entitled

,Rekonstruktion der Ausstellung 'Entartete Kunst' " was first published by Lüttichau in

1gg7.zs The very interesting topic of the traffic in looted art in neutral Switzerland has

been excellently docunmented in Thomas Buomberge/s study, entitled Raubkunst

Kunstraub. Buomberge/s book represents the most authoritative study exploring the art

transactions arranged between swiss dealers and German officials that exists to date'26

A history of the sale of Germany's public collections ol entartete Kunst to the

Kunstmuseum Baselhas also been documented by Georg Kreis in his study entitled

"Entaftete Kunst" für Basel.z7

22 Lynn Nicholas, The Rape of Eulopg:-Th.

the Second Wortd War (New York Alfred

The Nazi Conspiracy fo Sfea/ theWorld's Grea
23 peter Harclerode & Brendan Pittaway, The Lost Masters: The Looting of Europe's

Treasurehouses, (London: Orion, 1 999)'
te of the Avant-Ga hanie Barron ed'' (Los

nty Museum, 1991

háu, "Rekonstrukti e Kunst' ", in Die

"Kunststadf'München 1%7: Ñationalsoziatism Peter-Klaus Schuster

Schweiz und der Handel mit gestohlenen

rich: Orell Füssli, 1998). Buomberger is an

rt in Switzerland during the Second World War'

erge/s book courtesy of ffre Bundesamt für

Kuttur (Swiss Federal Office of Culture)'
zz Georg l,,eis, "Entartete" Kunst für Basel, (Basel: \M9t9 Verlag, 1990): Dr Katharina Schmidt'

th;ã&;'& tL-On"nttiche Kunstsamntung Basel, informed me in a letter dated May 29,

1999, that 
"n ""-rnioitne 

acquisition of 'dãgenerate art by the gallery is provided by Kreis in

thisparticularbook,thatwasavailablefromtheirbookshop.
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Methodotogy, Aims, and Source Materials

While the controversy between the "intentionalist" and "functionalist" position has

dissipated, and few historians identify unreservedly with either the simple 'intentionalist"

or functionalist" position, its application, notably to the realm of National Socialist cultural

policy, has produced some interesting findings in this thesis. The contradictions between

Nazi theory and practice which emerge from this study of the Nazi confiscation and

exchange of modem art, serves to highlight the link between the topic of art confiscation

and exchange to the broader debate in the literature of National Socialism.

This study seeks to examine the disposal of "degenerate art' in the context of the

historiographical controversy about the interpretation of National Socialism outlined

earlier in this chapter. The primacy of ideology in the formulation of an official National

Socialist aesthetic remains a distinguishing feature of the evolution of National Socialist

visual arts during the period between 1933-1937. The aim of this thesis, however, is to

show that ideology had not gained a stronghold over cultural policy. on the contrary, a

study of art policy and practice as they relate to confiscation, reveals that ideology failed

to retain a dominant influence afrer its apparent triumph in 1937. As such this thesis

constitutes a critigue of the 'intentionalist" school of interpretation'

This thesis undertakes an examination of the evolution of official policy on art in

the Third Reich, with an emphasis on the practice of confiscation. The discrepancies

which emerged between confiscation procedure in theory and in practice, illustrates how

the evolution of cultural policy from 1937 onwards became increasingly characterised by

the diminution in importance of ideology.

The sale of the Reich's collection of confiscated art at the Gaterie Fischer auction

in Lucerne, Switzerland in June 1939 provides evidence that economic considerations

outweighed ideological objections to the sale of "degenerate art". The fact that the

ideological justifications employed to legitimate the confiscations were not consistent

with the practice of confiscation provides evidence that visual arts policy ceased to be

driven by ideology considerations post 1937 '

The selection of primary sources has been limited to the reports compiled by the

Allies, with four exceptions. Firsily, the vötkischer Beobachfer, the official newspaper of

the NSDAp. Secondly, the inventory compiled by the tnstitut für Deutsche Kultur-und

lgirtschafrs-propaganda (lnstitute for German Cultural and Economic Propaganda)'

Thirdfy, the letter register of the Einsatzstab Reichsteîter Rosenbery (ERR). The letters

of correspondence of the KaiserWthetm Museum in Krefeld are the final exception.
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The reports of the Art Looting lnvestigation Unit (ALIU) provide an excellent

source of information on Nazi art looting, and forms the basis of the supporting

documentation to support the central thesis of this dissertation. The office of Strategic

Services was responsible for the establishment of the ALIU in November 1944' lts aim

was to investigate the plunder of Europe's art treasures with the established an

interrogation facility at Berchtesgaden. The field investigations of the ALIU performed by

Lieutenants Theodore Rousseau, of the National Gallery in Washington, James Plaut, of

Boston,s lnstitute of Modern Art, and Lieutenant S.L. Faison, art professor of William's

College, constitute a major primary source and form the basis of chapterthree'

The staff at the National Archives Record Administration Textual Reference

Division in Washington D.C. have pointed out that most of the wartime records of the

ALIU have been declassified for many years. Greg Bradscher, Assistant Chief of the

Archives ll Textual Reference Branch, estimates that only fifty percent of wartime

records detailing assets looted by the Germans during the second world war were

subject to classification. Bradscher has estimated that of those records that were

originally classified, seventy-five percent of those that had been classified were

relocated to unclassified stack areas in 1982;fifteen percent in the period between 1982-

1989t five percent in 1990-1994; and the remaining five percent in 1995-1997' These

archives were declassified after the United States Congress voted to declassify wartime

records detailing Germany's wartime financialtransaction in 1'997 '24

The Nafio nal Archives holds the entire collection of the records of the ALIU'

lncluded among these records are issued three Consolidated lnterrogation Reports

(ClRs), which document the nature and extent of Nazi looting operations in German-

occupied countries. The first ClR, entitled Activity of the Einsatzstab Rosenbe9 in

France, examines the confiscations performed by this egency in German-occupied

France. The second ClR, entiiled The Goeríng Cotlection, examines the methods used

by Reichsmarshall Göring and his agents to acquire works of looted art from occupied

countries.ze In addition to the ClRs, the MFA&A Branch issued fifteen detailed

interrogation reports (DlRs) investigating key figures involved in art looting. The DlRs

provide an account of the wartime aclivities of individuals identified in connection with

2S Greg Bradscher, "searching for Documents on Nazi Gold", The Reærd, May 1997'

2g theLxistence of the final CIR entitled "Linz: Hitler's Museum and Library" was disclosed by

two fournalists, David Ro""n and Ken Wanstall in 1964. This report investigates the origins of

Hifle/s Linz collection ov'tn" official purchasing agents and private art dealers involved, are fully

documented in this rePort.
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their involvement and affiliation with German art looting agencies, and their relationship

to various German officials. The involvement of Swiss dealers in the trade in looted art is

the subject of the Monuments Fine Arts and Archives Branch, Report of Mission to

Switzerland.3o

The Allied restitution efforts are documented by Richard A. Johnson in a report

entiiled protection, Restitution, and Reparation of Objets d'Aft, and other Cultural

Oöiecfs. This report is listed under the file name "Restitution Background Material", and

is amongst the records ol The American Commission for the Protection and Salvage of

Historic Monuments in War Areas. The records pertaining to the subject of art restitution

afterthe Second World War are held in the NafionalArchives and are included in the so-

called A¡detia Hail Coilection. The collections consists of over 500 boxes including, Ihe

Finat Repoft -Monuments, Fine Afts and Archives Secfion, under file "Final Reports -

Reparations and Restitution"; and Trcnsfer of Works of Att or Cultunl Mateñal of Value

or lmpoftance, under the file "387, Restitution Reports"'s1

, A copy of an inventory compiled by the lnstítut für Deutsche Kultur'und

Wtrtschafrs-propaganda in the summer of 1941, as a final record of the sales of

"degenerate art", is held by the Victoria and Albert Museum in London. This inventory

lists 16,558 works of art confiscated from collections in 101 German galleries in

alphabeticalorder. Heinrich Robert Fischer, a leading London art dealer, and æfounder

of the Martborough Fine Aft Gatlery gave the museum the inventory as part of his

bequest in October 1996. The second volume of the inventory has not been used as a

primary source in any secondary literature surveyed, and thereby constitutes an

important primary source.32 The inventory has not as yet been published, or written

about, with the exception of an article by Martin Bailey, which appeared in the Arf

Newspaper in May I 997.33

30 Gooper, Douglas, Repft of Mission to Switzerland, Monuments, Fine Arts and Archives

Branch, Decerñber 1, 1g45, the Naúional Archives, (Washington, D.C.), record Group 239, box

82.
3t FinatReporfs - Reparations and Restitution,30 December 1948, Records of Property Division,

Records of the Reparations and Restitution Branch, Reports and Related Records Re:

Restitution, 1 gts-i 950, the National Archives, (Washington, D.C.). Trans.fer of Works of Art or

Culturat Materiat of Vaiue or lmportanoe, 6 December 1946, Records of the Property Division,

Records of the Reparations and Restitution Branch, Reports and Related Records Re:

Restitution, 1945-i950, the Nationat Archives, (Washington, D.C.), record Group 260.
32 Entaftete Kunst, (ReichsministerÍum fur Volksaufklärung und Propaganda, 1942), The National

Art Library, Victoria and Albeft Museum, London.
33 Martin Bailey, Revealed: ìÂ/hat Happened to the "Degenerate'Art in Germany's Museums,

from G loZ', The Art Newspaper, No. 70, May 1997. p. 4.
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The ImperiatWar Museum in London has a copy of a report of the letter register

of the ERR, which documents the systematic plunder of Europe's art collections by this

agency entitled, The Einsa?stab Reichsleiter Rosenberg: An Analysis of the capturcd

LetterRegisfer of theERR. ln addition to the aforementioned records, a semi-official

record of the daily affairs of the MFA&A Branch has been preserved atthe lmperialwar

Museum, which provides an insight into the enormous quantities of art looted by the

Germans during the war.3a The diary of Miss A.O. Popham, a member of the small staff

of this branch, details telephone conversations, discussions in person, staff movements

and developments. lt provides an insight into the Einsa?stab Reichsleiter Rosenbetg's

systematic plunder of Europe's cultural patrimony'

The letters from the Nazi period belonging to the Kaiser wilhelm Museum in

Krefeld have also been consulted. These letters provide conelusive evidence of the

failed opposition of several museum directors from the Rhineland and Nazi politicians'

against the enta¡tete Kunst Aktion, and their subsequent efforts to purchase nineteenth

and early twentieth century French art to replenish their collections of modern art'35 The

msueum,s curator, Dr. Sabine Röder, has kindly made a selection of letters available for

my research.

34 The Einsatzstab Reichsleiter Rosenberg: An Anatysis of the Captured Letter-Register of the

enn, Oi,Aoøerzg, t-g4onroign March t-g¿t,t|p tnperíal War Museum, London, FO 645, box

349.
35 Dr. Sabine Roder, curator of the Karce r Withetm Museum, Krefeld, letter addressed to Chiew-

Lée Kfrut, 12May ìggg. See appendices for copy of original letter.
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Structure

The first chapter undertakes to explain the evolution of Nazi visual arts policy and the

origins of the policy of confiscation. This chapter discusses the debate over modernism

within the NSDAP and its repercussions in the development of Nazi visual arts policy.

The struggle which emerged between the Nationalsozialistische Gese//schaft für

deutsche Kuttur (National Socialist Association for German Culture) and the NSD-

Studentenbuntd (National Socialist Students' Association) for control over the

development of Nazicultural policy is discussed in some length.

The official newspaper of the NSDAP, the Völkischer Beobachfer, is used as a

primary source for this chapter, since the views expressed in this newspaper best

represent those of the Party and state. The perspective of the Völkischer Beobachter on

the National Socialist student rebellion illustrates how visual arts policy was re-fashioned

in the course of the Party's leadership struggle. The student rebellion failed to bring

about the liberalisation of the National Socialist visual arts policy, thereby allowing the

Kampfbund für deutsche Kultur (Combat League for German Culture) to gain a foothold

in that area. The consolidation of National Socialist power was thereby completed with

the elimination of dissension within the ranks of the NSDAP and the formulation of an

official National Socialist aesthetic.

The second chapter explores the confiscation and disposal of Germany's public

collections of modern art, and discusses the historic auction conducted by the Galerie

Fischer, Lucerne on 30 June 1939. The aim of the second chapter is to demonstrate the

declining influence of ideology on visual arts policy by examining the sale of "degenerate

art" to German officials, museums and art dealers. An inventory compiled by the RMVP

in the summer of 1941 as a final record of the sales of "degenerate art", has been

utilised to provide further evidence that confiscation procedure was not e¡nsistent with

the political and ideologicaljustifications employed to legitimate the confiscations.3o The

typescript compiled by the Reich Ministry for Propaganda and Enlightenment has not

been used in any of the existing literature cited above.

The typescript, which lists the fate of 16, 558, works of "degenerate art"

confiscated by the National Socialists, provides conclusive evidence that the sales were

efended to include works by French nineteenth and twentieth century artists which had

36 Entartete Kunst, (Reichsministerium fur Volksaufklárung und Propagand4 1942), The NationaÍ
Art Library, Victoria and Albe¡t Museum, London.
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been branded as "degenerate". ln practice the term 'degenerate" extended beyond

works produced since 1910 to include lmpressionist and Post-lmpressionist art.

The third chapter examines the confiscations of Jewish-owned artworks effected

by the Einsatzstab Reichste'tter Rosenberg (ERR). Since Jewish collections comprised

the principal source of 'degenerate art" chapter three examines the confiscations of

Jewish-owned property in occupied France between 1940 and 1942- The aim of the third

chapter is to explore the transformation of the nature of the ERR's mission, and examine

how the principal mission of this agency became the confiscation of Jewish owned

property for the purposes of commercial exploitation. The fact that the ideological nature

of this agency's mission was sacrificed to satisfy the demand for "degenerate art"' which

was created by Reich officials and German museums and art dealers, supports my

contention that ideologicalconsiderations were sacrificed to commercial interests.

The sales of artworks confiscated by the ERR is also the subject of chapter

three. The reports issued by the MFA&A Branch based upon a study of the files found in

the paris Office of Schenker, "lnternationale Transporte'. The letters from the Kaiser

Wilhelm museum during the Nazi period provide the basis for the final chapter.3T The

opposition of several museum directors from the Rhineland and Nazi politicians of the

city against lhe enta¡tete Kunst Aktion, and their efforts to purchase 19th and early 20th

century French art to replenish their collections of modern art, are brought to light in this

closing chapter.3a This chapter examines the sales conducted by the Reich in the period

1941-1943 and relates this subject back to the more general discussion of the role of

ideology in the cultural history of the Third Reich'

The purchase of 'degenerate art' by German ofücials and museums after the

issuance of an edict against the transportation of 'degenerate art" to the German Reich,

is used in the concluding chapter as evidence of the diminished role of ideology in visual

arts policy. The sale of lmpressionist and Post-lmpressionist art to German museums is

cited on this occasion as an example of how the Reich government was prepared to

sacrifice those very same ideological considerations, which it superficially appeared to

adhere to.

37 Cecil Gould, "Accessions to German Museums, and Galleries during the Occupation of France

AprilS, 1945, i. "Purchases of Works of Art in France during the

f óf German d icials (The Schenker Papers, Part

hington, D.C.), 239, box 81.

3s Dr. Sabine Röder, curator of lhe Kaiser With Krefeld, letter addressed to Chiew-

Lee Khut, May 12, 1999.
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The diminishing importance of ideology is evinced by the purchase of

lmpressionist and Post-lmpressionist art by German officials and museums between the

years 1941 and 1942. The fact that German museums were allowed to purchase

officially proscribed art again suggests that the commercial exploitation of "degenerate

art" took precedence over the ideological justifications which had originally been

employed to provide the justification for the practice of confiscation. That German

museums sought to replenish their depleted collections with acguisitions of French

lmpressionist and Post-lmpressionist art, suggests that while this art was regarded as

"degenerate" in theory, in practice museums were able to purchase "degenerate art"

without any difficulties.

ln practice the edict against the importation of 'degenerate art " to the Reich

encouraged German officials to participate in one-sided exchanges. The willingness of

German officials to benefit commercially from the disposal of 'degenerate art" is also

evinced by their disposal of "degenerate art" through a series of exchanges conducted

during the period 1941-1943. The method of exchange became a favoured means of

acquisition after the issuance of an edict prohibited the transportation of "degenerate" art

to the Reich.

The fourth chapter examines the exchanges of French Impressionist and 20th

eæntury paintings for Old Masters and German 19th century pictures conducted by the

ERR. This chapter is based primarily upon Consolidated lntenogation Repoft No.1:

Activity of the Einsatzstab Rosenberg and Consolidated lntenogation Repoft No. 2: The

Goering Collection.3e The exchanges illustrate the Reich government's willingness to

sacrifice certain ideological considerations in the interests of commercial exploitation.

The twenty- eight exchanges conducted by the ERR fiom the period between February

1941 through November 1943 were inspired by the organisational edict against the

transportation of "degenerate' art to Germany. This chapter examines the exchanges

conducted by the ERR in FrancÆ, and Switzerland. The method of exchange constituted

a significant aspect of the formation of Göring's personal collec{ion and became Göring's

favoured method of acguisition. The sustained demand for "degenerate arfl among

3e J.S.Plaut, Consolidated lntenogation Report No. 1: Activity of Eínsatzstab Rosenberg, 15
August 1945 (Oifiæ of Strategic Services Art Looting lnvestigation Unit), the National Archives
(Washington D.C.) & Theodore Rousseau, Consolidated lnterrogation Report No. 2: The
Goering Collection, 15 September 1945,the NationalArchives (Washington D.C.), record group
239, box 75.
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German dealers afte¡ 1941 is also indicated from their eagerness to engage ¡n

exchanges and sales involving officially proscribed art in the period between 1941'1943.
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GHAPTERI-THEE\'oLUTIoNoFTHENAZIvIsUALARTSPoLIcYINTHE
PERIoD 1929'1937 -

The conventional historical depiction of Nazi cuttural policy' that has its focus on

ideology, provides a somewhat misleading representation of cultural life in the Third

Reich. The evolution of Nazi visual arts policy, for example was far more complex and

contradictory, than a conventional reading of visual arts policy of this period first

suggests.

This first chapter undertakes to explain the evolution of Nazi visual arts policy

during the peñod spanning from 1929-1936' lt does this firstly by examining the

importanceofculturalassociations,suchastheKampfbundfürdeutscheKultur(KfdK)'

in the formulation of a Nazi visual arts policy in the period prior to Hitle/s rise to power'

The discussion in this chapter of the rore of the KfdK in the rise of Nationar socialism is

primarilybaseduponresearchpresentedbyAlanE'steinweis'HisstudyArt'ldeology'

and Economics in Nazi Germany: The Reich chambe¡s of Music' Theater' and the

VisualArfsconstitutestheprincipalsourceofinformationabouttheriseoftheKfdK'1

ThischapteralsoexploresthestrugglethatemergedbetweentheKfdKandthe

NSD-Sfude ntenbund (National Socialist Student Association), for control over the

development of cultural policy. lt also explores the repercussions of this conflict on the

formuration of an officiar visuar arts poricy in the period after 1933'

ThereportageoftheconflictbytheofficialnewspaperoftheNSDAP,the

vötkischer Beobachter, has also been employed in this chapter as a means to attitudes

towardmodernartinofficialPartycircles'Theexistenceofdebateovermodernismin

various editions of the Völikischer Beobachter is cited in this chapter, as evidence

iilustrating the broad scope for discussion over aesthetic issues prior to the year 1935'2

1 Aan E. Steinweis , Art, tdeology, and Economics in Nazi Germany:

Music, Theater, an¿"ilei¡"iãíÁrts, (chapel Hill: The universitv of
The Reich Chambers of
North Carolina Press, 1993)'

o ¡n this chapter are held in the library

ese articles were translated for my

fl.
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The Rise of the Kampfbund für deutsche Kultur in the period 1929-1933.

The KfdK contributed greatly to the transformation of the NSDAP's image, from its grass-

roots beginnings into the culturally sophisticated image which it later projected to the rest

of the world. The cultivation of a culturally sophisticated image was to prove particularly

instrumental in the rise in the popularity of the NSDAP among Germany's cultural and

economic elite. lt is important to understand the means by which this was achieved in

order to better understand its implications upon the development of Nazi cultural policy,

in particular, the practice of art confiscation.

The role of the KfdK is central to understanding the evolution of Nazi cultural

policy, especially since the KfdK played a crucial role in the rise of hostility towards the

avant-garde, both among the Party and its supporters. The elaborate theories about the

degeneracy of the avant-garde, which were espoused by the Party's spokespeople, and

their conservative allies, are significant because these same theories later form the

theoretical basis for the government's practice of art confiscation.

During the period spanning from 1928-29 the NSDAP transformed itself from a

fringe movement into a leading political party. lt achieved this through instituting a series

of organisational reforms, which were aimed at transforming the movement's appeal

among Germany's educated and propertied classes. The success of these

organisational reforms enabled the movement to rise to prominence in German politics

within a period of four years.3

The leadership of the NSDAP had achieved little success in shedding its

plebeian image priorto 1933, in spite its poor recruitment efforts among working classes.

ln realisation that the Party's electoral success hinged upon widening its appeal among

a wider section of the electorate, the Party set about shedding the "blue collafl image.

The leadership achieved this rapid transformation firstly through the creation of new

auxiliaries for university students, teachers, lawyers and other professional groups. The

Party leadership recognised from an early stage that, although the educated and cultural

elite comprised a minority of the electorate, their support conferred social respectability

upon the movement. ln response to this problem, the leadership instigated a series of

organisational changes.a

3 Alan E. Steinweis, "Weimar Culture and the Rise of National Socialism: The Kampfbund für
deutsche Kultuf, CentralEuropean History,vol24, no.4, 1991. p.408.

4l¡io. p.409.
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The first step that was taken occurred in January 1929, when the Party agreed to

re-name the Nafion atsozialistische Gesel/schaft ftir deutsche Kultur (National Socialist

Association for German Culture), the Kampfuund für deutsche Kultur (Combat League

for German culture). This change in name reflected the Party's desire to appeal to a

broader audience. The decision to re-name the association, and not to restrict entry to

the association to NSDAP members, was aimed at broadening the association's appeal

to groups that had refrained from joining the Party because of its association with the

working class. Since the party relied on the subscriptions and donations of its members

to finance its program of activities, it was essential to the survival of the Party that this

was rapidly achieved.

The conspicuous absence of references to the Party and Adolf Hitler in the

official newsleüer of the KfdK after 1929 succeeded in cultivating the image that the

KfdK remained above party politics. The membership of several publishers and writers

on the association's executive committee, such as Dr. Philipp Lenard, Hugo Bruckmann,

Paul Schultze-Naumburg, and Karl von Shirach, also lent an image of social

respectability and sophistication to the KfdK.s

ln the same year, the KfdK launched a series of lectures, which were aimed at

educating Germans about the importance of the preservation of Aryan race and its

culture. ln February 1929 the KfdK sponsored public lectures, including music recitals,

theatrical performances and literary readings, which proved enormously successful

recruiting new members to both the KfdK, and laterthe NSDAP.6

The KfdK publicised its cultural program in the organisation's official newspaper,

lhe Mitteitungen des Kampfbundes für deutsche Kuttur. The decision to publicise the

KfdK,s cultrual attractions not only in the official newspaper of the NSDAP, Völkischer

Beobachter, but also in the Mitteitungen des Kampfbundes für deutsche Kultur, was

probably aimed at converting the KfdKs less political readership to the NSDAP- 7

Othmar Spann, the theorist of the corporate state and member of the Board of

Directors of the KfdK received the honour of delivering the inaugural lecture, entitled

5 Alan E. Steinweis, .Weimar Culture and the Rise of National Socialism: The Kampfbund für

deutsche Kultur', Centrat European History, vol. 24, no' 4, 1991 , pp' 408-09'
6 Christoph Zuschlag, "An'Educational Exhibition': Prec

lndividuäl Venues", in "Dqenerate Art': The Fate of th

Stephanie Barron ed., (Los Angeles: Los Angeles Cou
z nei¡ert phillips Rothieder, "A Study of Alfred Rosenberg's Organisatlon for National Socialist

l¿eôiogy,, 1en.o. diss., University oi Michigan: University Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Michigan,

1963), p. 43.
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.The cultural crisis of the present". other lectureres, included Alfred Heuss, an eminent

musicologist, who delivered a lecture entitled "The Crisis of German MusiC, in which he

referred to the destructive impact of "Negro- Jew Jazl', on European culture. ln April

1g2g,the Party's own self appointed ideologue, Alfred Rosenberg, developed upon his

theme in greater depth, in a lecture of the alleged nefarious effects of "Negro" culture'8

The theoretical framework for the cultural views of the KfdK were provided by

Alfred Rosenberg, in his book entitled Der Mythos des 20. Jahrhundeñs: Eine Weñung

dersee/isch -geistigen Gestattenkämpfe (The Myth of the 20th century: An Evaluation of

the Spiritual and lntellectual Confrontations of Our Age). This book, which was published

in 1930, became the unoffìcial primer of the Party's cultural views. Although Der Mythos

des 20. Jah¡hunderf was never officially endorsed by the NSDAP it provided the

theoretical justification for the battle against modern art launched by the anti-modernist

forces within the PartY. e

ln this book, the author sought to intensify existing prejudices about the

degeneracy of the avant-garde, through the association of modern art with pornography,

homosexuality, venereal disease, racial miscegenation and Jewish-Bolshevism' Not

surprisingly, the same views espoused in this book later provided the theoretical basis

for the confiscation of "degenerate art'. Walter Hansen also explored the alleged

degeneracy of the avant-garde in a pamphlet entitled 'Judenkunst in Deutschland"' This

article purported to explore the nefarious involvement of Jews in the promotion of

modem art.io Hansen was later recognised as one of the individuals responsible for

conceiving lhe enta¡tete Kunst Aktion.11

The emergence of the KfdK as a front organisation for the NSDAP became

increasingly apparent in 1930. Whilst the association remained an unofficial organ of the

NSDAP, the influence of the KfdK on the Party increased with its president, Alfred

Rosenberg's, rise to prominence in the activities of the association. The KfdK first began

to exert a pronounced dominancê over cultural affairs in Thuringia, following the

appointment of Wilhelm Frick to the post of Minister of lnterior and Minister of Popular

s Alan E. Steinweis, 'weimar Culture and the Rise of National Socialism: The Kampfbund für

Oãutscne Kultu/', Centrat European History, vo¡ 24, no' 4, 1991, pp' 408-09'
e Affired Rosenberg, Der Mythos des 20. Jahrhunderts: Eine Wertung der seelischgeistigen

Gestatten kämpfe lUUnchen: Hoheneichen Verlag, 1 939)'
10 Jonathen peiropoulos , Aft as politics in the Third Reich, (London: The University of North

Carolina Press, 1996), P. 54.
11 Jonathan petropoutðs, Art as potitics in the Third Reich, (London: The University of North

Garolina Press, 1996), PP' 54-56.
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Education in 1930. The appointment of hardiine anti-modernists to key positions within

his ministry, including Hans Severus Ziegler as "Culture, Art and Theater Specialist", and

paul Schultze-Naumburg as head of the State Academy of Art, suggested that the

vötkisch program of the KfdK would form the basis for the Nazi cultural policy. The

issuance of "Ordinance against Negro culture" on 5 April 1930, aimed at the elimination

of "immoral and foreign racial elements in the arts", and the subsequent purge of

German Expressionist art from the Weimar Ducal Museum in November 1930, also

pointed in the same direction.l2

The activism of the KfdK during the early years of the "struggle" also contributed

to the rise in organised opposition to modern art by amateur art societies and other

reactionary groups. ln 1930 cultural associations and leagues of the far-right organised

themselves into the Führenaf des Vereinigten Deutschen Kunst und Kultur Veñands

(Führeis Council of United German Art and Cultural Association). The KfdK launched a

series of public lectures aimed at raising the association's profile in an effort to gain

leadership of these organisations and associations in 1931.13

The NSDAP gained a foothold in the universities following the electoral success

of the NSD-Sfudentenbund in the student union elections. The NSD-Studentenbundwon

control of the national students' union in the summer of 1931.r4

The KfdK attempted to capitalise on the situation by sponsoring a series of public

lectures by Paul Schultze-Naurnburg, entitled "The Struggle Over Art". Schultze-

Naumburg became a spokesman for the KfdK's cultural platform, and delivered a series

of lectures in universities in 6 cities in 1931.15 Schultze-Naumburg reiterated the ideas

he had expounded in his treatise on his lecture circuit: 'For, just as in German politics, a

battle over life and death rages in German art today. Alongside the struggle for power,

the struggle for art must be fought with the same eamestness and the same decision, if

we do not want to sacrifice the German soul".16 During his final two lectures violent

scuffles erupted between left wing activists and NSDAP activists, and members of the

12 Alan E. Steinweis, "ì/Veimar Culture and the Rise of National Socialism: The KampfbunÚftir
deutsche Kultu/', Central European History, vol. 24, no. 4, 1991, p. 408.

13 lbid.pp. 408-09.
14 Geoffrey J. Giles, "National Socialism and the Educated Elite in the Weimar RepubliC', in The

Nazi Machtergreifung, Peter D. Stachura ed., (London: George Allen & Unwin, 1983), p. 50.
l5 Jonathan Petropoulos , Aft as Potîtics in the Third Reich, (London: The University of North

Carolina Press, 1996), P,29.
16 Barbara Miller Lane, Architecture and Politics in Germany, 1918-1945, (Cambridge,

Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1968), p. 159.
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Sturmabteilung, which were present to eject any disruptive audience participants

removed them from the auditorium.lT

The KfdK succeeded in broadening the appeal of the association among

educated segments of the community. ln the period between April 1929 and January

1932, the membership of the KfdK swelled from 300 to 2,100, and although its

membership was not comparable in size to that of political parties, an inordinate

proportion of elites gained membership to the association. The National Socialist

dominance of the KfdK became more pronounced after the Reichstag elections in July

1932. The NSDAP polled 37.8o/o of the vote, doubling its representation from 107 to 230

seats.18 ln 1932 the Berlin chapter of the KfdK published a declaration of its adherence

to the National Socialism in its publication, Deutsche Kultur Wacht. The front page of the

first issue featured an article endorsing the NSDAP. The second issue contained a

declaration of support for Hitler signed by fifty-four university lecturers and professors.

The Deufscfie KulturWacht became a forum for issues concerning the structural reform

of the visualarts.le

ln the yeers prior to the Party's seizure of power the KfdK performed an

important role in establishing a support base for the movement. The KfdK appeared

guaranteed of securing a position of dominance in the realm of cultural policy following

the National Socialists' assumption of power. ln the period between January and

February 1933 membership in the KfdK rose rapidly from 6,000 to 38,000. The rapid rise

in membership of the KfdK between January and February 1933 confirmed the

leadership's goal of assuming hegemony over the cultural bureaucracy.2o

However the KfdK's organisational structure, which was based upon semi-

autonomous regional associations rather than a centralised party-style organisation, was

ideally suited to promoting regional activism. The failure of the KfdK to gain leadership of

the national administration of the culture professions in the winter of 1933 proved

detrimental to the organisation's survival. The formation of an allianeæ between Hans

Hinker, the founder of the Berlin chapter of the KfdK, and Goebbels posed the first threat

17 Alan E. Steinweis, "Weimar Culture and the Rise of National Socialism: The Kampflcund für
deutsche Kultu/', Central European History, völ. 24, no. 4, 1991, p. 408.

18'Degenerate Aft': The Fate of the Avant-Garde in NaziGermany, Stephanie Banon ed., (Los
Angeles: Los Angeles County Museum of Art, 1991), p. 396.

19 Geoffrey J. Giles, "National Socialism and the Educeted Elite in the Weimar RepubliC', in The
Nazi Machtergreifung, Peter D. Stachura ed., (London: George Allen & Unwin, 1983), p. 50.

20 Alan E. Steinweis, "Weimar Culture and the Rise of National Socialism: The Kampfbund für
deutsche Kultuf , Central European History, vol. 24, no. 4, 1991, p. 408.
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to the KfdK's leadership challenge. The appearance of articles concerning misdirected

funding of the arts and inefficient administration and regulations of the culture

professions prompted Hinkel, to broker a deal with the propaganda minister Joseph

Goebbels, which required artists who were members of the NSDAP to join the KfdK. The

transformation of the assoeiation into a professional association foreshadowed the

institutionalisation of the culture professions-2l The deal brokered between Goebbels

and Hinkel gave the leadership of the KfdK the mistaken impression that the KfdK would

assume responsibility over the regulation of the culture professions. ln actuality, the

alliance between Hinkel enabled Goebbels to gain control over the affairs of the KfdK

through shifting the oentre of the association's activities from Munich to Berlin.22

The influence of the KfdK declined throughout June 1933. The Reichsbund

Volkstum und Heimaf (Reich Folkhood and Home League) under the leadership of

Professor Karl Alexander von Mùiller emerged as a rival to the KfdK. ln June 1933

Rosenberg unsuccessfully attempted to ineorporate the KfdK' now the single largest

cultural association, into the National Socialist cultural bureaucracy, The unofficial status

of the KfdK within the organisational hierarchy of the state and Party brought the KfdK

into conflict with the newly oreated Reichskutturkammer (Rrcf¡.zr

The issuance of a Führer decree on 30 June 1933 invested unlimited control over

the cultural bureaucracy in the hands of Goebbels.

Goebbels the Reiohsminister of Public Enlightenment and
Propaganda has jurisdiction over the whole field of spiritual
indoctrination of the nation, of propagandising the state, of
cultural and economic propaganda, of enlightenment of the
public at home and abroad;furthermore, he is in charge of
the administration of all institutions serving this purpose.2a

The enactment of a law creating the RKK on 22 September 1933, which

acknowledged Goebbels as its head, was followed by the promulgation of a Decree for

21 Jonathan Petropoulos, Arf as Politics in the Third Reich, (London: The University of North
Carolina Press, 1996), BB. 27 , 47.

22 Alan E. Steinweis, "Weimar Culture and the Rise of National Socialism: The Kampfbund für
deutsche Kultu/', Gentral European History, vol.24, no. 4, p. 435.
23 lbid. p. 4oa.
24 Alexander Hardy, Hitler's Secref Weapon: The Managed Press and Propaganda Machine in

Nazi Germany(NewYork: Vantage, 1967), p.28.
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the lmplementation of the Reich Chamber Law on 1 November 1933, which outlined its

tasks, structure and membership Policies.2s

The RKK was comprised of chambers for the press, radio, film, theatre, music,

literature and the visual arts. lnitially membership in the RKK was not mandatory, and

individuals in the culture professions were expected to join of their own volition. Entry

into the RKK was not restricted to members of the NSDAP, however applicants were

required to submit certification of their "Aryan" ancestry, and former membership in the

communist party automatically precluded entry into the RKK.zo Following the enactment

of the Directive for the Execution of the Reich Chamber Law on I November 1933

membership in the RKK became compulsory. All persons engaging "in the creation, the

reproduction, the intellectual or technical adaptation, the dissemination, the

maintenance, the sale or the mediation of the sale of cultural assets", were required to

join if they wished to continue working in their prospective field of employment. The RKK

underwent a rapid decline in membership after membership of the RKK was made

mandatory for the culture professions. 27

The appointment of several members of the KfdK to positions within the

propaganda ministry and the RKK deprived the KfdK of its effective leadership. Several

former members of the KfdK rose to occupy key positions within the RKK. Hans Hinkel

was appointed Rer'chskulturwalter in the RKK's central office. Otto Laubinger became

head of the Rerbhstheatefuammer (Reich Theatre Chamber). Heinz lhlert, was made

executive director of the Reichsmusikkamrgr (Reich Music Chamber). The presidency

of the Rerbhsschifttumskammer (Reich Literature Chamber) was given to Hanns Johst,

and Eugen Hönig, receíved the presidency of the Rerbfiskammer der bíldenden Künste

(Reich Chamber of the VisualArts).ze

The KfdK's failure to gain a foothold in the bureaucracy before the creation of the

propaganda ministry and RKK, combined with the formation of an alliance between

Goebbels and Dr. Ley in 1933, secured the RKKs control over the cultural bureaucracy.

25 Alan E. Steinweis, Art, ldeology, and Economics in Nazi Germany: The Reich Chambers of
Music, Theater, and the Visual Arts, (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, '1993),

pp.42,44.
26 Jan-Pieter Barbian, "Literary Policy in the Third Reich", tn NationalSocra/rsf Cultural Policy,

Glenn R. Guomo ed., (NewYork: St. Martin's Press, 1995), pp.172-73.
27 Jonathan Petropoulos , A¡t as Politics in the Third Reich, (London: The University of North

Carolina Press, 1996), p.28.
28 Aan E. Steinweis, Art, ldeology, and Economics in Nazi Germany: The Reich Chambers of

Music, Theater, and the VisualArts (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 1993),
p.28.
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The KfdK's influence in cultural matters diminished after the formation of an alliance with

NS-Gemeinschaft Kraft durch Freude (National Socialist Association Strength through

Joy). ln late 1933 Ley approached Goebbels about the creation of a cultural department

in his organisation, the NS-Gemeinschafr Krafr durch Freude. Goebbels agreed to assist

Ley in the designing the cultural program for Ley's workers' organisation, the Deutsche

Arbeitsfronf (German Labour Front) (DAF) and contrived the motto "Kraft durch Freude"

(Strength through Joy). The formation of an alliance between himself and Dr. Robert Ley

succeeded in undermining the position of the KfdK, which had remained outside the

state structure.2e

However, by July 1933, relations between Ley and Goebbels had become

acrimonious as an outepme of Ley's endeavour to assume direction over the KdF. The

formation of an alliance between Rosenberg and Ley resulted in the merging of the KfdK

with the Reichsve¡band "Deutsche Bilhne" to form the NS-Ku/furyemeinde (NS Cultural

Community) (NS-KG) in June 1934. The forging of an alliance between the leaders of

these respective associations with the creation of the NS-KG, was calculated to weaken

Goebbels control over the administrative bureaucracy and prevent the RKK from gaining

dominance in cultural affairs.3o

The efforts of the völkisch faction to gain ascendancy through the implementation

of their reactionary cuJtural program failed to meet with success. The redoubtable efforts

of the KfdK to regain its position of prominence were set back again after Hitler delivered

a speech at the annual party rally in Nuremberg on 1 September 1933. The speech,

entitled "German Art as the Proudest Justification of the German People" implicity

rejected the KfdK's program. The importance of this particular speech was paramount,

because it was his first public pronouncement on art since becoming Chancellor of

Germany. Hitle/s speech constituted a major disappointment to the KfdK. His

declaration that "today's tasks require new methods" and that "those who think that the

representatives of the cultural decadence, which now lies behind us, can be the

2e Jonathan Petropoulos, Aft as Politics in the Third Reich, (London: The University of North
Carolina Press, 1996), pp.3840.

30 Jonathan Petropoulos, "A Guide through the Visual Arts Administration of the Third Reich', in
NationalSocia/isf CulturalPolicy, Glenn R. Cuomo ed., (NewYork St. Martin's Press, 1995), p.

125.
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standard bearers of the future", implied his rejection of the cultural program espoused by

the KfdK.3r

The appointment of Hans Weidemann to the vice-presidency of the

Reichskammer der bildenden Künste (Reich Chamber for Visual Arts) exacerbated the

factional divide emerging within the Party and government. Weidemann's inclusion of

works by Ernst Barlach and Emil Nolde in the exhibition of German religious art in the

Chicago exhibition entitled "Century of Progress", and his organisation of an exhibition of

modern German Expressionist painting and sculpture entitled Dreißig Deutsche Künstler

1Thirty German Artists), which opened at the Galerie Ferdinand Möller in Berlin on 22

June 1933, earned him notoriety. Following his appointment to a position in the cultural

office of the NS-Gemernschaft Kraft durch Freude a series of exhibitions in factories and

work places was sponsored by the KdF featuring the founders of German

Expressionism, including Pechstein, Schmidt-Rottluff, Nolde and Barlach.32

The leadership challenge between members of the KfdK and their rivals within

the Party and government precipitated the eventual demise of the KfdK, once it became

apparent that the battle the leadership of the KfdK had waged to gain control over the

cultural bureaucracy had been lost. The threat posed by the KfdK to RKK was

neutralised by Goebbels soon after the creation of the RKK. The growing influence of the

RKK enabled key opponents of the KfdK to rise to positions of prominence within the

expanding cultural bureaucracy. This presented a unique opportunity for pro-moöernist

elements within the Party and state to change the development of the National Socialists

cultural policy. The potential for Nazi cultural policy to be moderated by more liberal

elements within the government was further strengthened by the emergence of the NSD-

Studentenbund as youthfulopposition to the KfdK.

31 Barbara Miller Lane, Architecture and Politics in Germany, 191&1945, (Cambridge,
Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1968), p. 180.

32 Jonathan Petropoulos , Art as Politics in the Third Reich, (London: The University of North
Carolina Press, 1996), p. 39.
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The Emergence of the IìlSD-Sfudentenbund Opposition in the period 1931'1935.

The period between 1933-1g34 was characterised by the emergence of opposition to the

reactionary cultural views espoused by the KfdK from within the Party. The cultural

policies espoused by the KfdK aroused opposition from the "liberal" fac-tion of the

NSDAP, particularly among the NSD,Studentenbun4 which had succeeded in gaining

control of national students' union in the summer of 1931'

ln the spring of 1933 the NSD-Sfudentenbund emerged as an outspoken critic of

the völkrsch aesthetic. The Berlin branch of the NSD-sfudentenbund sponsored a public

forum on modern art at the University of Berlin. Otto Schreiber, the deputy of the Berlin

chapter of the NSD-Sfude ntenbund led the student rebellion. ln a speech he delivered at

the auditorium of lhe Humbotdt lJniversúy of Berlin on 29 June 1933, denounced the

reactionary etements within the Party for preventing the National Socialist revolution

from being carried over to the visual arts. The student opposition leader heralded the

German Expressionists as the heirs of Germany's artistic heritage, embracing the

irrational aspects of Expressionism. Schreibels antics made him the target of criticism

from Rosenberg.3s

The leader of the Berlin chq¡ter of the NSD-Sfudentenbund, Dr. Fritz Hippler,

and the educational director of the association, Dr. Johann von Leers, delivered a series

of lectures exploring the affinities between Expressionism and National Socialism.34

Goebbels too shared the sentiments of the students. On the artist's seventieth

birthdayk, Goebbels eælebrated Edvard Munch's as "the spiritual heir of the Nordic

nature". He also endorsed German Expressionism and described the Neue Sachlichkeit

(New Objectivity style) as "the German art of the next decade" during a speech he made

on g May 1933. His avowed support for the NSD-Sfødentenbund is also evident in a

speech he gave inaugurating the RKK on 15 November 1933:

German art needs fresh blood. We live in a young era' lts supporters

are young, and their ideas are young. They hgye.nothing more in.

common with the past, which we hav left behlnd us. The artist who

seeks to give the impression to this age also must be young and he

must create new forms.35

33 Jçnathan petropoulos, Arf as Politics in the Third Reich, (London: The University of North

Carolina Press, 1996), PP.23-24-
34 Hildegard Br€nner, 'Àrt'in the Politicel Struggle of 193!_and 1934", Republicto Reich: The

UàX¡nõ of the Nazi Revolution, Hajo Holbom éd., lNew York Pantheon Books, 1972), p. 403.

35 enrnãrO Behr, 'Nazi Cultural Politics: lntentionaliem vs. Functionalism", National Socialisf

CutturalPolicy, ôlenn R. Cuomo ed., (NewYork St. Martin's Press, 1995), p. 14'
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pro-modernist elements within the KdF also lent their support to the student

rebellion. Hans Weidemann endorsed the actions of the NSD-Sfudentenbund, and

published a defence of Expressionist art with Otto Schreiber, entitled Jugend kämpft für

deutsche Kunst (youth Defends German Art). The article condemned the efforts of

reactionary forces to foist their doctrinaire ideas upon the youth:

The attempts of uncreative persons to lay down dogmas in art

criticism is a nightmare to all young
The Nationd Sãcialist studenls are in art'

because they believe in art as a livin and

because they wish to prevent the previous generation of German

artists from being disavowed.36

The declarations of support for the students' protest in the liberal press increased

the ground swell of support for the NSD-Sfude ntenbund's opposition. ln November 1933,

the Expressionist poet and early supporter of the NSDAP, Gottfied Benn, published an

essay in defence of German Expressionism in the arts journal Deutsche Zukunfr- Benn

envisaged the stylistic qualities of Expressionism would provide the basis for a

renaissance of the visual arts under National Socialism. Benn's impassioned defence of

Expressionism was reprinted in Kunsf und Macht in 1934.¡z Hippler and Leers delivered

a lecture before a crowded audience in the main auditorium of the Humboldt University

in Berlin on 29 June 1g33 criticising the restoration of '\Mlhelminian academicism". Otto

Schreiber delivered the final paper of the seminar that directly criticised the RKK.38 Their

outspoken criticism of Ëre govemment resutted in the enforcement of disciplinary

measures, and on 14 July 1933, the Deufsche Altgemeine Zeitung published a

statement by Otto Schreiber recanting his earlier position. Walter Hansen, one of the

RMVp officials responsible for conceiving the entaftete Kunst Aktion, pronounced that

the student rebell6n constituted a political revolt, "a manoeuvre of falsification directed

against national art and the racial principle."3e Hans Hinkel, the State Commissioner,

expelled Hippler and Schreiber from the Berlin chapter of the NSD-Sfudentenbund Ío¡

their role in organising the exhibition of German Expressionists, entitled Dreißig

Deutsche Künstter. Hinkel and Hippler threatened disciplinary measures against "all

36 Hildegard Brenner, "Art in the Political Struggle of 1933 and !9U', Republic to Reich: The

MakinJ of the Nazi i?evolution, Hajo Holborn eO., lNewYork Pantheon Books, 1972\, p.403.
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those who twist the words of sincere National Socialists and so attempt to bring division

into the front of the true new German art." The opposition to the exhibition from within

the party resulted in the withdrawal of the NSD-sfudentenbund's sponsorship of the

exhibition before its opening at the Gaterie Ferdinand Mötter on 22 July 1933-40 The

closure of the exhibition on the orders of the Thuringian Minister of lnterior, Wilhelm

Frick on 25 July 1933 foreshadowed the implementation of a hard-line anti-modernist

policy in the province of Thuringia.4l

However, the attendance of Nazi dignitaries at an exhibition of ltalian Futurist Art,

enti¡ed Aeropitturin Berlin in March 1994, suggests that the "liberal" faction continued to

exercise a marginal influence over the direction of cultural policy in Berlin.

The student rebellion ultimately failed in achieving e liberalization of the

governmentvisualarts policy. The political radicalism of the NSD-sfudentenbund proved

detrimental to the political survival of the organisation. The political ramifications of

Schreibe/s protest were not lost by Rosengerg, who labelled him a cultural Otto

Strasse/', (a reference to the left-wing Nazi expelled by the Party in 1930)'+z 1¡"

murders of Ernst Röhm and other Sturmabteitung (Storm Division) leaders on 30 June

1934 brought an end to the revolutionary phase of the National Socialist struggle. The

withdrawal of liberal factions' support of the NSD-Sfudentenbund in late 1934 led to the

rapid decline in the association's activism. The youthful rebellion that had charac¡terised

the revolutionary phase of the National Socialist revolution ended in failure ¡n 1934.43

The appointment of the students' leader, Otto Schreiber, to an official post in the

Fine Arts section of the NS'Gemernschaft Kraft durch Freude marked the end of the

rebellion and the compromise of its leadership. The KdF permitted Otto Schreiber and

Hans Weidemann to organise exhibitions of modern art in factories, but as a concession

prohibited the event from being publicised and restricted the exhibition to plant

employees.44 The re-fashioning of the National Socialist cultural policy which took place

after the repression of the student rebellion illustrates the changing face of cultural policy

40 H¡ldegard Brenner, "Art in the Political Struggle of 1933 and 1934", in Republic to Reich: The

Makin{ of the Nazi i?evolution, Hajo Holbom ed., (New York Pantheon Books, 1972), p' 406.
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in the tumurtuous period between 1g3g-193s. This period was characterised by the

absence of a clearly defined National socialist aesthetic. The existence of a pro-

modemist faction within the Party and government provides evidence that a unified

visual arts policy remained elusive.

The consolidation of National Socialist power was completed with the elimination

of dissension within the ranks of the NSDAP and the formulation of an official aesthetic.

ln the period between 1933-1934 the organisational and legal basis was laid for the

expansion of state control in preparation for the purge of the Party's revolutionaries' The

murders of Ernst Röhm and other leaders of the sA on 30 June 1934 ended the

revorutionary phase of the power struggre. The fairure of the student rebellion to achieve

a liberalisation of visual arts' policy, ailowed the Kampfuund für deutsche Kultur (combat

League for German culture) to momentarily gain a foothold over visual arts policy'

However the rise of the RKK thwarted the efforts of the KfdK to assume control over the

cultural bureaucracY.

The Nach t der tangen Messer (Night of the Long Knives) ushered in the next

phase of the National Socialist revolution. ln his essay entitled "stages of Totalitarian

,lntegration,: The Consolidation of National Socialist Rule in 1933 and 1934" Karl Dietrich

Bracher described this Phase as:

The definitive consolidation of the totalitarian leadership state required the

cessation of the revolutionary impetus which had often made it difficult for the

National sóc¡ál¡st leadership io còntrol its own forces and was now replaced by

the PseudoJegal, though no less
This was the Purge or house'cle
The Purge was directed against the
the SA leadershiP, who for reason
Hitle/s compromise tactics toward the Wehrmacht'45

Hile/s reluctance to dictate cultural policy in period between 1933-1934 should

be seen in the contef of the political conflict that characterised the National Socialist

revolution in the early years of the struggle. Hitler's decision to relinquish his support of

the völkischfaction after the consolidation of the National Socialist revolution had been

completed was characteristic of his Machiavellian rule. Hitle/s toleration of the

reactionary elements within the NSDAP was motivated by political necessity.

45 Karl Dietrich Bracher, ,,Stages of Totalitarian'lntergrat'ron':lfre Consolidation of National

Socialist Rule in 1933 and 1934' , in Republic to Reîch: The Making of the Nazi Revolution, Hato
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Hiiler tolerated the KfdK as long as it did not pose any political danger, unlike

Röhm and other leaders of the SA who threatened to destabilise his rule- Once the

National Socialist consolidation of power had been completed the interests of the

vötkisch faction were subsumed to the interests of totalitarian integration.ao ln an essay

entifled,,Art in the political struggle of 1933 and 1934" Hildegard Brenner perfectly

summarised the situation:

once Hitler had seized power, he no longer needed the support

of the vötkischfaction. But he did not break with them at once

because in 1933 and 1934 the consolidation of the National

Socialist power was not yet complete.aT

46Karl Dietrich Bracher, "stages of Totalitarian 'lntergration': Tle Consolidation of National
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The struggle for llllodern Art as seen by the vötkischer Beobachter in the period

1934-1935.

The evolution of the NSDAps attitude towards art and art criticism has been documented

by Barbara Rao in her thesis entitled, "The Development of the German National

socialist point of view on Art and Art criticism as seen in the völkischer Beobachter,

lgzo-1gg1,.aB This chapter does not attempt to develop upon Rao's original thesis, but is

intended to illustrate the evolution of Nazi cultural policy. lt is interesting that Rao chose

to examine the NSDAPs attitude toward art and art criticism in the völkischer

Beobachter, especially since it was not an arts magazine, but an official newspaper of

the Party. There are surprisingly few references to the debate on modern art, with

significantly greater coverage of sports events. Nevertheless, as the official newspaper

of the NSDAP the attitudes espoused in this newspaper may be interpreted as

representative of the official visual arts policy. The coverage of the debate in the official

Party newspaper does provide an insight into the development of the Nazi visual arts

policy, which illuminates the ideological dimension of Nazi cultural policy. This chapter

thus provides a foundation for the next chapter that examines the practice confiscation'

The KfdKs attacks against liberal elements within the Party and Goebbels is

evinced by the publication of several articles in the Völkisher Beobachter in 1934 and

1g3S. The debate over modern art was sporadically reported in the NSDAP's official

newspaper, the völklscher Beobachter between 1933 and 1935. The references to the

factional rivalry within the NSDAP in the official newspaper provide evidence that a

unified visuar arts poricy remained erusive. The rack of a crearly defined National

socialist aesthetic is evinced by the emergence of a debate over modern art in the

vötkisher Beobachterin the period between 1934-1935.4s

A perceptible shift occurred in the newspape/s c,overage of the debate after the

editorship of the newspaper changed. The influence of the KfdK is more pronounced in

the original Munich edition of the vötkischer Beobachter which was published between

lgi¿}-1gg2. The influence of the liberal elements within the NSDAP, also known as the

aB Barbara L. Rao, "The Development of the

Art Criticism as Seen in the VÖlkr'scher Beo

University, 1985). The ideas and views espous
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Berlin faction, is clearly discernible in the Berlin edition of the newspaper that was

published between 1 933-1 937'50

TheKfdKbecameparticularlyoutspokeninitscriticismofthePropaganda

Ministry after the failure to win its bid for power in June 1933' During Rosenberg's

editorship the vÖlklsch er Beobachfer emerged as critic of the 'liberal" faction received

from the RMVP. The KfdK undermined the credibility of RKK through the völkischer

Beobachter. on 9 July 1933, and 15 July 1933, two editorials appeared in the völkischer

Beobachter condemning the actions of the NSD-sfudentenbund, entitled "Revolution in

der bildenden Kunst" (Revolution in the Fine Arts), and "Revolutionäre an sich"

(RevolutionforitsownSake).sllnaspeechRosenbergdeliveredataKfdKmeetingin

Berlin, entiiled "Tradition and New Art' Rosenberg warned against confusing political

revolution with revolution in the visual arts, "lt is inadvisable to transpose terms

originating in the poriticar struggre for power... to the struggre over creation in the plastic

arts.,,52 ln an article published in the vötkischer Beobachteron 14 July 1933 the protest

of the NSD-Sfude ntenbundwas denounced as "revorution for its own sake" which "will

destroy ail the varues of the past in order to appear more revorutionar¡/. The article

branded Expressionism as .curturar Borshevism" in the guise of artistic innovation and

cailed for a deriberarisation of the visuar arts.53 Hifler reiterated these sentiments in a

speech he derivered in september rg33 when he demanded rhere be no wrangling or

small selfish quarrels among the brothers of the Great German Fathefland"'s4

HoweverafterRosenbergwasappointedheadoftheAussenpofffrschesAmtder

NSDAP(TheForeignPolicyofficeoftheParty),thesupervisionoftheVölkischer
Beobachterwas deregated to the deputy editor, wilherm weiss. weiss's editorship of the

vötkischer Beobachter was characterised by the development of a more balanced

Technische Hochschule in Zurich, switzerland. The articles that are cited above were translated

for my research from German to Eng lish by Marc Buni
50 Robert Scholz, "Zur Wiedereröffnung des Berliner KronprinzenPalais" , Völkischer Beobachter,

19 December 1933. Scholz's article is an examPle of Scholz's efforts to reconcile German

Expressiqniçm and Nationa! Socialism. Transtated far my research from German to English þY

Marc Burri.
5 ution in de chter'9 JulY 1933'

an Sich", Translated for mY

to English i.

rc Buni
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coverage of events. The fact that Weiss was a member of the Executive Committee of

the Rerbhspressekammer(Reich Press Chamber), that formed a sub-section of the RKK

that came under Goebbets' jurisdiction is of some interest. This provides an explanation

for why the publicity of the KfdKs program was relegated to the advertisement section,

and why only a quarter of the activities organised by the KfdK were reported by the

V öt ki sch e r Beob achter d u ri n g Weiss' ed itorsh i p. 55

A review of the exhibition at the Kronprinzenpalais in Berlin which appeared in

the Völkischer Beobachferon 19 December 1933, characterised the more even handed

coverage of events under Weiss' editorship. The review, by Robert Scholz, entitled "Zur

Wiedereröffnung des Berliner Kronprinzenpalais", explored the affinities between

German Expressionism and National Socialism. Scholz remarked that the "intensity with

which the sensual impression of nature is metaphysically transmitted " in the pictures of

Erich Heckeland Karl Schmidt-Rottluff is typical of Germans".s

However, there is evidence that Weiss's editorship had already become less

impartial by October 1933. Weiss's editorship of the Völkischer Beobachter undennent a

process of deliberalisation after Hitler pledged to cleanse German art of "degenerate"

influences within four years during the ceremony commemorating the laying of the

cornerstone of the Haus der Deutschen Kunst (House of German Art) in October 1933.

The articles that appeared in the Völkischer Beobachter reflected this change. Robert

Scholz, an art critic for lhe Völkischer Beobachfer, who had favourably described Erich

Heckel and Karl Schmidt-Rotluff as typically German, advocated a purge of Germany's

public museums of "degenerate art" in a memorandum he issued in 1933, entitled

'Reform der staatlichen Kunstpflege" (Reform of State Patronage of the arts). ln 1934

the KfdK was renamed the Nationalsozialístische Kulturyemeínde (National Socialist

Culture Community). The NS-KG emerged as a sharp critic of the RKK. Goebbels and

Eugen Hönig, the president of the RkdbK came under fierce attack from the NS-KG for

54 Barbara Miller Lane, Architecture and Poli[tcs in Germany, 1918-1945 (Cambridge,
Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1968), p. 180.

55 Herbert Phillips Rothfeder, "A Study of Alffed Rosenberg's Organisation for National Socialist
ldeology'' (Ph.D. diss., University of Michigan: University Microftlms, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1963),
p.52.

56 Robert Scholz, "Zur Wiedereroffnung des Berliner Kronprinzenpalais", Volkischer Beobachter,
19 December 1933. Translated for my research from German to English by Marc Buni.
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their failure to take disciplinary action against the members of the Berlin branch of the

NSD-Sfudentenbund.sT

The publication of a series of articles in the Vötkischer Beobachterin early 1934

represented a significant departure in Weiss' style of impartial editorship. ln an article

published in the Vötkischer Beobachter on 16 January 1934, entitled 'Fiasko der

KunstkritiK, "liberal" elements within the party were criticised for hailing "that all the

degenerate art of the last decades is revolutionary and therefore National Socialistic.

Dadaism as well as international ldiot-art and primitive Negro-art imitations must be

understood as expressions of the Nordic-Germanic soul"'58

The perceptible deliberalisation of the cultural bureaucracy in late 1933 was

accompanied by the enforcement of several laws and directives against art criticism. The

enactment of the Schriftle'ttergese? (editor's law) in October 1933, that required editors

to abide by directives issued by the RMVP provided a logical continuum. ln a

Bürgerbräuketter speech on 9 April 1929, Hitler had attributed the rise of modern art to

the promotion of the avant-garde in the liberal press: "All of this so'called modern art of

today would not be thinkable without its propagation through the work of the press. The

press first makes something out of this crep."se The role of the press was again

emphasised in his speech inaugurating the Haus der Deutschen Kunst in July 1937,

"Judaism had taken possession of those means and institutions of communication which

form, and thus finally rule over public opinio¡".60 Hitler demanded Weidemann tender his

resignation as vice president of the RKK after Weidemann recommended Emil Nolde as

president of the chambe.r Weidemann resigned from his vice presidency in November

1g33 and was reassigned to a lower position within his ministry.Gl

ln 1934 the KfdK was renamed the Nafionalsoziatistische Kulturgemeinde

(National Socialist Culture Community). The NS-KG emerged as a sharp critic of the

RKK. Goebbels, and Eugen Hönig, the president of the RkdbK came under fierce attack

from the NS-KG their failure to take disciplinary action against the members of the Berlin

57 Jonathan Petropoulos, Art as Potitics in the Third Reich, (London: The University of North

Carolina Press, 1996), PP. 3840.
58 "Fiasko der Kunstknii?', Völkischer Beobachter, 16 January 1934. Translated for my research

from German to English by Marc Burri.
5s Bärgerbräukellerspeech, g April 1929, cited in Klaus Backes, "Adolf Hitle/s Einfluß alfdie

Kufiurþolitik des Dritten Reiches", (Ph.D. diss., Ruprecht-Universität, Heidelberg, 1984), p. 373.

oo R¿oli Hiüer, "Speech lnaugurating the 'Great Exhibition of German Art', 1937", in Tlwries of
Modern Art: A Sourcebook-byArf,'sfs and Critics, ed. Herschel B. Chipp, (Berkeley: University of

California Press, 1968), P.475.
61 Abert Speer, tnside the Third Reich (London, Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 197O), p'27.
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branch of the NSD-sfudentenbund.62 A series of editorials appeared in the Völkischer

Beobachterin 1934 reflecting reactionary tide that had taken hold. Scholz conceded that

the National Socialist revolution had entered its second phase, in an article published in

the Völlcsch er Beobachfer on 16 March 1934, entitled "Hausse in Verfallskunst'. Scholz

stated ,,... we have never disputed Barlach's strong creative talent. Nevertheless,

nobody can deny us the right to declare that the mental attitude of most of his works has

nothing to do with the heroic, life.loving formal expression of the new German art...

National Socialism is now in its second phase of the revolution, that stage where 'the

ideas' become the new content of the governmental and social structure... We want

nothing else but a German art which has grown out of the powers of the race awakened

by Adotf Hitler."63

The uncertainty about the development of the visual arts policy ended in

September 1934, when Hifler intervened to resolve the factional division that had

emerged within the NSDAp over modern art. The controversy over Expressionism

ceased after Hiile/s delivery of a speech at the annual party rally in Nuremberg on 4

September 1934.6a H1ler denounced Cubists, FuturÍsts, and Dadaists for creating

disunity within the National Socialist movement. He also singled out for attack the

reactionary forces within the Party:

The National Socialist Nation must watch out for those backward-

thinkers who think they must pass on to the future a 'Teutonic art'

which has been created out of the bizarre world of their own

romantic ideas about the National socialist revolution.6s

ln a letter he addressed to Rosenberg dated 25 September 1934, Goebbels

implored Rosenberg to 'stop this war of words" since he had "neither the time nor

inclination to partake in it".66

62 Jonathan petropoulos, Aft as Politics in the Third Reich, (London: The University of North

Garolina Press, 1996), PP. 65-70.
63 Robert Scholz, "Hausse in Verfallskunsf', Völhischer Beobachfe4 March 16, 1934. Translated

for my research from German to English by Marc Buni'
o+ OonalO E. Gordon, fu.pressionism: Art and /dea (London: Yale University Press, 1987), p. 181

65 Ado ch at the annual Nuremburg rbara L' Rao,
.TheermanNationalsocialistPoiCriticismas
Seenbachter,lg2}-1997",(MAthversity'1985)'
p. 83.

6ö Barbara L. Rao, .The Development of the German National Socialist Point of View on Art and

Art Criticism as Seen inthe Vòtkischer Beobachter,lg2o-1937", (MA thesis., California State

University, 1985), P. 92.
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The connection between social revolution and the avant-garde was broached in

an editorial which appeared in the 11 December 1934 issue entitled "Kultur,

organisation und PolitiK'. The editorial, which explores the association between

revolution and art, constitutes an attempt to undermine Goebbels' authority as the

minister of the RMVP, and president of the RKK, by explaining his support of the student

faction in terms of his ignorance about art matters:

he laYs tasks
social q as well
without rested

without having understood the strug
has fallen into-tne hands of exactly those art aesthetes whom

we have fought against for fourteen years'67

The political repercussions of the student rebellion manifested themselves in the

profound change that took place in early 1935. The issuance of an ordinance on 10 April

1935 that required art exhibitions to be authorised and issued with a permit by the

president of the RKK, brought the culture professions under the firmer control of the

RKK.6o An address by Hifler at the annual Nuremberg Party rally in September 1935

sealed the fate of the avant-garde. His declaration that "one will no longer discuss or

deal with these corrupters of art. They are foots, liars, or criminals who belong in insane

asylums or prisons" represented Hitle/s most resolute statement against modern art'"6e

Goebbels refrained from avowing, in public at{east, his support of abstract and

Expressionist styles of art after this speech. His journal entry of 13 october 1935 reveals

Goebbels' renewed sense of confidence: "Discussion with the Führer".. Sharp against

Rosenberg. He will prohibit Rosenberg's cultural program. He approves all of my

suggestions. He is very pleased." An account of the closure of the Krcnprinzenpalais is

recorded Goebbels' journal entry of 15 December 1935: "Wth the Führer at midday.

Göring also there. euestions about building. Questions about painting. lt is still very

upsetting. The crap must be cleaned from the Kronprinzenpala¡s."7o

67 Alfred Rosenberg, "Kultur, Organisation und Politik", Vol4scher Beobachter, 11 December

1933. Translated for my reseaich from German to English by Marc Buni'
6s Ehrhard Bahr, .Nazi ôultural politics: tntentionalism vs. Functionelism", in NationalSocrã/isf

CiituratPolicy,'Glenn R. Cuomo ed. (NewYork St. Martin's Press, 1995), p' 16'

69 Adolf Hifler, .Speech lnaugurating the'Great Exhibition of German Art, 1937', Municft" in

Theories of Modem A,i: n ðourceóook by Artists and Critics, Herschell B. Ghipp ed., (Los

Angeles: University of California Press' 1968), p' 474'
70 Gãe¡¡els , Tagebticher, pp. 526, cited in Jonathan Petropoulos, Aft as Politics ín the Third

Reich, (Londoni The Univêrsityof North Carolina Press), p' 49'
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The issue of the autonomy of the fine arts was laid to rest after the poet Ernst

Wiechert delivered a speech at Munich University condemning the government's attack

on artistic freedom, which resulted in his arrest and summary imprisonment.Tr The

transformation the visual arts policy had undergone in the past two years found

expression in the brutal suppression of Wiechert's opposition. The change in

atmosphere is evinced by the lack of discussion about modern art in the Völkischer

Beobachterafter 1936. The debate about modernism ceased after the enactment of the

,,Decree Concerning Art Criticism" on 26 November 1936 which permitted only factual

reporting of art events. This promulgation of the decree against art criticism prevented

further discussion on art issues from within the Party.z2 ln November 1936 Goebbels

pressured Hönig to hand in his resignation, and appointed Adolf Ziegler, a hard line anti-

modernist, as president of the RkdbK.73

The regression of the Nazi visual arts policy back to its anti-modemist beginnings

was inextricably linked to the fateful end of the revolutionary phase in the National

Socialist dictatorship. The end of debate over modem art brought about by the purge of

dissenters within the party, and precipitated the development of a unified visual arts

policy. The official Nazi visual arts policy embraced neither anti-modernism nor

liberalism, and was far less ideologically driven than one might first assume'

71 Henrv Grosshans, Hitler and fhe Arísfs, (New York Holmes & Meier, 1983)' p. 80.

zz ¡oseón Wulf, presse und Funk im Dritten Reich: Eine Dokumentation (Gütersloh: Sigbert Mohn

Verlag, 19æ), pp. 90-1 10.
73 Aan-Ê. Steínweis, Art, tdeolqy, and Economics in Nazi Germany: The Reich Chambers of

Music, Theater, and the V¡suat ilns (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Prêss, 1993)'

p. 58.
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CHAPTER 2 - THE CONFISCATION AND DISPOSAL OF GERMANYS PUBLIC

collecrþNs oF "DEGENERATE ART" lN THE PERIoD 1936--1941'

The enta¡tete Kunst Aktion is typically depicted as a turning point that marked the

apparent triumph of ideology. The entaftete Kunst At<tion is commonly depicted as a

fanatically inspired action that attests to the triumph of Nazi ideology in the Third

Reich. This portrayal of events, however, is significantly different from the picture that

emerges from the examination of the enta¡tete Kunst Aktion that follows in this

chapter.

The examination of the practice of confiscation which follows, reveals that

how the entaftete Kunst Aktion was conceived as a means to exploit Germany's

public collection of art commercially. This contention is supported by the fact that its

terms of reference of the commission charged with the disposal ol entaftete Kunst

were broadened to include French lmpressionist and Post-lmpressionist art, which

was highly saleable on the German and swiss art markgts. The members of the

committee for the Disposal of Degenerate Art, many of whom were dealers

themselves, would have known that Germany's museums comprised of collections

lmpressionist and Post lmpressionist art, rivalled only by those in France'1

The emergence of debate over the proposal to conduct a sale of the

confiscated art attracted criticism confirms the existence of division within the ranks

of the NSDAP. However criticism of the proposed sale of "degenerate arf' on

ideological grounds dissipated after Hitler authorised the auction Germany's public

collections of modern art. The sales c¡nducted by order of the Reich revealthat the

government was concerned foremost with raising revenue from the sale of

Germany's public collections of modem art'

The importance of realising the propagandistic potential of sale of

"degenerate arfl appears to have occupied a position of secondary importance' This

is evinced by the fact that the Reich commissioned the Theodor Fischer Galeríe lo

conduct an auction of "degenerate art" in Luceme in 1939' Had the Reich

government desired to make use of the propagandistic potential of the auc{ion, it

could easily have done so, in a similar fashion to the exhibition of defamed artists

which had been held in Munich in July 1997. However the Reich government chose

notto, the event received little coverage in Germany itself.

The Reich government's decision to authorise a non-German dealer to

conduct the auction, was taken precisely because the Reich govemment wanted to

1 Jonathan petropoulos , Aft as potitics in the Third Reich,(London: The University of North

Carolina Press, 1996), P. 56.
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avoid attracting the negative publicity which would accompany an auction by a

German dealership. lnstead the Reich government chose Theodor Fischer, a Swiss

dealer to conduct the auction in Luceme, switzerland. The fact that Fischer was

asked to withdraw any reference that the sale was by order of the Reich confirms

this.

More importantly, the auction enabled the Reich government to gauge

intemational demand for art that it branded as "degenerate". The market for French

lmpressionist art virtually collapsed with the cessation of trade between Great Britain

and the united states. The value of French lmpressionist and modem art

depreciated, especially after the German occupation of France in June 1940' The

depreciation in value ol enta¡tete Kunst has been noted by Jonathan Petropoulos's

study of the Nazi visual arts policy:

Goebbels and those in charge of the entaftete Kunst action settled for

very modest results, especiãtly afterfhe outbreak of the war, when the

value of thâ roJ"rñ wòrks plummeted. Disposal, not income, became their

primary concern.2

The record of sales of entaftete Kunst conducted by the Reich after the

declaration of war reveal that lmpressionist and Post lmpressionist art generally

commanded lower prices, than those recorded on the eve of the second world war'

The rediscovery of an inventory compiled by the tnstitut für Deutsche Kultur'und

Wittschafrs-prcpaganda (lnstitute for German Cuttural and Economic Propaganda)

as a final record of the sales of "degenerate art', has confirmed the depreciation in

the prices for French lmpressionist and modem works. The inventory also constitutes

a source of primary evidence that while the that value of modern, lmpressionist and

Post lmpressionist art plummeted, a sulained demand existed for works by better

known pieces by French lmpressionist and modern artists, such as Picasso's

Absinthe Drinkersold to Bemhard Boehmerfor sFr24,000.¡

The fact that there existed a sustained demand for well known pieces by

lmpressionist and Post lmpressionist artists casts aspertions over the notion that the

stockpile of ,,degenerate art" had become virtually unsaleable. The exceptional prices

2 Jonathan petropoulos, Arf as Potitics in the Third Reich, (London: The University of North

Carolina Press, 1996), P. 83.
3 "Entartete" Kunú: Typescript lnventory (Germany. llstitu!fÛr Deutsche Kultur-und

Wirtschafts-propagãnial. Alex Ghanter ànd Bamey Perkins from the Victoria and Albert

Museum kindly'próvided me with information aboutthe inventory, including copies of two

information sn-eèts pro¿uceO by the museum's Press Office, shortly after the list was

ãcqu¡re¿. I visited ti'p- Nationat'Library oi the Vidoria and Alberf Museum during a trip to

toñOon in early August 1999 and stu-d¡ed the inventory. For conservation reasons, the
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commanded for high quality examples of lmpressionist and Post lmpressionist art

may have contributed to the Reich government's decision to pursue the famous

collections owned by prominent Jewish families in Europe in 1941'

original typescript could not be photocopied, but I did manage to obtain a partial

of the microrfilm copy

photooopy
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The enfarfefe Kunst Affiion

lnitially, ideology assumed a position of great importance in the confiscations' and

was the driving force behind the initiative. However, the evolution of lhe entattete

Kunst Aktion Í¡om a series of localised initiatives to a cæntralised program,

demonstrates how the practice of confiscation became increasingly organised, and

assumed the dimensions of a business venture'

The campaign against modem art was initially limited to the enforced removal

of works from the exhibition of "contemporary Art in Berlin" held in Munich in 1935.

lncluded among those artists whose works were confiscated were Emil Nolde, Max

Beckmann, Erich Heckel and Lyonel Feininger. The campaign was later extended in

1g36 to include the confiscation of Expressionist and non-representational art from

the Berlin Nationatgalerie's modern art section. The confiscations were temporarily

suspended for the duration of the olympic Games in Berlin in August 1936' On

october 30, 1936 an order was issued for the closure of the modern wing of the

Beilin Nationatgalerie in the Kronprinzenpalais. Bemhard Rust ordered the dismissal

of Alois schardt from his post as director, and the subsequent closure of the modern

section of the Bedin Nationalgaterie in 1936. Works by Emst Barlach, Käthe Kollwitz

and wilhelm Lehmbruck, which had originally been included in the Prussian

Academy,s jubilee exhibition in 1936, were withdrawn from the exhibition opening'a

Count Klaus von Baudissin, the museum's Nazi appointed director, issued

an order for the removal of works of "degenerate" nature from the Foll<wang Museum

in Essen in August 1936. The sale of the collection abroad was then organised by

Baudissin and Ferdinand Möller. ln an article entitled "Das Essener

Folkwangmuseum stösst einen Fremdkörper ab" Baudissin defended the sale of

confiscated art on the grounds that "the high price attained could benefit a type of art

for which we really care".5 The sale of several modern works from the Staatliche

Gaterie Mori7burg Hailetothe Vömeland Abelgalleries proceeded in 1936, afterthe

director received notification from the RkdbK that the chamber had no objections to

the sale in the collection.6 The Rkdbk's authorisation of the sale of modem works

from museum collections indicates that from the outset, ideological considerations

were sacrificed to commercial interests. This anomaly was evider¡t to Professor

a Henry Grosshans, Hitler and the A¡tists (New York Holmes &
5 count Klaus von Baudissin, "Das EsSener Folkwangmuseum er ab",

ñatiotnat_zeitung (es;án), August 19, 1936. Translated for my to

English by Marc Burri.
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Heise, then director of the museum in Lübeck. Heise remarked of the govemment's

practice of confiscation: 'what I thought especially cheap in this operation was the

fact that one was offered these pictures right away for repurchase. I was secretly

offered virtually all of the museum paintings confiscated in Lübeck' one or two of

them I was able to buy, the others I got friends to purchase,"T

The Prussian education minister, Bernhard Rust, announced the

commencement of the purge of museum collections of modem art during a speech

he delivered to the Akademie der Künste. ln November 1936 Goebbels had to obtain

special authorisation from the Führer to seize works of "degenerate art" for the

purpose of the exhibition, since neither Goebbels nor the RdbK possessed formal

authority over the collections in state and municipal galleries. The administrative

basis for the elimination of modern art was laid on 30 June 1937 Adolf Ziegler was

empowered to sequester Germany's public collections of art produced since 1910,

encompassing the Reich, its Laender and individual municipalities works for the

purposes of an exhibition "degenerate arf '8

Ziegler was appointed to head a special commission established to oversee

the confiscation of 'degenerate arf', known as the Kommission zur Verwerfiing der

Produkte entañeter Kunst (commission for the Disposal of Degenerate Art)' The

commission's members included other known opponents of modem art, including

count Klaus von Baudissin, wolfgang willrich, Hans Schwetzer, walter Hansen, and

Robert Scholz. The appointment of key anti-modernists to the committee indicates

that ideology continued to occupy a position of importance, albeit diminished-e

The fact that the confiscations were extended to include works by non-

German artists, produced before 1910 indicates that the Reich government

conceived of the initiative as a means to derive proftts. The term "degenerate" was

extended beyond Expressionist art to include French lmpressionist and Post-

lmpressionist art because this art was highly sought after on the intemational art

market. The commission declined Baudissin's proposal to efend the confiscation of

modem art to include works held in private collections, and limited its confiscation to

6 "Degenerate Aft': The Fate of the Avant-Garde in Nazi Germany, ed. Stephanie Barron (Los

nn!ätes, Califomia: Los Angeles County Museum of Art, 1991)' p'12'
z ¡oñn Henry Merryman, l-aw, Ethics, and the Visual Afts, 'Artistic Freedom and its

firit"tion', (enitáOetpnia: The University of Pennsylvania Press, 1987), p. 261'
s Der Kunstvercin in Èr.r"rt Kunsthatle Bremen (KulturStiftung der Länder, 1992), p' l3'
Translated for my research from German to English by Marc Buni.

e Jonathan petropoulos , Art as potitics in the Third Reich (The Universityof North Carolina

Press, 1996), P. 56.
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Germany's state and municipal collections.lo The commission's decision not to

extend its jurisdiction to include privately owned collections, is perplexing since other

aspects of the Nazi Kunstporitik point to towards the progressive radicalisation of

directive bearing on the sequestration of art' This perhaps enabled the Reich

government to maintain an appearance of propriety, and seemingly legitimise the

ideological grounds for the confiscations'

The epmmittee proceeded to confiscate e¡llections of "degenerate aff

throughout 1936. The selection committee used carl Einstein's Dæ Kunst des 20'

Jahrhunderfs (The Art of the Twentieth century) as a guideline of examples of

,,degenerate art'.11 The commission selected 730 of the works of art for inclusion in

the Entattefe Kunsfaussteilung. These included works by artists associated with Der

Blaue Reiter, such aS wassily Kandinsky, Ftanz Marc, August MaCke, Heinrich

campendonk, and Paul Klee. Artists associated with the Die Brücke such as Ernst

Ludwig Kirchner, Erich Heckel, Karl schmidt-Roüluff, Max Pechstein, Emil Nolde)

also were included, as well as the Geman Dadalsfs, Raoul Hausmann' Kurt

schwitters, and Max Ernst, and the Neue sachtichkeff artists such as George Grosz'

Otto Dix.r2

ln an effort to introduce regularity to the practice of confiscation, Ziegler

ordered all public museums to compile an inventory of their cpllections of German art

produced since 1910 in earry Jury 1gg7 . Dr. wardmann, the director of the Kunsthalle

Bremen, received a letter from Ziegler on 9 July 1937, ordering him to compile an

inventory of his museum's holdings, including the acquisition price' the date of

purchase, and the name of the museum curator responsible for authorising the

purchase.l3

The publicised sale of modem works by Ferdinand Möller and Count Klaus

Baudissin, the newly appointed direc{or of the Museum Fotkwang in Essen in 1936'

provided an indication that the propagandistic potential of a sale of "degenenate arf'

would legitimate the confiscation of Germany's museum holdings' The Reich

Chmaber for Visual Arts had replied to the director of the Halle museum that it had no

objec.tions to the sale of the museum's modern collection in 1936. The sale of

10 Jonathan petropoulos, Arf as potitics in the Third Reiclr (The University of North Carolina

Press, 1996), P. 56.
11 Berthold Hinz, Aft in the Third Reich (New York Random House, 19791' p' 24'

12 Jonathan petropoulos , Aft as politics in the Third Rerbh (The University of North Carolina

Press, 1996), P. 57.
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German Expressionist works to the Kunsthandlung Bammann and Möller Galeie by

the D¿isse Hort Musef.,rn ocurred early 1937. The fact that the sale went ahead

provided an indication that the sale of "degenerate" art would continue unopposed.l4

However, this was not always the case. Ïhe B¡emen Kunsthalle opposed

the confiscations on the grounds that they were not performed in accordance with the

guideline set out by the Kommission zur Verwertung der Produkte entarteter Kunst.

professor Emil waldmann, the director of the museum, protested against the

confiscation of a work by Georges Rouault on the grounds that his work could not be

classified as .German" Vertallskunsf since he was French, arguing that in this case

Ziegle/s authority was not valid. ln a letter Waldmann addressed to the Reich

Chamber for Visual Arts Waldmann asked when he could expect its return to the

museum because a painting which had been attributed to a German artist was

actually by a French artist. The worsening of relations between lhe Kunsthalle

Bremen and the Reichsministerium für Volksaufklärung und Propaganda (Reich

Ministry for public Enlightenment and Propaganda) is evident in the formal letter

exchange between the two bodies. ln a letter Waldmann addressed to Rudolf

Hetsch, (an offtcial in the Ministry of Propaganda), dated 10 october 1938,

Waldmann protested against the confiscation of Leo von König's study Judgement of

paris, which the museum had declared as a lending from a private holding. The

same letter goes on to protest against the confiscation of Kokoschka's Parisian

Opera on the grounds that the picture the Kunsfuercin Brcmen had donated RM

50,OOO towards the picture's purchase.ls

The existence of disunþ within the ranks of the NSDAP over the disposal of

,,degenerate' art is evinced by opposition to the sale of modern pictures to the MÔller

Gateñe by the Düsse4ort Museum and the Kunsthandlung Bammann Galeríe by

Robert Scholz, the head of Rosenberg's fine arts department.ro Ernst Gosebruch, the

former director of the Fottorcng Museum in Essen offered the Halle town council RM

3O,OO0 for Emil Nolde's The Last supperin a letter addressed to the mayor of Halle,

for my research by Marc Buni. This book was given to me as a gifr by lhe Kunsthalle

Bremen.
14 Andreass Hüneke, "On the Trail of Missing Mas

Galleries", in "Degenerate Arf: The Fate of the A ane

Barron ed., lLosAngeles, LosAngeles County Museum, 1991), P 12'
i5 E. Castens, Vorsitier des Kunstvereins Bremen, letter addressed to Herrn Präsidenten der

Reichskammer der bildenden Künste, Berlin, cited in Der Kunstverein in Bremen Kunsthalle

Bremen (Kulturstiftung der Länden Der Kunstverein in Bremen, 1992), p. 15. Translated for

my research from German to English by Marc Burri.
16 Ándreas Hüneke, "On the Trail of Missing Masterpieces', cited tn "Degenerate Arf': The

Fate of the Avant-Garde in Nazi Germany, Stephanie Banon ed., (Los Angeles, califomia:

Los Angeles County Museum of Art, 1991), p. 123.
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dated 15 June 1937. Scholz declined Gosebruch's offer on 2 July 1937, on the

grounds that "the material advantages of the sale would have to take place according

to higher political considerations".lT Scholz's decision to withdraw Nolde's The Last

Supperfrom sale, and include it in the Entaftete Kunstaustellung, provides evidence

of the importance ideological fac{ors in the weeks leading up to the opening of the

Entaftete Kunsfauss tellung in Munich -

The decision to compensate museums for losses which had been incuned

as a result of the entaftete Kunst Aktion was taken to allay criticism and prevent the

emergence of factional division within the govemment over the disposal of

,,degenerate art". The RMWEV issued a circular in March 1938 which insisted that

the profrts derived from the sale of the "degenerate art' be placed at the disposal of

the RMVEW to compensate state museums for their losses.rs

:ihe entaftete Kunst Aktíon has often been interpreted by historians as an

expression of Nazi racial ideology translated into policy. However the conventional

depiction of the enta¡tete Kunst Aktion as a triumph of National Socialist ideology

provides a misleading representation. This representation of events ignores the

existence of a debate over whether confiscated should be sold. The sale of

,,degenerate art' had been objected to on political and ideological grounds prior to the

decision by Hiler to auction the saleable art works. The presence of debate over the

disposition of ,,degenerate art" indicates that a unified visual arts policy remained

elusive. This tension within the Nazi bureaucracy over the sale of "degenerate art"

highlights the internaldynamics of the régime.

The picture that emergqs from the events leading up to exhibition is more

complex than first appears. There is evidence of internal division within the Party and

govemment over the development qf Nazi visual arts policy. There is also evidence

of this division being resolved after 1936. What does emerge from this picture is the

decline in the importance of ideology in the practice of confiscation. This is especially

true after 1ggg, when the government decided to auction its stockpile of "degenerate

art'. The more hardline approach became particularly pronounced in early July

1937, in the weeks preceding the exhibition of "degenerate art'.

17 Andreas Hüneke, 'On the Trail of Missing lVlasterpieces", cited in "Degenerate Art.': The

Fate of the Avant-Garde in NaziGermanyi Stephañie Barion ed., (Los Ãngeles, California:

Los Angeles County Museum of Art, 1991), p. 123'
18 Jonatñan petropollos, Art as Potitics in the Thitd Reich, (London: The University of North

Carolina Press, 1996), P.83.
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The Galerie Fischer Auction, Lucerne, Switserland,30 June 1939'

The 780 paintings, 3,500 graphic works, watercolors' and drawings that the

committee deemed "saleable" were stored at sct/oss Niederschönhausen pending

the decision on their fate. The remaining 16,000 works were crammed into an empty

grain store at Köpenickerctrcße in Berrin. The administration of the storage facilities

was initially entrusted to Adolf ziegler and walter Hoffmann, the General secretary of

the RkdbK. rn rate 1g37 Goebbers transferred contror over the administration of the

storage facirities from the Reich chamber for the visuar Arts to the Reich Ministry for

Propaganda, which enabled his ministry to secure his controloverthe disposal of the

,.degenerateart,,bygainingcontroloverthefinanceofthefacility.Bytheendofl93T

the storage facilities at sch/oss Niederschönhausen and Köpenickercfiaße were

overflowing with confiscated art. ln March 1938, the Propaganda Ministry reported

that 16,558 examples of "degenerate arf had been epnfiscated from state museums

throughout the German Reich since June 30, 1937 'le

Thedecisiontosellthestockpileofconfiscáedartwasnottakenuntilsome

time after the confiscations. Karl Haberstock, a Berlin art dealer, proposed the sale of

a collection of "degenerate" aft to Hitler in 1938, however he remained uncommitted

to the idea of a sale. Haberstock was especially eager to obtain a commission for the

sale of the "degenerate art" since his dealership had an agency in London and could

easily arrange the sale of art confiscated from Germany's public collections'2o

After Hile/s approval of Haberstock's proposalto auction the'saleable" art

works stored at Schloss Niederschönhausen an expert commission was established

to oversee the sale of "degenerate art". ln a letter he addressed personally to the

Führer, on 20 May 1938, Haberstock expressed his concern over the legality of a

sale of confiscated art and suggested a legal provision legalise the cpnfiscations

before any sales could proceed. on 31 May 1938, a law was passed which

retroactively legalised the cpnfiscations of "degenerate art", and laid the legal basis

for the confiscation of art works without compensation and their subsequent sale.21

ln May 193g, Goebbels authorised the establishment of the Kommission zur

Verwertung der Produkte entafteter Kunst (Commission for the disposal of

degenerate art). The Kommission zur verwertung der Prcdulde entaileter Kunst

1e Alan E. Steinweis , Art, ldeology, and Economics in Nazi Germany: The leic!. Chambers of

Music, Theater, an1-né V¡suai'ittts(Ghapel Hill: The UniversiÇ of North Garolina Press'

1993), p.145.
20 Jonathan petropoulos , Art as potitics in the Third Reich, (London: The University of North

Carolina Press, 1996), P. 78'
21 Jonathan petropouós, Art as potitics in the Third Reich, (London: The University of North

Carolina Press, 1996), PP.78'79-
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which convened periodically between 1938-1941, was nominally chaired by

Goebbels, who charged Franz Hofmann, assistant department head at the RMVP,

with overseeing the commission's administration. Four govemment officials and three

art dealers were appointed to the commission. Adolf Ziegler, the president of the

RkdbK, Hans Schweitzer, Rerbhsbeauftragter für Künste Formgebung (Reich

commissioner for artistic design) was emong these. Heinrich Hoffmann, the official

photographic reporter of the Reich and Robert Scholz, the head of the department of

fine arts at the Rosenberg bureau were also appointed to the commission- Karl

Haberstock, Carl Meder, a consuftant for the Reich Chamber for the Visual Arts, and

Max Tauber, an antiquities dealer were also on the committee. The committee also

included well known art dealers, such as Karl Buchholz and Ferdinand Möller of

Berlin, Bernhard A. Boehmer of Güstrow; and Hildebrand Gurlitt, of Hamburg' They

were responsible for arranging the sales and exchanges on behatf of the Reich

government.22

The mounting stockpile of art works attracted attention from the major

international auction houses, eager to win the lucrative commission to sell the art on

behalf of the Reich. ln June 1938 the Paris based firms Wildenstein & Co. and

Setigmann & Co. made overtures to the Propaganda Ministry and Reich Chancellery

regarding the purchase of confiscated art. The Colnaghi Gallery in London and the

Fides firm in Zürich made an offer to the Ministry for Propaganda to buy the entire

stock in October 1938. ln a letter addressed to the ministry by the Colnaghi Gallery,

dated 19 October 1938 the firm stressed its suitability to conduct a sale of

"degenerate art". lt suggested that since il was the only English firm that had declined

to exhibit modern artists, or recommend the collection of works of modern art to any

of their clients, it could conduct a sale of "degenerate art":

We are probably the only English firm that has never shown degenerate art

from any country nor recommended it to any of our clients, since the whole

of this trend ¡n ail ¡ts vulgar dishonesty is repugnant to us.23

The letter then went on to enquire about buying the stock suggesting that a sale

would be wise whilst there was still an intemational demand for such art:

Your stance towards this humbug art is beginning to find such wide-
spread approvat abroad, that in spite of the efforts of Jewish dealers,

22 Stephanie Barron, "Modern Art and Politics in Prewar Germany", .i.n.Degenerate A.rt": The

Fate of the Avant-Garde in NaziGermany, Stephanie Barron ed., (Los Angeles, California:

Los Angeles County Museum of Art, 1991 ), p' 135-
23 Mart¡n Bailey, 'The NationalArt Library, Mctoria and Albert Museum. Revealed:Wmt

happened to ine "degenerate" ert in Germany's museums, from G to 7, The Art Newspper,
No. 70, May 1997,p.4.
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the intemational market for such products may start to give way'24

The colnaghi Gaileryfailed to win the contract to sell the collection of confiscated art,

and the decision about which dealer would be commissioned to sell the stockpile of

"degenerate art" was not made until 1938'

ln the autumn of 1938, Theodor FiScher, a Lucerne dealer, was invited by

Karl Haberstock to view the collection of confiscated art at the Köpenic4ersfraße and

Niede¡schönhausen storage facilities. During his visit, Fischer and Haberstock

discussed the details of the proposal to auction the confiscated artworks. ln a report

Haberstock submitted to the Reich Ministry for Propaganda detailing his meeting with

Fischer, he estimated that the sale would raise "about thirty thousand English

pounds".2s A copy of Haberstock's report was given to Martin Bormann, who

forwarded it on to Hifler who approved the sale. Hitle/s decision to give Fischer the

commission to sell the confiscated art was influenced by Fische/s large international

clientele and his position as the Führer der Bundes Nationalsozialistischer

Eidgenossen, the swiss auxiliary of the NSDAP. The KommLssion zur verweñung

der produkte entarteter Kunst was convened to decide the precise details of the

auction. The commission approved the Propaganda Ministry's proposel to offer 125

confiscated art works for auction at the Galerie Fischer, and fixed reserve prices for

those works of art considered to be of exceptional value during its inaugural meeting

on 17 November 1938.26

The role that art dealers occupied in the entartete Kunst Aldion has been the

subject of controversy. Scholz attributed not only the sales of "degenerate art", but

the entire disposal action to the efforts of the three dealers appointed to the

commission in his book entitled Architektur und bitdende Kunst, 1933-1945'27

However in Jonathan petropoulos' study of the administration of the visual arts in the

Third Reich, entifled Aft as politics in the Third Reich. Petropoulos disputed Scholz's

claim that the idea to dispose ol enta¡tete Kunstwas conceived by those art dealers

appointed to the commission:

Scholz, who wrote his book with continuing sympathy for both National

Socialist art and the government's cultural policies, overlooked the

2a Martin Bailey, "The NationalArt Library, Victoria and Albert Museum' Revealed: \Nhat

nãffeneO to in" "O"g"n"rate" art in Geimany's museums, from G toZ" ' The Aft Newspaper'

No. 70, May 1997,P.4.
25 Jonathan Þetropoulos , Aft as potitiæ in the Third Reich, (London: The University of North

Carolina Press, 1996), P. 81.
26 lbid. pp. 8o-81.
27 Rooeri Scholz, Architet<tur und bitdende Kunst, 1933-1945'(Preußisch oldendorf Schütz,

1974), p. 45.
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galvanising role played by Goebbels in the disposalscheme. Art dealers

ãlC not exfioit thè Nazi government, but rather, Goebbe]s employed

the dealers".28

The inclusion in lhe Gaterie Fischer auction of works by non-German artists

and works produced before 1910, such as Gauguin's Aus Tahiti, reveals that the

commission charged with the confiscation of art from German museums had

extended its o¡ginal commission to include lmpressionists and Post-lmpressionists.2e

Since the members of the Kommission zur Veruertung der Produkte entafteter Kunst

were all well informed about art matter it is highly unlikely that they had e,onfiscated

lmpressionist and Post-lmpressionist art without knowing they were by non-German

artists and were produced before 1910. The decision to confiscate lmpressionist and

pos¡lmpressionist works was motivated by the recognition that these works were

highly saleable and could expect to bring in high sales at auction.

F¡anz Hofmann, the head of the visual arts department of the Reich Ministry

of Propaganda, suggested that the artworks be emptied from the Köpenickerstraße

storage facility, which was needed for the storage of grain. Hofmann made a

suggestion to Goebbels to destroy the "unsaleable" artworks remaining in storage on

12 December 1938.30

Hofmann's proposatto destroy the art works stored at the Köpenickerctnße

facility met with the disapproval of other members of the disposal commission.

Robert Scholz, head of the department of fine arts at the Rosenberg bureau, and art

dealers Karl Haberstock and Max Taeuber remained confident buyers could be found

for the pictures and opposed the idea of destroying the remaining contents of the

warehouse. However Hofmann's proposal to empty the contents of the storage

facility was authorised by Goebbels and the remaining unsold works were removed

on 22 February 1939. On 20 March 1939, 1,004 paintings and 3,825 drawings that

had deemed "unsaleabte" were destroyed in a bonfire outside a fire station in Berlin

before a smatl crowd of official onlookers.3l

A small portion of the stock at the Köpenickersttaße warehouse escaped

destruction in the fire of 20 March 1939, and remained in storage until the end of the

Second World War. The precise number of paintings destroyed has been disputed by

Wilhelm Arntz. ln a series of articles published in Das Schönsfe in 1962, Arntz

28 Jonathan petropoulos, Ad as Potitics in the Third Reich (The University of North Garolina

Press, 1996), p. 78.
2g loio. p. 79.
so tb¡d. p. 42.
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claimed that the Reich Ministry for Propaganda exaggerated the number of pictures

that were destroyed to impress Hitler. However, since there is no evidence to

substantiate his claim, the figures compiled by the ministry remain the only guide as

to the fate of the collection of confiscated art.32 Arntz's contention that the RMVP

deliberately overstated the number of pictures which were destroyed is highly

contentious, given that in summer ol 1941, when the RMVP report was compiled, the

raising of foreign currency through the disposal action had already taken precedence

over ideological considerations.

The terms of the contract signed between lhe Gaterie Fischer and the Reich

Ministry for propaganda stipulated that the Gatene Fischer receive a fifteen percent

commission on the sale of each item, with the exception being a six percent

commissjon on the items deemed to be of significant value.33 In addition, the contract

stipulated that the RkdbK receive a seven and a half percent commission fee for

acting as a supervisory egency for the "Aryanization" of art works.3a The contract

signed between the Reich Ministry for Propaganda also stipulated that notice of the

impending sale be publicised in the leading international art journals, Ihe Budington

Magazine (London), lhe Gazette de t'HÔtel Drcuot (Paris) and Aft News (New

york¡.rs ln a letter he addressed to several international galleries and museums

Fischer stated that the proceeds of the sale would fund the purchase of new

acquisitions for those museums effected by the confiscation.3o Fischer removed the

reference in the catalogue raisonné that the sale was "by order of the Reich" after

the Ministry of Propaganda instructed him to do so'37

3l Georg Bussmann, c J!lyth," in German Añ in the 20th

CánluÚt Painting' a ist'os M. Joachimides, Norman

Roscnínd &Wieland Arts, 1985), p' 121'
szw¡lnetm Arntz, 'Bildersturm in Deutschland: I der Bilde/', Das Schönsfe, vol.

B, No. 6, June iSOZ, p. 33. Translated for my research from German to English by Marc

Burri.
33 Stephanie Banon, 'The Galerie Fischer Auction" in "Degenerate Att': The Fate of the

Avant-Gatde in Nazi G"rr"ry, stephanie Banon ed., (Los Angeles, califomia: Los Angeles

Gounty Museum of Art, 1991), P. 137 -

saAanL. Steinweis, Art, ldeology, and Economics in Nazi Germany: The Reich Chambersof

Music, Theater, and the V¡sualÁrts (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press,

1993), pp. 146, 159.
35 Stephanie Banon, 'The Galerie Fischer Auction", in "Degenerate Art': The Fate of the

Avant-Garde in Nazí Germary, Stephanie Barron ed., (Los Angeles, Galifornia: Los Angeles

County Museum of Art, 1991), P' 138'
di'nlH. Nicholas,Iñe Rape of Eunpa: The Fate of Europe's Treasures in the Third Reich

anidtne Second Wortd War(NewYork Knop 1994), p' 4'
37 Stephanie Barron, "The Galerie Fischer Auction", in "Degenerate A¡t': The Fate of the

Avant-Garde in NaziGerman¡ Stephanie Banon ed., (Los Angeles, Califomia: Los Angeles

Gounty Museum of Art, 1991), 9' 137-
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It would be conect to assume that if the Reich govemment's sale of

,,degenerate art" had been conceived out of ideological considerations, it would have

capitalised on its propagandistic potential in a similar fashion to the Entaftete

Kunsfaussteltung. However, the sales were not well publicised in Germany. The

Reich Ministry for Propaganda was more interested in commercial proftts, than

realising the propagandistic potential of the sale of "degenerate art". This is evinced

by the fact that the Reich government commissioned Theodor Fischer, a Swiss

dealer to conduct an auction of "degenerate art" in Lucerne. The fact that the auction

was by order of the Reich was not publicised because the government did not wish to

dissuade international buyers from attending the auction. Fischer was aware of this

concern and sent letters to prospective buyers assuring them that the proceeds of

the auction would be used to replenish the collections of German museums. The

absence of references in the catalogue ráisonne that the sale was by order of the

Reich also supports this conclusion.3s

The Galerie Fischer displayed the collection described as "Gemälde und

ptastiken modemer Meister aus deutschen Museen" ("Modern Masters from German

Museums") in the Guildhall in Zürich between 17 May and 27 May 1939. During the

month of June the collection was displayed in the Grand HÔtel National in Lucerne

where the auction was to be held. The "saleable" art works were auc{ioned by the

Theodor Fischer Galeie in the Grand Hôtel National in Lucerne on 30 June 1939.

The auction, which was publicised in anl magazines, attracted much intemational

attention, and an article on the sale appeared in the London Tímes-3s

The notably high standard of the auction pieces and expec{ation of low

reserve prices attracted interest in Switzerland with the cantonal parliament of Basel

City authorising credit for the Basel museum to purchase works of aft at the

auction.ao The auc{ion promised a great windfall for those art dealers interested in

making a short-tenn financial gain from the quick-fire sale. Several intemational

dealers remained convinced that the proceeds of the auc'tion would be used to

finance Germany's war preparations, and boycotted the auction in protest. However

3S Stephanie Banon, "The Galerie FischerAuction", in "Degenerate Art": The Fate Of the

nvant-Garde in Nazi Germany, Stephanie Banon ed., (Los Angeles: Los Angeles County

Museum, 1991), p. 139.
3e lb¡d. p. 138.
40 Georg Keis, Entaftete Kunst f1r Basel. Die Herausfarderung von 1939 (Basel, 199O)' I

originaity *roie to Katharina Schmidt, the director of the Öffentliche Kunstsammlung Ease/

toidetais about the aoquisition of 'degenerate art' by the museum. ln a letter daled 22

June, 19g9 she advised me that unfortunately their archive was not accessible, but

reeommend Professor Kreis' book for an account of the museum's acquisition of these
paintings.
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many collectors and dealers decided to leave their ideological conviction aside, and

save the art works from an uncertain fate.ai

The Gaterie Fischer auctioned 108 paintings and 17 sculptures on behalf of

the German Reich on 30 June 1939. The sales figures were on the whole

disappointing, with the exception of several post-lmpressionist paintings that

recorded exceptionally high sales prices. Van Gogh's Se/f Poftrait sold for SFr

17S,OO0, exceeding its reserve price of SFr 45,000. The German Expressionists

recorded low sales, however competitive prices were paid for their non-German

counterparts.a2

The majority of the artworks were sold to private collectors and dealers. The

United States represented three quarters of the sales, with many items being

acquired by private collectors in the United States. These American dealers included,

William R. Valentiner, Alfred H. Barr Jr., Hilla von Rebay, Emmy Scheyer and l.B.

Neumann, and expatriate art dealers, Carl Nierendorf, Kurt Valentin. Only a small

fraction of the artworks were sold directly to public galleries; the Liège Fine Arts

Museum and the Arts Museum in Baselfigured prominently among these.a3

The remaining thirty eight lots of unsold paintings and sculptures were

offered for sale at a smaller and less publicised auc{ion held at the Theodor Fischer

Galerie, in Luceme, at the end of August 1939. The art works offered for sale at the

second auction attrac{ed scarcely any international interest and the sales figures

recorded for the auction were poor. Fischer kept possession of eleven unsold

pictures. He later sold the remaining stock from the auction to another Swiss dealer.

The proceeds of the Galerie Fischer auction were deposited in an account

held with the Bank of Switzerland, and later transferred to a bank account in London

and converted to pounds sterling.ø A report submitted by RMVP estimated that the

Galerie Fischer auction netted SFr 70,940. The revenue derived from the initial

auction represented the largest single contribution to the entire disposal action. In his

closing report, dated, 4 July 1941, Goebbels estimated that the disposal action had

resulted in the sale or exchange of an estimated 300 paintings and 3,000 works of

graphic art. A report submitted by the RMVP stated the government had raised RM

al Stephanie Barron, "The Galerie Fischer Auction", in "Degenerate Arf': The Fate of the

Avant-Garde in NaziGermany, Stephanie Barron ed., (Los Angeles: Los Angeles County

Museum, 1991), p. 139.
42London Times, July4, 1939, P. 14b.
43 Stephanie Banon, "The Galerie Fischer Auction', in 'Dqenerate Af: The Fate of the

Avant-Garde in Nazi Germany, Stephanie Banon ed., (Los Angeles: Los Angeles County
Museum, 1991), p.145.
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681,3g4 in foreign currency from the disposal action. The proceeds of the sales of

"degenerate art" were held in an account at the Reichsbank managed by the Reich

Ministry of Propaganda. The ministry as the trustee of the Sonderkonto entaftete

Kunst (Special Account for Degenerate Art) was authorised to make withdrawals to

compensate state museums for their losses with purchases of ofücially approved

art.a5

Whilst the government was not legally obliged to pay compensation to

German state museums who had lost their holdings as a result of the disposal action,

state museums did receive partial compensation for losses they had incuned. A

memorandum to the Preußisches Sfaafsmínrsteñum from Göring, dated 17

December 1g3g, states that the following amounts were paid in compensation. The

Franl<futt Sféidfische Gaterie received RM 150,000 for van Gogh's Dr. Gachef. The

Folkwang Museum in Essen received RM 100,000 in compensation for Cézanne's

The Quarry: and the Beiin Nationalgaleie ¡eæived two instalments of RM 150,000

for van Gogh's Gañen at Daubigny, and RM 15,000 for four lesser known works by

paul Signac and Edvard Munch.a6 An internal Ministry of Propaganda memo 15 April

1942 explained Ihis compensation is not founded on legal obligation, but comes

exclusively from reasons of fairness". In an effort to avoid any insinuations that this

constituted an admission of guilt or impropriety, Dr. Lucerna, an official in the

ministry, specified in a letter to Rust, dated 29 April 1942, that payments to state

museums be deemed as grants rather than cornpensation.aT

44 Stephanie Barron, "The Galerie Fischer Auction" tn "Mgenerate Arf': The Fate of the

Avant-Garde in Nazi Germany, Stephanie Banon ed., (Los Angeles, Califomia: Los Angeles

County Museum of Art, 1991). p. 137 .

45 Jonathan Petropoulos, Aft as Potitics in the Third Reich, (London: The University of North

Carolina Press, 1996) pp. 7682.
Æ preußisches Geñeimes Staatsarchiv (Prussian Privy State Archives) Berlin-Dahem, Rep.

gO, At<te24æ,9¡¡58€1, Goring to the Preußisches Staatsministerium December 17, 1939,

cited in Jonathan Petropoulos, Art as Potitics in the Third Reich (London: The University of
North Carolina Press, 1996), P.80.

47 John Dornberg, 'The Mounting Embanassment of Germany's Nazi Treasuresn, ARTnews,

Septernber 1988, p. 134.
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The entaftete Ku nst TY PescriPt

The primacy of material considerations over ideology is apparent in the shift away

from an ideologically driven visual arts policy that occurred after the approval was

given for the Gaterie Fischer auction to proceed. However opposition to sale on

political and ideological grounds d¡d not lead to the adoption by the Reich

government of an ideologically driven approach towards the disposal of the

confiscated art. The approval of the Galerie Fischer auction provided the first

indication that the material advantages of the sale of 'degenerate art' would be

allowed to take precedence over ideotogical considerations. However, the stipulation

in the contract with the Galerie Fischer, namely that the art works must be sold

abroad, indicated that ideology eontinued to occupy a position of importance, albeit

substantially diminished. The prohibition on the sale of "degenerate art" in Germany,

provides evidence of the Reich government's efforts to reach a compromise between

the ideological and material considerations. The influence of ideological

considerations on the subsequent sales of "degenerate" art that were conducted

between 1gg7 -1 941 prog ressively d iminished'a8

The members appointed to the commission established to oversee the

disposal of "degenerate art'in June 1938 were instructed to "avoid even the

semblance of private dealings on the art market in order to obviate all harmful

propaganda that foreign countries might use against Germany'. This suggests the

commission was conscious that the sale of art by its members would evoke criticism

and allegations of official corruption. Karl Haberstock's appropriation and subsequent

sale of a painting by Gauguin in 1938, provides further evidence that members of the

commission did not refrain from dealing in the impounded art. ae

Although the official attitude towards the sale of art continued to be

influenced by ideology, in practice ideology exercised marginal influence on the

selection of dealers chosen to anange the sale of the c¡nfiscated collection of art.

However, the belief that ideological considerations may have influenced the decision

as to which dealers would be chosen to conduct the sales of impounded art is

evident from the emphasis the Cotnaghi Gallery placed on being the only English firm

48 Jonathan Petropoulos, Art as Politics in the Third Reich, (London:The University of North

Carolina Pr€ss, 1996), P. 82.
4e Andreas Hüneke, 'On the Trail of Missing Masterpieces: Modern Art from German
Galleries' in"Degenerate Arf': The Fate of the Avant-Gañe in Nazi Germany, Stephanie
Barron ed., (Los Angeles, California: Los Angeles Gounty Museum of Art, 1991), p. 125-
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that had not exhibited modern artists.so Hitlels decision to give the commission to

lhe Gaterie Fischer was influenced by the fact that Fischer was the only dealer in

Switzerland with sufficient capital to conduct business on an international scale.

While Fischer did possess impeccable Nazi credentials, the decision seems to have

been based upon his business acumen, rather than his politics. The principal reason

why he won the contract to action the impounded art lay in the fact that he had an

established clientele, capital, and expertise to enable him to conduct business on a

large scale.

There is very little indication that ideological considerations played a

significant role in the appointment of dealers by the commission. Although ideology

occupied an important position in Nazi visual arts policy in theory, in practice

ideological principles were sacrificed in the interests of materialgain.

While the preparations were still under way for the Galerie Fischer auction,

four dealers were commissioned by the Reich government to sell the remaining art

works abroad; Karl Buchholz, Ferdinand Möller, Bemhard Böhmer and Hildebrand

Gurlitt.sl

The appointment of Bernhard Böhmer and Hildebrand Gurlitt highlights the

inconsistency that emerged between policy and practice. Böhmer was a close friend

of the Expressionist artist Ernst Barlach and an avid promoter of German

Expressionism. Gurlitt, the chairman of the Hamburg Kunstverein (Arl Association)

had been responsible for the acquisition of the museum's modern collection before

his dismissal from his post as the director of the Zwickau museum in Saxony. The

decision to appoint e museum director that had been vilified in the official campaign

against "degenerate art suggests that his Nazi credentials, or lack thereof, were of

secondary importance to his reputation as an established Hamburg dealer. The

Gaterie Feñinand Mölterhad also actively promoted Expressionist art, organ¡s¡ng the

Dreißig deutsche Künstlerin 1933, and an exhibition of watercolors and woodcuts by

Christian Rohlfs in 1937.'ln a letter addressed to the wife of the German foreign

minister, Joachim von Ribbentrop, Möller had expressed his opposition to the

Lucerne auction, and recommended the sate of the impounded art be conducted by

German dealers.However, there is no tangible evidence, other than this, to suggest

that Möller received the appointment through Ribbentrop's intervention' These

anomalies provide evidence that ideology did not remain a driving force in National

50 Martin Bailey, "The NationalArt Library, Victoria and Albert Museum. Revealed: Wrat
happened to ine "degenerate' art in Germany's museums, from G toZ', The Art Newsppr,
No. 70. May 1997, P. 4.
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socialist cultural policy. The decision to appoint Möller is likely to have been

influenced by his successful sale of the collection of the Folkwang Museum in Essen

in'1936.52

ln lgTT Robert Scholz, who had advocated the purge of Germany's public

museums in 1933, remarked that the art dealers appointed to dispose of the

impounded art had conceived of the sales as a rneans of inexpensively acquiring

French modemists from German holdings. Scholz retrospectively criticised the sales

stating that, ,,There can be no doubt that this demonstration was indefensible as an

action, even if it did include, for the most part, examples of the most appalling artistic

cecadence". scholz, had earlier praised Möller as a person of integrity "for whom the

art market is not only a job, but at the same time a matter of innermost conviction",

only later to accuse him of conceiving the entaftete Kunst Aktion. Scholz stated:

As later became clear, the instigators of this clean-up

operation were henchmen in the pay of individ-ualart
d'ealers who wanted to get their hands on the frozen

assets of the different museums, in other words, works
' such as those of the French modemists that

were internationally recognised'53

The extension of the confiscations to include works by non-German artists

produced before .1g10 indicates that there may be substance tc Scholz's claim that

the art dealers appointed by the Reich government conceived the exchanges and

sales as a means to aquire saleable French lmpressionlst and Post-lmpressionist

pictures.

The precise details of the fate of the 16, 558 objects confiscated from

Germany's public museums is disclosed in an inventory compiled by the lnstitut für

Deutsche Kultur-und Wirtschafrs-propaganda (lnstitute for German Cultural and

Economic propaganda). The inventory was compiled as a final record after the sales

of impounded art had been completed in the summerof 1941. Thewar had made

sales difficult and had forced the hasty conclusion of the sales in the summer. The

4g0 page inventory, comprises two volumes listing in alphabetical order confiscations

effected from museums in cities in the summer and autumn of 1937.54 The first

sl Jonathan petropoulos, Aft as Potitics in the Third Reich, (London:The University of North

Carolina Press, 1996), P. 76.
52 Andreas Hüneke, 'On the Trail of Missing Masterpieces: Modern Art from German

Galleries", in"Degenerate A¡t': The Fateof me Avant-Gat& in Nazi Germany, Stephanie
g"irnn eO, 1l=os Àngeles: tos Angeles Gounty Museum, 1991); p' 127;

53 Robert ScÈrolz, Arch¡tektur und bitdende Kunst 1939-1945 (Preussisóh Oldendorf: Schutz,

1977), PP. 45.16.
s4 Theónf¡scations are listed in alphabetical order in "Entaftete" Kttnsi: Typescript lnventory

(Germany. tnstitut für Deutsche kuttur-und Wrtschafts-prcpaganda (lnstitute for @rman
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The first volume is 232 pages long and begins with confiscations from museums in

cities beginning from Aachen to Greifswald. The second volume, which runs into 248

pages, lists the remaining museums from Göttingen to Zwickau. Andreas Hüneke, a

German scholar verified the authenticity of the second volume and estimates that "up

to 60% of the details are nevy''.S5

The details of the sales of "degenerate art" conducted by the Reich

government had never been precisely determined since the record compiled by the

lnstitut für Deutsche Kultur-und Wittschafts-propaganda (lnstitute for German

Cultural and Economic Propaganda) which were held at the Bundesarchrv in Berrlin

were incomplete. The two copies of the inventory held at the Bundesarchiv at

Potsdam are bound in their original cardboard and list works of art seized from

museums beginning from Aachen to Griefswald. One of these is the original

reference copy kept by the Reich Ministry for Propaganda, and contains handwritten

annotations. The copy of the inventory held by the Neue Nationalgalerie (The

twentieth century collection of the Bedin Nationalgalenê) lists works seized from

museums from Aachen to Chemnitz. The final copy that is held by the Victoria and

Albeft Museum in London represents the single complete record of the inventory.

This copy has been preserued close to its original condition. A dscription of

the inventory was provided in two information sheets that were produced by the

museum's Press Office shortly after the list was acquired. The first page of volume

one has been removed and both volumes are bound in quarter black cloth and beige

paper over boards distinctive of the 1970s. The typescript, which is not available for

loan, has been photocopied and made available to the public in the Readers Room.

The photocopied version is of poor quality, with the edges of the pages obscured and

some entries barely legible.æ

Heinrich (Harry) Robert Fischer, the co-founder of the Ma¡lborough Fine Aft

Gallery in London donated the inventory to the Victoña and Albe¡t Museum as part of

his bequest. Fischer had established his own bookshop and publishing house in

Vienna and immigrated to the United Kingdom shortly before the outbreak of the

Second World War. Fischer was interned on the lsle of Man following the declaration

Cultural and Economic Propaganda), vol. 1. The copy held by the National Library at the
Victoria and Albert Museum, London, was used to form the basis of this chapter.

55 Martin Bailey, "The NationalArt Library, Victoria and Albert museum. Revealed: What
happened to the "degenerate" art in Germany's museums, from G to T, The Art Newspaper,
No. 70, May 1997, p. 4.

56 The description of the inventory is contained in two information sheets produced by the
museum's Press Office shortly after the list was acquired. A photocopy of these sheets was
given to me by the Vicforia and Albeft Museum, courtesy of Alex Chanter, Special
Gollections, the National Aft Library.
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of war, and later joined the British Pioneer Corps. ln 1946 Fischer cefounded the

Marlborough Fine Art Gallery, with fellow Austrian, F.K. Lloyd, whom he had met

during his service in the British Pioneer Corps, which specialised in French

nineteenth and early twentieth century art. During the 1950s the gallery organised

solo exhibitions of Nolde, Barlach, Schiele and Kokoschka, and in 1959 mounted the

critically acclaimed exhibition Aft ín Revolt: Gennany 190+1925. Fischels

association with Lloyd ended in 1971when Fischer and his son, Wolfgang Fischer,

establlshed the Fischer Fine Art Gallery.sz

During the 1960s Fischer began collecting documentary material about the

German Expressionist movement and professed his intention to devote more time to

his collection after his retirement. However Fische/s collection of material on the

German Expressionists was never thoroughly catalogued since he never officially

retired. ln an interview conducted by The Art Newspaper, Wolfgang stated that since

his father had not discussed his acquisition of the inventory with him he was unaware

of the special provenance of the inventory. Wotfgang stated that although his father

rarely discussed the details surrounding his individual purchases with his son, "My

father was certainly not aware himself of the uniqueness of this 'Degenerate art list'

as he would have discussed it with me. My guess is that it was part of a mixed lot

and that he assumed there were many other copies, if not printed lists of such a

typescript produced by the Nazi bureaucracy." Wolfgang told lhe Aft Newspaper,

"The boxes of this collection remained unopened in my step motheis house and I

only heard about the gift when she had already given it to the V & 4."58 The historical

importance of the inventory not discovered until EÌfriede Fischer presented her

husband's collection of 69 rare books and journals to the museum in October 1997.5e

The inventory reveals what happened to the remaining collection of unsold

art stored in the Köpenicker Sfrasse warehouse. The name of the city and institution

from which the art works were taken appears at the top of each page. Below the

institution appears the name of the artist in the left column. Beside artist's name,

appears an inventory number, followed by the title, a letter indicating the type of

medium (for example painting or sculpture), and finally the name of the dealer. ln the

far right hand column a letter appears indicating if it was destroyed, exchanged or

sold, and the sale price.

57 The information about Harry Fischer is based on the information sheets produced by the
Victoria and Albert Museum's Press Offìce shortly after the list was acquired.

58 Martin Bailey, "How thc list cemc to England" , The Aft Newspaper, No. 70, May 1997, p. 5.
5e The information about Harry Fischer is based on the information sheets produced by the

Vicforia and Albert Museum's Press Offiæ shortly after the list was ac4uired.
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The presence of works by non-German artists confirms that the committee

charged with overseeing the confiscation of artworks from Germany's public

museums extended the confiscations beyond the decree of June 30, 1937. This

decree empowered the president of the Reich Chamber of Visual Arts:

to select and secure for an exhibition works of German degenerate art
since 1910, both painting and sculpture, which are now in cpllections
owned by the German Reich, individual regions, or local communities
which insult German feeling, or destroy or confuse naturalform, or
simply reveal an absence of adequate manual and artistic form.60

lncluded among those pictures confiscated from the Landesmuseum in Hannover

was Henri Matisse's Poftrait of Cocteau. The inventory also reveals some pictures

were returned to museums where they had originally been removed. Franz Marc's

Red Deer returned to the Bayerische Sfaafsgem äldesammlung'in Munich. Edvard

Munch's Foursons of Dr. Linde also returned to the Museum Behnhaus in Lübeck.6r

The presence of an "X" in the inventory was used to denote works of art that

had been destroyed, a "T those exchanged, â "B' those which were placed in

storage and an "E" those which were exhibited as 'degenerate art". There appears to

be no correlation between the presence of "degenerate" subject matter, and the

incidence of an "X" in the right hand side of column of the ledger, which is used to

denote works of art which have been deemed unsaleable and destroyed. This would

appear to suggest that the sale or destruction of a particular item was dependent

upon whether buyers could be found. Among the prints recorded in the inventory as

having been destroyed were Dufy's Seabaffle, and Pablo Picasso's Mother and

Child, which had originally been confiscated from the Sfaaflbhes Museum in

Saañrücken. The inventory reveals that Otto Dilcs Ihe Trcnch was purchased by

Bernhard Böhmer in January 1940 and not destroyed. Franz Marc's Red Deerwas

also purchased by Böhmer, and not destroyed as previously thought.oz

The four dealers appointed by the Kommission zur Verweftung der P¡odukte

entarteter Kunst (Commission for the Disposal of Degenerate Art) appear throughout

the typescript. Other dealers, including Theodor Fischer (Lucerne), Earald Halvorsen

60 Joseph Goebbels, June 30, 1937 decree issued to all German museums, Bayerische
Staatsgemäldesammlungen, Munich, cited in Stephanie Banon, "1937: Modern Art and

Politics in Prewar Germany'' in'Degenerte Art': The Fate of the Avant-Garde in Nazi
Germany, ed. Stephanie Banon (Los Angeles: Los Angeles County Museum, 1991), p. 19.

61 'Entaftete" Kunst: Typescript lnventory (Germany. lnstitut für Deutsche Kultur-und
Wrtschafrs-propaganda (lnstitute for German Cultural and Economic Propaganda), vol. 1.

The coBy held by lhe National Art Lihrary allhe Victoria and Albert Muæum,
62 'Entartete" Kunst: Typescript lnventory (Germany. lnstitut fiir hutsche Kultur-und

Wtrtschafts=propaganda). vol. 1 & 2. The first volume list entries from cities from A=G, and
the remaining cities, such as Weimar's Staatliche Kunstsammlung appear in volume 2.

li
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(Oslo), and Emmanuel Fohn appear at regular intervals in addition to the authorised

dealers, Dr. Hildebrand Gurlitt (Hamburg), Karl Buchholz (Berlin), Bernhard Böhmer

(Güstrow) and Ferdinand Möller (Berlin).63

The inventory discloses that there was sustained demand for works by such

internationally renowned artists such as HenÊi Matisse, Paul Gauguin, and Pablo

Picasso that were branded by the Nazis as "degenerate".64 Vilstrup Emmanuel Fohn,

an Austrian born artist and dealer based in ltaly, appears on the list for arranging a

series of exchanges of "degenerate" pictures for works of art by German Romantic

artists in 1g39.65 He also was responsible for orchestrating a series of exchanges in

1939, involving the exchange of German Romantic painters for a consignment

ofdegenerate" art. Fohn received Marc Chagall's watercolour, Above the Town,

confiscated from the Mannheim Kunsthalle in an exchange. Fohn also received a

print by Modigliani, Young Girl, confiscated from the Staatliches Museum in

Saarbrücken.66

The inventory reveals a strong demand for works by Chagall which had

earlier been branded as prime examples of Jewish corruption and decadence. The

records of sales of paintings by Chagall provide an indication that the propagandist

potential that could have been gained from a publicised destruction of the artist's

paintings was sacrificed for pecuniary gain. The fact that works by Chagall were

offered for sale highlights the discrepancy between policy and practice. The decision

to sell Chagall's Eldefly Jew confiscated from the Landesmuseum in Wiesbaden to

Ferdinand Möller provides an interesting example. This decision indicates the

propagandistic potential a publicised destruction of works of confiscated art was

secondary to the material benefits of the sale of the artist's work. Several pieces by

Chagafl were also purchased by Gurlitt, including Violinist, originally belonging to

Wiesbaden Landesmuseum, Pogrom Sfreef Írom Hamburg Kunsthalle, Rabbi irom

the Sfaaf/iches Museum in Saarbrücken, and Family Scene lrom Staatliche Galerie in

Stuttgart.ez

The fact that Gurlitt also acquired sevenal paintings by Gauguin suggests

that the demand for the Post-lmpressionists remained strong irrespective of their

being branded as "degenerate" by the National Socialist government. Gurlitt

6r 'Entartete" Kunst: Typescript lnventory (Germany. lnstitut für Deutsche Kultur-und
Wirtschafts-propaganda), vol. 1. p. 2€.

o+ loio. p. z.
es tbid. p. o.
66 The sustained demand for works by such artists has also been documented Martin Bailey's

article, 'How the list came to England" , The Aft Newspaper, No. 70, May 1997.
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purchased Gauguin's print, Exotic Scene originally belonging to the Hamburg

Kunsthalle by for SFr 80, with Gauguin's print Riderf¡om Mannheim Kunsthalle îor

SFr 100. Theodor Fischer also purchased severalworks by Gauguin including F¡om

Tahiti which had been confisqated from the Sfädfiscf¡e Galerie und Städelsches

Kunstinstitut for SFr 50, 000.68

Gurlitt also purchased works by several works by Picasso, including a Stiil

Lfre. Gurilitt acquired this print which had been confiscated from the Hamburg

Kunsthalle for SFr 60. He also purchased Picasso's Ihree Graces originally from the

Staatliche Kunsthalle in Karlsruhe for SFr 40, Peasant Family which had been

removed lrom Mannheim Kunsthalle for SFr 60, Dance Scene formerly in the

collections Stadtmuseum in Ulm for SFr 20, and Man's Head trom Landesmuseum in

Wiesbaden for SFr 20. Fohn also acquired several Picasso's through exchange,

including Self Portraff confiscated from lhe Landesmuseum in Hannover and Poftrcit

of a Man confiscated from the Landesmuseum in Hanover.ôe

Fischer also collected works by Picasso, including Woman's confiscated

from the SfËidfische Galerie und Städelsches Kunstinstitut in Frankfurt for SFr 8,000.

The inventory also reveals Böhmer paid SFr 24,000 for Picasso's Absinthe Drinker.

This picture was highly saleable and had been confiscated from the Kunsthalle in

Hamburg.To

The inventory also reveals a sustained demand for Matisse. A print by

Matisse Poftrait of Cocteau, which was confiscated from the Landesmuseum in

Hannover was sold to Gurlitt for SFr 60. Fischer purchased Matisse's Three Women

for SFr 9,100 and River Scenery for SFr 5,100. Bemhard Böhmer acquired only one

piece by Matisse.Tl

There was also a sustained demand for works by Munch. Earald Halvorsen,

an Oslo dealer, acquired several works by Munch through the contacts he

established through Karl Buchholzin 1939. Halvorsen's name recurs most frequently

in the inventory under the entries for paintings by Munch. Halvorsen is recorded in

the inventory in connection with the purchase of seventeen works by Munch which

cost Ê 6,000. lncluded among those paintings he is recorded as having purchased

a¡e a Landscape confiscated from the Wallrcf Richartz Museum purchased for E 450;

a Se/f Poftrait Írom Mannheim Kunsthalle for which he paid E 350; Woman in Blue

67 "Entartete" Kunst: Typescript lnventory (Germany. Institut für Deutsche Kultur-und
Wirtschafrs-propaganda), vol. 1 .

68 tbid. p. 7.
6e tdid. p.10.
70 tø¡d-p.12.
7r tb¡d. p.16.
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conf¡scated from the Hamburg Kunsthalle for 8100. He also acquired several prints

inexpensively, including Srn removed from Hannover Landesmuseum for 810 and

Bathing Woman sequestered from Kunsthalle in Kiel tor 85.72

The inventory compiled by the lnstitute for German Cultural and Economic

Propaganda confirms that the dealers had often acquired modern art at very

competitive prices. The inventory confirms Petropoulos' claim that "Goebbels and

those in charge of the entartete Kunst Aktion settled for very modest results,

especially after the outbreak of the war, when the value of modern art plummeted.

Disposal, not income, became their primarY Goncern."73

Göring's name appears in the inventory in only a few instances, since the

principal source of French lmpressionist and twentieth century paintings for the

Göring Collection originated from French collections supplied to him by Parisian

dealers.Ta The Efi¡sa2stab Reichsleiter Rosenberg constituted his secondary source

of French paintings. The appointment of Göring to the honorary position in the

Preußische Akademie der Künste (Prussian Academy of Art) on 15 July 1937 gave

Göring a stake in the lucrative entartete Kunst Aktion. Göring's interest in the

disposal of "degenerate art" emerged when he granting himsetf discretionary powers

over the disposal of the confiscated items:

Conceming the dispensation of all expurgated objects, so far
as they belong to the state, e list will be placed before me, and
I will make the decision.Ts

ln the spring of 1938 fourteen works were recorded as being acqtired by

Göring. Van Gogh's Daubigny's Garden Wheat Field and Young Lovers, Marc's ïhe

Tower of Blue Horses and Three Deer, Munch's Emb¡ace, Encounter by the Sea,

Melancholy, and Snow Shove/ers, and Signac's Pott, all from the Berlin

Nationalgalerie; Cézanne's QuanyÍ¡om Essen and van Gogh's portrait ol Dr. Gachet

from the Frankfurt museum, Marc's Deer in Wood from the museum in Halle, and

Gauguin's Horceman on the Beach confiscated from the Wallnf Richartz Museum

were among the paintings transferred into Göring's custody.To

72 'Enta¡tete" Kunst: Typescript lnventory (Germany. lnsfitut für Deutsche Kultur-und
Wirtschafrs-propaganda), vol. 1 & 2.

73 Jonathan Petropoulos, Art as Politics in the Third Reich (The University of North Carolina
Press, 1996), p. 83.

74 "Entaúete" Kunst: Typescipt lnventory (Germany. lnstitutfilr&utsche Kultur=und
Wirtschafts-propaganda'¡ . vol. 1 . pp. 2, 6. [See Appendices].

75 Jonathan Petropoulos, Art as Politlcs in the Third P,eich, (London: The University of North
Carolina Press, 1996), p. 79.

76 tb¡o. p. zg.
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Van Gogh's portrait ol Dr. Gachet is listed in volume one of the inventory

alongside the entry for the Städtische Galerie und the Sfäde/scfies Kunstinstitut

under the heading FrankfurUMain, and is recorded as having gone to the

Reichsmarshall [see appendices]. The absence of a purchase price in the right hand

column of the inventory provides a strong indication that Göring acquired this picture

without payment.TT The reappearance of the second volume of the entry has

revealed that Gauguin's Horsemen on the Beach, confiscated from the Wallraf

Richartz Museum in Kötn was not sold to Karl Haberstock, but acquired by Göring.

The appearance of Göring's name in the right column indicates that Haberstock must

have arranged the sale of the picture on Göring's behalf, and that the ownership of

the picture subsequently passed to Haberstock [see appendices]'78

However a memorandum Göring addressed to the Preußisches

Sfaafsmrnrsterium dated 17 December 1939, states that the Frankfutt Städtische

Gaterie received RM 15O,OOO for van Gogh's Dr. Gachef. lt also records that the

Fott<wang Museum in Essen received RM 100,000 in compensation for Cézanne's

The Quarry. Two payments of RM 150,000 for van Gogh's Garden at Daubigny, and

RM 15,000 for four works by Paul Signac and Edvard Munch The Berlin

Nationalgalerie are also recorded. Munch's Four Sons of Dr Linde which had been

confiscated from the Museum Behnhaus in Lübeck and Franz Marc's Red Deer,

which had been confiscated from the Bayerische Sfaafsgemäldesammlung Munich

were recorded as returned. Te

The sales of confiscated art recorded in the inventory compiled by the

lnstitute for German Cultural and Economic Propaganda in the summer of 1941

provide conclusive evidence that the confiscation procedure was not consistent with

the political and ideological justifications employed to legitimate the confiscations.

The decision to setl the stockpile of art rather than allow to it to be destroyed was

motivated by the realisation that there was a market for "degenerate" artists. ln doing

so, the Reich government left itself open to one of the main criticisms the National

77 Goring's acquisition of Portrait of Dr Gachef, originally confiscated from the Sfädfische
Galerie und Städetsches Kunstinstituf, FranKurUMain is cited in "Entartete" Kunst:
Typescript tnventory (Germany. lnstitut für Deutsche Kultur-und Wirtschafrs-propaganda).
vol, 1. p.6.

78 Göring's acquisition of Gauguin's Horsemen on the Beach, originally confiscated from the
Wattraf Richa¡tz Museum, Köln is cited in "Entartete" Kunst: Typescript lnventory (Germany.

t n stitut f ü r De ut sche Ku lt u r-u n d Wi rtsc h afr s-pro p ag a n d al' v ol. 2' p. 2.
7e Preußisches Geheimes Sfaafsarchiu(Prussian Privy State Archives) Berlin-Dahem, Rep.

90,,Akfe 2464,B/r.58-61, Goring tolhe Preußisches StaatsministeriumDee¡ember 17, 1939,

cited in Jonathan Petropoulos , Art as Politics in the Third Reich, (London: The University of
North Carotina Press, 1996), pp. 80,81.
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Socialists had directed against the influence of Jews over artistic activity, their

alleged reduction of artistic creativity to economics.
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CHAPTER 3 - THE CONFISCATION AND DISPOSAL OF "DEGENERATE ART' IN

ÈnÈñcn colLEcrloNs, I e4o-l 9,l¡¡

ThesecondchapterprovidedanexaminationoftheReichgovernmenfsdisposalof
public collections of "degenerate aff in Germany between 1936 and 1939' The purpose

ofthepreviouschapterwastodemonstratethatthesalesconduc.tedbytheReichwere

principally conceived as a means to derive profits' since Jewish collections in France

represented the principal source of ..degenerate aft'', the following chapter examines the

confiscations qf Jewish-oumed property in occupied France between 1940 and 1943'

TheaimofthischapteristodemonstrateAlfredRosenberg'sfailuretoperform

themissionassignedtotheERR,byillustratinghortheprinciplemissionofthisagency

became the confiscation of Jewish owned property for the purposes of commercial

exploitat.on.Thefactthattheideologicalnatureofthisagency'smissionwassacrificed

to satisfy the demand for "degenerate art", which was created by Reich officials' German

museumsandartdealers,supportsmyconterrtionthatideologicalconsiderationswere

sacrificed to commercial interests' The Schencker Paperc' Pa¡t 1: Accessrons to

GermanmuseufnsandgatleñesduríngtheoccupationofFlance"constitutesthe
primarysourcefortheanalysisontheacquisitionofanumberof"degenerate,pictures

by German museums. The schencker Papers, Paft 2, Pu¡chases of wOtks of a¡t in

France during the occupation by and on the behatf of German dealers and officials

forms the basis forthe analysis of acquisitions made by German dealers and offtcials'l
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The origin and Function of the EinsaEstab Reichsleiter Rosenberg

lnJunelg40theEinsa1stabReichsteiterRosenbergfürdiebesetzenGebietewas

estabrished by the Aussenporrtr.s ches Amt(Foreign poriticar office) of Rerbhsleiter AÍfrcd

Rosenberg.DuetoAlfredRosenberg'spositionasBeauftragferdesFührercfürdíe

übewachung der gesamten geistigen und wenanschaurichen schurung und Ezíehung

der NSDAp (prenipotentiary of the Führer for the supervision of the Entire rnteilectuar

and ldeological Training and Education of the NSDAP), the supervision of the ERR

came under his authority. Following Hitlels decree or 29 January 1940' which

ar¡thorised the creation of a library for the Hohe Schule the ERR principal pumose was

to organise the collection of research materials in occupied countries' Prior to the

establishment of the ERR Rosenberg had acquired books either through direct purchase

or through materiar confiscated by the ss. The ERR's initiar rore was to assist

Rosenberg to obtain printed materiar ror Hohe schureb rarge reference ribrary. The ERR

authorityoverconfiscatedmaterialstemmedfromRosenberg'srequestforHitle/s
permission to confiscate libraries and archives from Freemasons' Jews and other

enemies of National Socialism' z

The legal basis for the confiscations performed by the Elnsafzstäbe im Westen

(The office for the occupied countries of the west) was established with the issuance of

an order by Field Marshall Keitel, the commander in chief of the wehrmacht' The order

instructed General von Brauchitsch, the commander in chief of the German Army in

France to assist the ERR to seize libraries of Masonic lodges'3 The direclive extended

the ERR's jurisdiclion to include libraries and art treasures belonging to Jews in the

western occupied tenitories. The issuance of a directive by Hans Lammers' chief of the

Reich chanceilery on 5 Jury lg4o,which ordered ail state agencies to render assistance

to the ERR, extended the ERR's authori$ to include the sequestration of Jewish.owned

art coilections.4 Untir this time the confiscation of ownerress Jewish coilections in the

German-occupiedzonefellunderthenominalchaçeoftheGermanmilitaryc¡mmander

Einsatzstab Rosenberg
D.G.), record group

2 James s.ptaut, Consotidated lnterrogation RepolNgt 1:49!'Yyof the

in Franæ, 15 nugustlsæ. pp.3,4, the Nationat Archrves (wahsington

239,box 75.
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4 Lammers to dre Obersten Reichsbehörden und die dem Führer

O¡"riilãi"r,5 July 1941, Nuremberg Document PS-154' cited in

Áir"d not"nberg's Oryànisation fol Nationa/ Socra/rsf ldeology (
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for France, and the German Embassy in Paris' The confiscations in the German-

occupied zone had originally been performed by the German Embassy' under the

authority of Joachim von Ribbentrop's Rosenberg's failure to fulfil the terms of his

original commission, is illustrated by the fact that the ERR d¡d not fulfil the ideological

roleforwhichitwasoriginallyestablished.TheweaknessofRosenberg,scommission,

and Rosenberg's lack of authority within the Party hierarchy' prevented Rosenberg from

being able to fulfilthe ERR mission'6

TheinabilityforRosenbergtoexerciseanyauthoritytoexecutetheideological

mission of the ERR allowed Göring to manipulate the organisation to acquire art for his

personal collection and for the purpose of exchange' The transformation of the ERR into

anartlootingagencyrepresentedasignificantdeparturefromtheERR'soriginalmission

to suppry the Hohe schurewith research materiars to advance the parrty's ideorogical

propaganda.

AftertheRosenbergofficewasinvestedwiththeimportantcommissionoverthe

confiscation of Jewish_owned art by the Reichschanceilery the Amt westen emerged as

the dominant Nazi art looting agency'7 The primary theoretical function of the ERR was

removed with the issuance of the directive of 5 November 1940. This directive praced

thesequestrationofJewishownedartcol]ectionundertheauthorityoftheERR.From

thisdatehenceforththeprincipalfunctionoftheEinsa?stäbeimWestenbecamethe

confiscation of Jewish property for the purposes of commercial exploitation'

ThetransformationinthenatureofthefunctionoftheERRfromitsoriginal

theoreticalmissionbecameapparentfromthecommencementofitsoperationsfromits

ParisheadquartersattheHÔtetCommodoreinJulylg4o.lheAmtWesten'sdisinterest

in the collection of material for exploitation in the "struggle against Jewry and

Freemason¡/becameapparentearlyonfromtheorganisation,sactivity.Thisis
demonstrated by the fact rhe Amtwestenbecame primarily interested in the confiscation

of Jewish owned art collections from Oc{ober 1940'

The captured register of letters and messages of the Hauptarbeißgruppe

Frankrcich of the ERR provide a detailed record of conespondence about the

confiscation of the iilustrious Rothschird famiry coilections between the period oc{ober

5 James S.Plaut, Consotidated tnterrogation Report No. !:-lctlyitV of

in France, t5 nuguslTeis. p.3, the fuafional Archives (Washington
the Ein satzstab Rosenberg
D.C.), record grouP 239,

box 75.
o luio. p. s.
7 þid. p. 5.
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20,1g4}to March g,194L The earliest correspondence conceming the Baron Maurice

de Rothschild coilection is dated rrom 22 october 1940. The Maurice de Rothschild

coilection incruded a fine serection of Dutch and Fremish works, highly prized by Hitler

and GörÍng. The Maurice de Rothschild collection was confiscated from the château of

Armanvilliers in Siene-et-Mame in late 1940'8

The Edouard de Rothschild collection, which represented the largest of the

Rothschild familfs collection, was even more highly esteemed by Hifler and Göring, and

included masterpieces, such as vermeeis Asfron omer. The captured letter register

reveals that the location of the Edouard de Rothschild collection was identified in a letter

addressed to the Military command on 11 November 1940. walter Andreas Hofer,

Göring's principal purchasing agent inspected the Edouard de Rothschild collections

that had been stored in the Banque de France and the Crédit Lyonnais in September

1941.The Baron Robert de Rothschild collection, which included Renaissance enamels,

several masterpieces, incruding Jan van Eyck's triptych virgin and child, with saints and

Donor and a selection of modem art, also attracted the interest of Hitler. The leüer

register includes correspondence concerning the imminent seizure of the Robert de

Rothschild collection at the chåteau of La Versine and the impending seizure of Edmund

de Rothschild on November 19, 1940; and the Henri de Rothschild, and his son Philippe

de Rothschild Collections on February 11, 1f¡40'e

The paul Rosenberg collection, which represented the principal source of

"degenerate" pictures, was sequestered from the Bangue Nationale de cÉdit lnc in

Lisbourne on 6 April 1941. Göring's principal purchasing agent, walter Andreas Hofer,

made a selection of paintings from the Paul Rosenberg Collection stored in the Jeu de

paume for the purposes of exchange on 14 September 1941. Two art dealers named

yves perdoux and Count de Lestang disclosed the location of Paul Rosenberg's

collection of nlneteenth and twentieth century art, stored in Rosenberg's family residence

s of the
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at Floriac to the German Embassy in return for a consignment of confiscated modern

paintings based upon ten percent of the total appraisal value of the collection.l0

Lucie Botton, a former employee of the Seligmann firm disclosed the location of

the Seligmann family collection to the German Embassy'11 The correspondence

conceming the liquidation of other prominent Jewish family collections, including

Alphonse Kann's is dated f¡om 12 November 1940, and the Levy Brothers'is dated from

19 November 1940.12 The ERR l¡st ol 2o october 1942 reveals that "degenerate"

pictures confiscated from the Levy-Benzion and Kann Collections were removed from

the ERR repository atthe Jeu de Paume to Neuschwanstein on 12 December 1941,

after the issuance of an edict against the importation of "degenerate art" to the Reich'

Lohse said that the removal of "degenerate art" to Germany took place against the

Führels orders because these collections were regarded as the best examples to be

confiscated to date, and desirable for exchange purposes.l3

ln the autumn of 1940 and spring 1941 the Berheim-Jeune collection which

included works by Courbet, Corot and painters of the Barbizon school was confiscated

by the ERR. His son Aiexan<ire Berheim's impressive collection of lmpressionists,

included works by foionet, Renoir, Pissano, Sisley, Cézane, Seurat, Bonnard' Valloiton'

as wellas severalworks by Post-lmpressionists, such as van Gogh were also seized' By

mid-November 1940, the ERR had confiscated the Rothschild, David Weil, Seligmann,

Kahn, Rosenberg, Berheim, and Wildenstein collections.l4 The confiscations of Jewish-

owned art effected after this date, with the exception of the Max Wasserman Collection

and several pictures from the David Weil Collection, were not of great artistic value'15

The collections of Jean and André Seligmann deposited in the Credit Lyonnais in Paris

10 Hector Feliciano, The Lost Museum: The Nazi Conspiracy to Steal the World's Greatest Works

of Att, (Basic Books: Ner¡vYork, 1997), pp'70-72'
1i peter'Harclerode & Brendan Pittaway, The Lost Maúers: The Looting of Europ's

Treasurehouses, (Orion: London, 1999), p'29'
12 The Einsatzstab Reichsteiter Rosenberg: An Anatysis of the Captured Letter Re.gister of the

eCA, OAoøer Zg, úia, tnrougn March-g, 1941, p.-9, the tmperiatWar Museum (London), FO

645, box349.
13 Theodore Rouss n Report No. 2. The Göring Collection, 15

September 1945. (Wabhington D.C.), record group 239,box75'
t¿ ine Einsatzstab A e
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were conf¡scated in July 1g41 afte¡ their inspection by Walter Andreas Hofer, Göring's

principal purchasing agent and Director of his gallery at Carinhall.l6

The seizure of the David Weil collection elicited criticism from the art protection

unit named the Kunstschutz. The Kunstschu2 even informed the museum's director

about the impending threat posed to the collection. On April 8, 1941 the collection had

been evacuated to the Louvre's repository in Sourches.lT Count Franz Wolff Metternich,

head of the Kunsfsch utz, emerged as an outspoken critic of the confiscations performed

by the ERR, and intervened on behalf of French curators to preserve France's artistic

patrimony.ls

After February 1941 the ERR extended its confiscation to include non-Jewish

owned works in the possession of the Jewish collector, Amold Seligmann. The

radicalisation and lawlessness of the confiscation procedure is evident a letter dated 9

February 1g41 that authorised the confiscation of works of art of American ownership

held with Seligmann.le

The confiscation of Jewish-owned art was later extended to cover works in public

museums. ln a letter General Keitel issued to the German Military Commander in

Occupied France on 17 September 1940 the ERR was authorised to secure all he¡tenlos

(ownerless) cultural property which had been donated to the French state by the

enemies of the Nationalsocialists since 1 September 1940:

'16Theodore Rousseau, Confiscated tnterrogation ReportNo.2. The Goering Collection,lS
September 1g45. p.2b, the National Archives (Washington D.C.), record group 239, box 75'

17 Hãctor Feliciano, The Lost Museum: The Nazi Conspiracy to Stealthe World's GreatestWorks

of Art, (New York Harper Collins, 1997), p.92.
18 Michael Gibson, 'How a Timid Curator With a Deadpan Expression Outwitted the Nazis,"

ARTnews, vol. Bó, June 1981, p. 105. After the war Metternich was awarded the French Legion

of Honor for his efforts to prevent acts of plunder by the German occupational authorities.
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ERR, October 29, I 940, through March g, 1941 , lhe lmperial War Muæum (London), FO 6'45,
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20 Letter from General Keitel to German Military Commander, France, dated 17 September 1940,

cited in attachments in James.S.Plaut, Consotidated lntenogation Report No. 1: The Aclivity of
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The part of the Rothschilds' family collection entrusted into the care of the

director of the French national collections at the Louvre became subject to confiscation

since the order extended the jurisdiction of the ERR to include the confiscation of

property. The extension of the confiscations to include Jewish owned collections in the

custody of French museums also elicited strong criticism from the French govemment.

The matter became the subject of an officiat French report by the French General

Commission for Jewish euestions. On 25 July 1941 the official report which enumerated

the grievances of the French government was lodged with the German Embassy and the

High Command.2l

Gerhard ukital, the chief of the ERR for all occupied territories, prepared an

intemal memorandum which dismissed the objections by the French authorities to the

confiscations on 3 November 1g4L ln response to official French protests Göring

instructed Dr. Bunjes, an official in the Militaeruerwaltung-Abteilung Kunstschu?

(Monuments and Fine Arts section of the German Military Government), to prepare a

report addressing the concems of the French govemment' Bunjes' report entitled

,,French protests against the Safeguarding of Ownerless Jewish Art Properties" was

submitted on 16 May 1g42. Bunjes'findings exonerated the German government. The

report found that the compiégne armistice of 1940 was an agreement signed between

Germany and France, and as such had only bound the Germans to respect the rights of

the French people, and not Jews or Freemasons.22 Bunjes denied the French authorities

access to museums where inventories were being compiled on the grounds that this

would leave the Germans vulnerable to French espionage. The report concluded with a

recommendation that no action be taken to address the French protests, and that

matters pertaining to art confiscations be resolved by Hitler personally'23

The first deliveries of confiscated art anived at the Jeu de Paume in the Tuileries

in tate october 1g40. Göring arrived to inspect the confiscated collection on 2 November

1940. Göring was able to commandeer paintings from the stockpile of confiscated

coltections stored at the Jeu de Paume through his domination of the ERR office in

paris. The issuance of an order by Göring on 5 November 1940 efended the jurisdiction

of the ERR to include the confiscation of ownerless Jewish collections, which enabled

21 James.S.plaut, Consolidated Interrogation Report No. 1: The-Activtty of the Einsatzstab

Rosenberg ¡n france, tlnigust 19a5. p.18, the Nationat Archives (Washington D.C.), record

group 239, box 75.
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hin to plunder works of art from collections belonging to France's oldest and wealthiest

Jewish families. The order stated that confiscated artworks removed to the Louvrewe¡e

to be reserved in descending order for the Führer, Reichsmashall, the Hohe Schule,

German museums, and for sale by auction in France. The proceeds of the sale of

confiscated art in paris were to 'be assigned to the French state in benefit of French

dependents of war casualties". The fact that the Göring order ranked lhe Hohe Schu/e in

third place, when the ERR had originally been established for the purpose of collecting

research material for the Hohe Schute provides evidence of the transformation of the

ERR's original mission. The ERR clearly emerges as a plundering agency with the sole

purpose of commercial exploitation of confiscated artworks in this period.2a

Higeis right of disposition over the confiscated artworks was reiterated in a Hitler

order (Vorbehalt) signed by Hans Lammers on 18 November 1940. The order clearly

stated that all confiscated works be transported to Germany, and placed at the Führe/s

personal disposal "with a view to preventing any possible abuse from the outset".25 This

order entrusted the disposal of confiscated artworks to Dr. Hans Posse, his chief art

adviser and director of the Dresden Gallery. Göring was able to gain control over the

ERR's repository at the Jeu de Paume and commandeer large quantities of confiscated

art for his personal collection since enforce Posse did not use his mandate. Posse had

unlimited funds at his disposal to make purchases for the Hitle/s Linz Collection, and

rarely acquired artworks for Linz directly from the ERR repositories. The majority of

Jewish-owned works confiscated by the ERR in Paris were placed at Göring's disposal

with the exception of 53 paintings, which were chosen by Hans Posse for Hitler. There is

no evidence of corruption on Rosenberg's part, he did not acquire works of art the ERR

for himself, nor did he receive any proceeds of the sales conducted by the ERR.26

ln early December 1940, Robert Scholz, the official responsible for the

professional conduct of artistic affairs under the jurisdiction of the Amf Rosenberg,

travelled to Paris to determine the extent of Göring's direction over the activities of the

ERR in Paris. Scholz reported that confiscation proceedings were not ideologically

24 Göring order, dated 5 November 1940, cited in attachments in James S. Plaut, Consolidated

tnterrogation Report no. 1 : Activity of the Einsatzstab Rosenberg in Franc, 1 5 August 1945, the

N ationát Archives (Washington D, C. ), record group 239, box 7 5'
25 Hifler Order, signed by Lammers, dated 18 November 1940, cited in attachments in J.S'Plaut,

ConsolidateA nlenogai¡on Report No. 1: The Activity of the Einsatzstab Rosenberg in Franq,
15 August 1945,ilhe Nationat Archives (Washington D.G.), record group 239, box 75.
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consistent with the political function of the Rosenberg office and recommended the

termination of the ERR operation in France. Scholz reported that the Amt Westen had

functioned entirely in Göring's interests, and informed him of Göring's plan to transport

his selection of confiscated artworks to Berlin.27 ln response to the findings of this report,

Rosenberg ordered Scholz to obtain clarification from Hitle/s headquarters about the

irregularity of this procedure. Scholz reported his findings to Dr. Hansen, assistant to the

Reichsleiter Bormann, on 11 December 1940. Bormann requested him to communicate

the matter to Dr. Posse, however, no reference was made to Göring, and the matter of

Göring's exploitation of ERR material remained unresolved. ln March 1941 Rosenberg

dispatched Scholz to attempt to stop another large transfer of ERR material to Germany

by Göring. His efforts proved unsuccessful with Ukital and von Behr informing him that

the transfer had already commenced on his arrival in Paris.28

Göring assumed greater control over the operations of the ERR after Kurt von

Beh/s promotion to head ERR operations in France. Göring was able to acquire large

consignments of 'degenerate art" from the ERR with the assistance of von Behr'2e

Although the terms of reference of the Amt Westen were laid down by the M'Beauftragte

der Dienststettein Berlin, which transmitted instructions to the various subsections of the

office in Paris, the affairs of the Paris branch were dominated by von Behr, who

commandeered confiscated art on Göring's personal behalf. This anangement was

mutually beneficial for both individuals with Von Behr profiting direclly from the sale of

pictures to Göring. Von Behr received a percentage of the proceeds of an auction of a

group of paintings confiscated by the Dienststelte westen in 1943.30

ln early 1941 Göring appointed Dr. Bruno Lohse, an official ain the Paris

Deínststette, as his personal representative. Lohse was provided with documents signed

by Göring ordeñng all German military and civilian units to render assistance to him.

Lohse was also charged with the responsibility of organising exhibitions of ERR material

26 J.S.plaut , Consotidated lntenogation Repoft No. 1: The lctiyilV of the Einsatzstap Rosenberg

in Franæ, 15 August 1g45, p.4d, the National Archives (Washington D.G.), record group 239,

box 75.
zzlbid. p. 46.
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in France, 15 August 1945. p.7, the Nàtionat Archives (Washington D.C.), record group 239,

box 75.
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(Office of Strategic Services Art Lóoting tnvestigation Unit), p.2, the National Archives
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for Göring. During the period between November 1940 to December 1941, the staff at

the Amf Westen prepared ten private exhibitions of newly acquired collections for Göring

in the Jeu de Paume.31

The routine method by which Göring would acquire pictures began with him

informing von Behr, the directo¡lhe AmtWesten, to prepare an exhibition of the most

recent acquisitions for him to select from forty-eight hours prior to his arrival in Paris. Dr'

Bruno Lohse and Günther Schiedlausky would organise a selection of paintings for

Göring to choose from, and then the list of Göring's selection, and an appraisal of the

paintings, would either be forwarded to von Behr, or Hofer. Von Behr was present during

all of Göring's visits to Paris as the officially appointed representative of the

Reichsleiter.32

Göring appointed an "officiat appraiser" for the French government in order to

give his method of acquisition some semblance of legality. The standard estimates that

were provided by Beltrand generally exceeded their market value. The over evaluation of

these paintings by Beltrand was devised by Göring to increase their value for future

sales and exchanges.33 Göring thereby ensured he had an unfair advantage when the

pictures were re.sold or exchanged. Göring's selection of paintings were then packed

into cases at the Jeu de Paume and transported to Germany under armed escort in

sealed caniages on Göring's train. During the period between I February 1941 lo 24

November 1942 eight transports departed from Paris to Berlin on the following dates:

February 1941,15 March 1941,3 May 1941,15 August 1941,2 Decembe¡ 1941,14

March 1942,15 May 1942 and 24 Novembe¡ 1942-34

Göring made no less than twenty visits to the Jeu de Paume in a period of two

and a half years and acquired approximately seven hundred paintings for his personal

collection. Walter Andreas Hofer, Göring's principal buyer in Paris accÐmpanied him on

all but one or two occasions. Hofer encouraged to Göring to acquire French

lmpressionist and Post-lmpressionist pictures because he regarded them as particularly

sultable for exchange. The exchanges were always weighed heavily in Göring's favour.
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The appraisals provided by Beltrand were generally well below the market value.

Beltrand evaluated a Fernand Léger, two Braques, two Matisses, one Picasso and

Chiroce¡ for Fr 80,000. The valuations provided by Beltrand were usually lowered further

by Hofer in order to obtain more modern piclures for the purposes of exchange. Hofer

lowered Beltrand's appraisal for paintings from the Paul Rosenberg collection from

Fr 9,030,000 to Fr 3,795,000.35

Between March 1941 and May 1942 Göring received a large consignment of

French lmpressionist and Post-lmpressionist pictures. lncluded among these pictures

were several lmpressionist works artists including Géricault, lngres, Courbet, Cézanne,

Manet, Degas, Monet, Renoir, and Lautrec; Post-lmpressionist works by Henri

Rousseau; and modem works by a Braque, Matisse, Pi@sso, Bonnard, Laurencin, and

Matisse. The first consignment of pictures was conducted on 3 March 1941. Göring

acquired four pictures, including Degas' Madam Camus at the Piano and Braque's Sfir,

Life with Grapes and Peaches from the Alphonse Kann collection, together with Corot's

Mme. Stumpf et sa frtle from the Paul Rosenberg collection, and Picasso's Women at the

Races, from the Lindon collection.3s Göring acquired twenty-five paintings that had

originally been sequestered by the German Embassy, and subsequently passed into the

possession of the ERR on 12 July 1941. Twelve of the twenty five pictures belonged to

the Levy-Benzion collection, including van Gogh's Poftnit of a Man, and twelve

betonged to the Alphonse Kann collection, including Degas' Three ballet dancers.3T A

single painting by van Gogh, Flowers in a Vase belonged to the Lindon collection.

The Rothschild collections, which had arrived at the Jeu de Paume on 5

Feburaury 1g41 packed in their original "Rothschild" cases, represented Göring's mos{

coveted artworks.3s The ERR received all the works of art confiscated by the Embassy,

with the exception of fifty three items from the Rothschild collection which were

transported to the Führerbau in Munich.3s

35 Theodore Rousseau, Consolidated lntenogation Report 2:The Göring Collection, 15
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Hofer made a selection of first rate pictures by van Gogh and Cézanne from the

collection of the Rothschild family, and several French nineteenth century pictures from

the Seligmann colleclion. The remaining pictures from the Paul Rosenberg c¡llection,

which comprised mostly nineteenth century pictures, were deemed unsuitable for

exchange, and left to the ERR.40

Göring acquired thirty seven French lmpressionist and modern works from the

Rothschild and Paul Rosenberg collections on three separate occasions on 14

September 1941, 2 December 1941, and 4 December 1941.ln a letter Hofer addressed

to Göring on 26 September 1941 he advised him of paintings from the Paul Rosenberg

collection which included several pictures of outstanding quality that were particularly

suitable for exchange.al ln September 1941Hofer also reported several high quality

pictures among the collection of Edouard, Alexandrine and James Rothschild deposited

in the Banque de France and the C¡edit Lyonnais. Of these pictures two had belonged to

the Rothschilds'family collections, including Cezanne's The Mill, that belonged the M. &

Mme. de Rothschild, and van Gogh's Small Landscape. that belonged to Mme. Myriam

de Rothschild. The remaining thirty five pictures came from the Paul Rosenberg

collection, and included Cézanne's Harlequin, Corot's Gid in Red Bodice, Renoir Danse

a Ia Campagne, Pissarro's Rouen Harbour after a Rainstorm, and van Gogh's Se/f

portrait with Bandaged Ear. On 14 May 1942 Göring acquired Renoi/s Poftnit of a Gid,

formerly betonging to the Lindon collection, Picasso's Apple, which belonged to the Paul

Rosenberg collection, and Pissano's Country Roadfrom the Bemheim collection.42

ln 1942 Scholz, and von lngram, the business manager for the Paris Kunsfsfab,

produced a report on the activity of the ERR which brought a number of irregularities in

the confiscation procedure to the attention of Rosenberg. Scholz's report acknowledged

the existence of tensions between von Behr and members of his staff, describing the

conditions under which they were required to work as "chaotiC'. He also noted that the

ideological mission of the ERR was at odds with the practice of confiscation. The report

40 Letter Hofer to Göring, dated 26 September 1941 cited in attachments in Theodore Rousseau,

Consolidated tntenogation Repoft No. 2: The Göring Collection, 15 September 1945,1he
National Archives (Washington D,C,), reeord group 239' box 75,
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recommended the termination of confiscatory operations, and the implementation of

reforms to regulate the affairs of the ERR.43

On 18 June 1942 in response to the recommendations of Scholzs report,

Rosenberg informed Göring that he would no longer be allowed to commandeer

confiscated art for his personal use. Rosenberg informed Göring that he would be

allowed to retain the professional art historians attached to the ERR for consultation and

advice only. Von Behr continued to dominate the affairs of the Paris office because

Scholz had remained in Berlin where he directed policy from the central office of the Amf

Rosenberg. Since von Behls authority stemmed from a different branch of the

Rosenberg organization he was able to continue supplying Göring with works of art

stored at the ERR repository.++ After von Berh's appointment as Director of Drenststelle

Westen Gö¡ng's acquisition of pictures reduced.as Scholz assumed responsibility for the

art staff, and von lngram assumed control over its business administration. Göring's

acquisitions ground to a halt after von Behr's dismissal as head of the art staff in January

1943.

Until as late as 1942 a substantial collection of modern art confiscated in France

remained in storage in the Jeu de Paume and the Louvrc pending the decision on their

fate. The fate of modern works of art belonging to France's national museums was

decided upon on 19 July 1943. A special committee convened a meeting in the Louvre

to decide the fate of paintings branded as "degenerate". The committee deemed any

work with a Jewish or Bolshevist bias as "degenerete", and these were set to one side'

The lmpressionist artists were given a reprieve after Dr. Borchers, an art adviser

attached to the ERR, reported that these were classified as "moderately degenerate"

and "saleable". Pieces by Bonnard, Vuillard, Matisse, Braque, and Dufy were also set

aside for auction in France.'f6

On 27 July 1943 the remnants of the collection of "degenerate art" stored in the

Louvre which had been deemed unsaleable were incinerated in the grounds behind the

43 James S. Plaut, Consotidated tnterrogation Report no. 1: Activity of the Einsatzstab Rosenberg

in Franæ, 15 August 1945. p.50, the Nationat ArchrVes (Washington, D.C.), record group 239,

box 82.
44 James S. Plaut, Consolidated tnterrogation Repoú no. 1: Activity of the Einsatzstab Rosenberg

in France, 15 August 1945. p. 4,the National Archives (Washington, D.C.), record group 239,

box 82.
¿s loio. p. t t.
46 Alan E. Steinweis , A¡t, ldeology, and Economics in Nazi Germany: The Reich hambers of

Music, Theater, and the Visuat,Arfs (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 1993),

p.145.
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Jeu de Paume. The canvasses were stripped from their picture frames before being

heaped into the pyre. Between 500 to 600 paintings that belonged to private collections

were bumed. lncluded among these were pieces by Miró, Picabia, Valadon, Klee, Emst,

Masson, Léger, Picasso, Kisling, La Fresnaye and Mané-Katz. ln August 1944 the

remaining collection of lmpressionist works that escaped destruction were cleared from

the Jeu de Paume.aT

During the German retreat eas{vyards from France, the remaining artworks were

transported to the Slovakian Protectorate. The explanation why these pictures were

removed to the Slovakian Protectorate, instead of Germany remains uncertain. ln his

book entitled Arf as Politics in the Third Reich, Petropoulos stated that "...when forced to

retreat eastward from France, they failed to take many modem works for fear of

'contaminating'the Reich (the pragmatic looters did ship degenerate art to the Slovakian

protectorate".4s Given the fact that German museums and officials had purchased works

of "degenerate art" in 1941 and early 1942, after the issuance of an edict against the

transportation of "degenerate art" had come into effect, it is unlikely that there is any

susbstance to Petropoulos's claim. The decision to transport the remaining collection of

degenerate art to the Slovakian protectorate, and not the Reich, was more than likely

influenced by the fact that the best examples of "degenerate art" had already been sold.

The remnants were of insignificant value to remove to the Reich. The enormous

quantities of art that were looted by the Germans during the war meant priority was

given to removing only the most valuable art objects.

On 1 August 1944 148 crates containing lmpressionist works which had been set

aside from being destroyed were transported from the Jeu De Paume to the railway

station, near the gasworks of Aubervilliers, northwest of Paris, where they awaited

clearance. The registration numbers of the freightcars were transmitted to French

railroad officials by Rose Valland, the museum's curator, The departure of the trainload

of art was delayed for 48 hours in Le Bourget by railroad officials. Then as Gemeral

Leclerc's army advanced to Paris the train was delayed for second time in Aulnay for 18

hours. By sheer coincidence a French company, commanded by the son of Paul

Rosenberg, was dispatched by Leclerc to seize the train-load shortly before its departure

47 Michael Gibson, "How a timid curator with a deadpan expression outwitted the Nazis",
ARTnews, vol.80, June 1981,p.111.

48 Jonathan Petropoulos, Art as Politics in the Third Reich (Chapel Hill: The Universíty of North
Carolina Press, 1996), p. 135.
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from Aulnay. When the caniage was opened Paul Rosenberg discovered that it

contained several paintings belonging to his fathefs collec{ion.ae

49 Michael Gibson, "flow a timid curator with a deadpan expression outwitted the Nazis",

ARTnews, vol. 80, June 1981 , P.111.

\
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The Purchase of French lmpressionist and Modern a¡l by German
Museums and Officials, 1941-1943.

The ERR conducted a number of sales of "degenerate art" for Göring in the period

between 1941-1943. The names of prominent figures in the Parisian art trade appear on

the list. Durand-Ruel, Martin Fabiani, and the Charpentier Gallery appear in an appendix

to the Schenker Report. The involvement of French dealers confirms the abundance of

dealers willing to derive profits from "degenerate art" through their contacts with German

officials [see appendices¡.so

The decision by German officials and museums to purchase works by proscribed

artists after having sustained heavy losses themselves indicates a willingness on their

part to take advantage of the favourable exchange rate. The advantage of the

Reíchskassenscheine over the franc allowed German officials and museums, to

purchase French lmpressionist, Post-lmpressionist and modern art very inexpensively.

These pictures were acquired for exeæedingly cheap prices in comparison to the prices

which works by same school, and of similar quality fetched at the Lange auction in Berlin

in September 1941.51

The sustained demand for French nineteenth century pictures emerges in a letter

addressed to Dr. Fritz Muthmann of the Karser Wilhelm Museum, Krefeld. The letter

signed by Hermann Lange's secretary, dated 21 July 1942 informs Dr. Muthmann that

Lange had seen a painting by Sebastian Piombo in Munich, but that it is reserved for

Göring and commands an unaffordable price RM 300,000. Lange had the idea for

Verseidag (presumably the name of his company) to donate a nineteenth century work,

maybe a Maillol, Degas or Utrillo. The letter then states that he is unable to judge

whether or at what price a Manet, a van Gogh o¡ a Cêzanne inight be acquired, but he

would like to be kept informed by Muthmann about the Paris and Amsterdam markets

[see appendices¡.sz

50 Hector Feliciano, The Lost Museum: Tha Nazi Conspiracy to Steal the World's Greatest Works

of Att, (New York: Basic Books, 1997 p. 150.
slConsolidated lntenogation Report No. 2: The Goering Collection, 15 September 1945, p. 1ô4,

the Nationat Archives (Washington D.C.), record Qloup 239, box 75'p' 164'
52 Letter addressed to Dr. Muthmann signed by Hermann Lange's Secretary, dated2l July 1942.
A photocopy of the original letterfrom the museum's archives was provided to me cnurtesy of
lhe KaiserWithelm Museum, Krefeld Museum, by the museum's curator, Dr. Sabine Röder. For
the purposes of my research this letter, and other letters, supplied by Dr. Roder have been
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The issuance of an edict against the importation of "degenenate art'to the Reich

failed to deter German museums and officials from purchasing lmpressionist and Post

lmpressionist art. lmpressionism and Post-lmpressionism art were not regarded the

worst examples of "degenerate art" - a reason which contributed to their appeal among

German museums and officials. This is evinced in the case of Fredrich Welz, the owner

of the Gaterie Welz in Salzburg. Welz received a commission from lhe Gauleiter und

Reichsstatthalter oÍ Salzburg to purchase fumishings for the Schtoss Kessheim in Paris.

Welz's selection of furniture, sculpture and paintings supplied by the Galerie des Beaux'

Arfs included pictures by Corot, Monet, Pissaro, Poussin, Seurat, and Signac, which had

originally been confiscated from Jewish-owned collections by the ERR. The Galerie

Welz in Salzburg also procured a landscape painting by Renoir for Baldur von Schirach,

the Gaultierand Rerbhssfaffhalterin Vienna. Shirach was well known for his penchant

for 'degenerate" paintings. He acquired van Gogh's Poppies in the Frþld with the

assistance of the Dienststelle Mühlmann and the director of the Kröller-Müller Museum,

Dr. van Deventer, and was also responsible for arranging the purchase of a work by

Gustav Klimt and Lovis Corinth by the Wiener Galerie in Austria.53

German banker, Philipp Frank, Wolfgang Krüger, a Berlin publisher, and a

Munich collector named Maria Gillhausen were among collectors of lmpressionist and

post lmpressionist art in Germany. Philipp Frank, the Director of the Deutsche Bank in

Mannheim purchased a water color by Cézanne, entitled Pine Trees and Rocks for Fr

28,000, and a pastel by Pissarro entitled Spring at Frcgny for Fr 16,000 on 13 February

1941. He later bought a chalk drawing by Degas entitled Dancer from Gerard for Fr

SS,OO0 on 18 February 1941. Frau Gillhausen purchased Renoi/s Cariatides for Fr

360,000 on 11 March 1941. She also bought Sisley's Barges near Rouen for Fr 200,000

on 31 January 1941, and Vuillard's Flower Vase for Fr 50,000. Wolfgand Krüger Verlag

purchased Pissarro's Haymakers for Fr 140,000; Renoi/s Walk in the Wood lor for

Fr160,000; and Vlaminck's Snour and Landscape lor Fr 12,000 and Fr 6,000. Kruger

Lange also purchased Pissarro's Dieppe Cathedralfor Fr 150,000; Renoi/s Figure Piece

translated from English to German by Marc Burri. The original untranslated copies appear in the

appendices.
53 Jonathan Petropoutos, Art as Potitics in the Third Reich, (Chapel Hill: The University of North

Carolina Press, 1996), P.223.
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for Fr 160,000; and Corot's Ïrees by the River for Fr 70,000 in a deal conducted in

October 1941.54

The German art dealer Aloys Miedl, known for selling works to both Hitler and

Göring, purchased van Gogh's Se/f Poftrait with a Bandaged Eatr, Cézanne's Young

Man with a Red Waistcoat, Harlequin and Súi// Lfe , which had been confiscated from

the Paul Rosenberg Collection and acquired by Göring on 14 September 1941, 2

December 1941, and 4 December 1941, together wilh Cézanne's The Mill which had

been confiscated from the Rothschild Collection and acquired by Göring on 4 December

1941. Miedl acquired these pictures from Göring for RM 750,000.55

The discovery that state galleries were purchasing French lmpressionist

paintings after the issuance of an edict that forbade the importation of "degenerate art" to

the Reich, indicates that the commercial incentive outweighed the risk factor. Several

very well known dealers, such as Etienne Bignou, Raphäel Gérard, Martin Fabiani,

Gustav Rochlitz, are cited in the index of Paris Art dealers and individuals responsible

forthe sale of art German museums [see appendices].s

The Fotkwang Museum in Essen had lost 1,273 pieces from its collection during

lhe entartete Kunst Aktion, but chose to expand its collection of nineteenth century art in

the period spanning from January to May 1941. The museum purchased fourty four

works originatly confiscated from French ,collections over a period of five months.

fncluded among these were Courbet's Ihe Ctitfs at É,tretat after a Storm, acquired from

the Parisian dealer, André Schoeller for Fr 350,000, and works by Boudin, Corot,

Daubigny, Daumier, Delacroix, Gericault, Rousseau, and Sisley. Etienne Bignou,

Schoeller, Fabini, Raphäel Gérard and Alice Maneau Fabinni sold several confiscated

works of art to the Fotkwang Museum in Essen.57

An insight into the museum's negotiations is provided in a letter from a regional

administrative office in Düsseldorf to a Dr. Köhn in fhe Folkwang Museum in Essen,

5a Cecil Gould, The Schencker Papers, Paft 2. "Purchases of Works of Aft in France during the
Occupation by and on the Behalf of German dealers and Officials", PP.2,5€, 8, lhe National
Archives (Washington D.C), record group 239,81.

55Theodore Rousseau, Consotidated lnterrcgation Report No. 2: The Goering Collection, 15

September 1 945. pp. 149-1 50.
56 Cecil Gould, The Schencker Papers, Part l. "Accessions to German museums and galleries

during the Occupation of Francê", p.14, the National Archives (Washington D.G), record group

239,81.
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dated 21 May 1942. The letter states that the city of Krefeld is prepared to buy the

pictureinParisandtopayforitontheconditionthatthecityofEssenmakesa
contribution of RM 25,000, payable direct to Krefeld' lt seems that Essen had released a

corot valued at RM 5O,0OO. The letter states that the opportunity seemed favourable

because no transfer formalities would be involved, but a decision would need to be

made soon because Bignou was holding it only until 30 June 1942. A copy of the letter

was also sent to Dr. Muthmann in Krefeld [see appendices¡'s8

The Sfädflsche Kunsfs ammlungen in Dusseldorf, which had the lost 900 artworks

from its collection during lhe entaftete Kunst Aktion in 1937, purchased sixty eight

paintings in 1941, including a chardin, a courbet, Poussin, Renoir, and a Sisley' The

Rheinisches Landesm useum und Ptovincialdenkmatamt in Bonn purchased several

pictures, including works by Boudin, corot, Daubigny, Delacroix, Gericault, and Renoir

up until as late as 1943. several smaller purchases were made by other German

museums incruding the sfädfisches Muse um fiir Kunst und Kunstgewerbe in wuppertal-

Elberfeld, which purchased pieces by Boudin, Delacroix, Renoir' and Rousseau; and the

Kunsthallein Karlsruhe, which purchased a landscape by sisley'ss

The Kaise r withem Museum in Krefeld, which suffered minimal losses with

ninety eight art works confiscated in 1937, also acquired several French lmpressionist

and Post-lmpressionist pictures, including a Boudin, a courbet, a Delacroix' a Gauguin'

a Monet, and two piclures by Renoir and sisley in 1941'60 Gustav Rochlitz' one of the

dealers authorised to sell "degenerate art", ananged the sale of Gauguin's Flower vase

to the Krefield Museum for Fr 3OO,0O0 in 1941' The delivery of a transport of new

._åtq,r¡ðtt¡ons on 25 April 1942is noted in a retter addressed to the director of the Kaiser

I4iþtetm Museum from the insurance company Provinzial-Feueruetsicherungs-Anstalt,

to German museums and galleries
57 Cec¡lGould, The Schencker Papers,

durirþ(he Occupation of France", pp'

\.group 239, 81.
\È.Letter to a Dr. Köhn in lhe Follrwang

Paft 1.'?ccessions
7-9, the National Archives (Washington D.C), record

Muæum in Essen from a regional administrative offce in

Düsseldorf dated 21 MaY 1942. A coPY of the original letter was suPPlied from the archives of

the Kaiser Wtlhelm Museum bY the museum's curator, Dr. Sabine RÖder. This letter was

translàted for mY research from German to Engl ish by Marc Burri. The original untranslated

s ers, part 1.'Accessrbns to German museums and galleries

pp'.2, 4-7,13, the Nationat Archives (Washington D'C)'
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dated 17 April 1942 [see appendix].0r A certificate issued in France by the commander

of the armed forces dated 27 May 1942 certifies that Dr. Fritz Muthmann had a acquired

painting by Eugene Boudin titled Harbour in Antwerp on behalf of the Kaiser lMlhelm

Museum.lt furthermore gives permission for its export from France, and its import into

Germany is to be free of any kind of tax or customs duty [see appendices].62

ln a letter dated 12 May 1999, Dr. Sabine Röder, the curator of the Kaiser

Wilhem Museum, insists that the museum welcomed the opportunity to replenish its

depleted collections:

I can assure you, that there isn't the slightest indication that lmpressionist
paintings weie regarded as 'degenerate', or that anyone would see a problem in

buying tnem - at least not here in the region. ln fact they seem to have a position

kind óf in-between'. Several museum directors from the Rhineland and even

Nazi-politicians of the city objected to the 'Aktion entartete Kunst' and even tried

to gei back the paintings being confiscated - without success of course. The

moie they were fascinatéO by the sudden possibility to purchase at least 19. And

early 20.bentury-French ert for their robbed collections.63

There was a lack of a clear guÍdeline that defined what constituted "degenerate

art". The fact that the commission for the disposal of "degenerate art" broadened the

definition of the entaftete Kunst Aktion to include works by French lmpressionist artists

[see appendices], yet later German museums were able to re'purchase works by the

same artists, illustrates this. Furthermore, German museums made no efforts to conceal

their purchase of works by lmpressionist and Post lmpressionist artists, whom the

régime had branded as "degenerate". Dr. Rödeds letter indicates that there was a lack of

secrecy surrounding the acquisition of these pictures:

They were transported together with other works of art by diverse companies and

eveñ by the military. They were not treated different to any other work of art,

which had been bought at the same time.64

61 Letter to the director of the Kaiser Wilhelm Museum from Provinzial-Feuerversicherungs-
Anstalt, dated 17 April '1942. A copy of the original letter was supplied fom the archives of the

Kaiser Wth4m Museum by the museum's curator, Dr. Sabine Röder. This letter was translated

for my researeh from German to English by Marc Buni. The original untranslated letter appears

in the appendices.
oz CertiRcate issued by the Commander of the Armed Forces in France, dated 27 May 1942- ' A

copy of the original létter was supplied from the archives of the Karser Whelm Museum by the

múáeum's curãtor, Dr. Sabine Röder. This letter was translated for my research from German to
English by Marc Burri. The original untranslated letter appears in the appendices.

63 Dr. Sabine Röder, curator at the Karser Withetm Museum, oited in letter to Chiew-Lee Khut,

May 12,1999. A copy of this letter appears in the appendices.
e¿ lbi¿.
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The fact that German museums did not experience any difficulties acquiring

French lmpressionist and Post-lmpressionist art for their collections, suggests that the

curators repsonsible for the purchase of these pictures had not complied with the edict

against the transportation of "degenerate art" to the Reich. lt is possible that they failed

to do so, because the edict was poorly enforced. The decision by German museums to

purchase works by proscribed artists, after having already sustained heavy losses during

the entaftete Kunst Aktion indicates a renewed confidence that French lmpressionist art

no longer continued to be regarded as "degenerate", and thereby was not subject to the

edict.6s

It appears that the main obstacles for the importation of "degenerate art" to

Germany were not put in place by German authorities, but by French customs

authorities. The French customs authorities declared that the values stated for the works

of art were too low, and refused to grant export licenses without documentation that the

works of art in question were purchased for the prices stated. The export licenses were

eventually obtained after being brought before the German military command in

France.66 The fact that export ticenses were obtained from the highest military authority

indicates that because lmpressionist and Post-lmpressionist art occupied a position in-

between, it was not difficult to obtain an export license.

The contrast between confiscation in practice and in theory manifested itself

most obviously in anomalies such as these. This .enterprise was also encouraged

lacklustre enforcement of the edict against the transportation of "degenerate art" to the

Reich by the German authorities. The laxity of the German authorities in enforcing the

edict is also apparent from the fact that Adolf Wüster, a cuttural attaché of the German

Embassy in Paris, conducted the purchase pictures on behalf of the Düsseldorf and

Krefeld museums. Another example is Gustav Rochlitz, one of four dealer commissioned

by the Reich government to sell the stockpile of "degenerate art". Rochlitz was

responsible for arranging the sales of Gauguin's, Flower Vase to the Krefeld Museum for

Fr 300,000. He would have known that Gauguin was regarded as "degenerate" since he

was a member of the Committee for the Disposal of Degenerate Art. Rochlitz's decision

65 Dr. Sabine Röder, curator at the Kar.se r Wilhelm Museum, cited in letter to Ghiew-Lee Khut,

May 12,1999. A copy of this letter appears in the appendices.
6 Gecil Gould, The Schencker Papers, Part 2. "Purchases of Works of Art in France during the

Occupation by and on the Behatf of German dealers and Officials", pp. 2-3 the National Archives
(Washington D.C), reoord group 239, 81.
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to ignore the edict and broker a deal with the Krefetd Museum illustrates the poor

enforeæment of the edict.
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Ghapter 4 - Exchanges of "Degenerate Art" Gonducted Under the
Auspices of the ERR, 1941'1943.

This chapter examines the exchanges of "degenerate art" conducted under the

auspices of the ERR in France, Switzerland, the Netherlands, and ltaly. The first part

of this chapter deals exclusively with the Einsatzstab Reíchsleiter Rosenberg (ERR)

exchanges conducted in Paris, whilst the second hatf of this chapter examines the

exchanges which took place in Switzerland and ltaly. This chapter is based primarily

on both the Consotidated lntenogation Reports and Detailed Interrcgation Repoñs

compiled by the United States Office of Strategic Services. The investigations

performed by Douglas Cooper for the Monuments Fine Arts and Archives Branch of

the Office of Strategic Services also constitutes a major source of primary source

material in this chapter.r

The method of exchange became common place following the issuance of an

edict against the importation of "degenerate art" to the German Reich in 1941.

However the introduction of a ban on the importation of "degenerate art" to Germany

failed to impact upon the demand for such artists. The exchanges conducted under

the auspices of the ERR provide evidence that the ideological mission of the ERR

was of secondary importance to the commercial exploitation of the confiscated art.

Furthermore the profits which Göring, Ribbentrop and Bormann derived from the

exchanges suggests that their investment yielded an excellent return.

A considerable quantity of lmpressionist and modern pictures appeared on

the Parisian art market after the German high command in France authorised the

ERR to sequester from Jewish art collections on September 17, 1940.2 The idea to

dispose of confiscated lmpressionist and modem paintings through exchange was

conceived by von Behr as a means to enlarge the Göring collection. Von Behr had

originally proposed a plan to Gerhard Ukital, the chief of the ERR in Berlin, and Dr.

Gritzbach, Göring's civilian Chief of Staff, to smuggle lmpressionist and modern

I James S. Plaut, Consolidated lnterrogation Report no. 1: Activity of the Einsatzstab
Rosenberg in France, 15 August 1945,hhe National Archives (Washington D.C.), record
group 239, box 75, Theodore Rousseau, Consolidated lntenogation Repoft lr!o.-2: The

Goering Cottecfion,l5 September 1945, lhe National Archives (Washington D.C.), record
group 239, box 75. James S. Plaut., Detailed lnterragation Report No. 4., Subiect: Gustav
Rochlitz,lS August 1945, the National Archives (Washington D.C.), rec¡rd group 239, box
84a. Douglas Cooper, Report of Mission to Switzerland, 1O Deoember 1945, the National
Archives (Washington, D.C.), record group 239, box 82.

2 James S. Plaut, Consolidated lntenogation Report no. 1: Activity of the Einsatzstab
Rosenberg in France, 15 August 1945. p.3, the NationalArchives (Washington D.C.),
record group 239, box 75.
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paintings to Portugal, which he planned to barter for uncut diamonds. The plan was

abandoned in favour of the method of exchange.3

Göring acquired a considerable quantity of French nineteenth century pictures

from the ERR repository ín September 1941. He acquired these for the express

purposes of exchange. Between 1941-1949 these acquisitions became the subject of

exchanges. The use of exchanges became Göring's preferred method of acquisition,

since it allowed him to acquire pictures without incurring any expense- Hofer

encouraged Göring to acquire French nineteenth century pictures because a

substantial profrt margin could be made from their re-sale or exchange, due to his

insistence upon low aPPraisals.a

Twenty eight formal exchanges of confiscated art were conducted by von

Behr, the Deputy Director of Amt Westen in Paris between February 1941 and

November 1943. Of these exchanges, eighteen were conducted on the behalf of

Göring, seven for Hitler, two for Ribbentrop, and one for Bormann. The exchanges

were ananged from lhe Amt Westen headquarters in Paris, wilh Rosenberg's Berlin

office providing perfunctory approval of the exchanges of mostly French

lmpressionist and modemist paintings for old masters and German nineteenth

century paintings.s

The exchanges conducted by the ERR, with the exception of those arranged

by von Behr were all made with independent art dealers, with no official connection to

the ERR. Eighteen of the twenty-eight exchanges were ananged through Gustav

Rochlitz. Adolf Wüster was involved in two, as was Max Stöcklin, and Arthur

pfannsteil. The Gatetie Neupeft of Zurich was involved in a single exchange that it

had conducted on the behalf of the art dealer Alfred Boedecker of Frankfurt. A single

exchange was also ananged with Dr. Alexander von Frey of Luceme, and the

Gateríe Almas-Dietrich ol Munich, and the Amsterdam dealer Jan Dik.o The majority

of exchanges were ananged through the German art dealer, Gustav Rochlitz-

3

s,

4 Theodore Rousseau, Consotidated tntenog 15

September 194S, p. i76, the NationalArchíves (Washington D.G.), record group 239' box

75.
5 James plaul, Consolidated tntenogation Report No. 1: The Activity of the Einsatzstab

ReichsteiterRosenöerg, 15 Augus[ 1945, p.25, the National Archives (Washington D.C.),

record group 239, box 75.
6 Oougla-s Cooper, Report of Mission to Switzertand, 10 December 1945, in attachment titled

,,LooIed Work's of Art'in Switzerland: German Methods of Acquisitioî", P.2, lhe National

Archives (Washingúon, D. C. ), record group 239, 6x 82'
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Rochlitz secured these contracts through his extensive contacts in the art market in

France, Germany and Switzerland.

The exchanges conducted by the ERR in Paris between 1941-1943 reveal

the blatant commercial exploitatation of artworks confiscated by the Reich. The

demand for French lmpressionist and modern works continued to thrive despite the

fact that these works of art were branded as "degenerate" by the National Socialists.

Their status as "degenerate art" was obviously mitigated by the fact that they were

also highly saleable. The sustained demand among German dealers for works by

degenerate artists is evident, especially in the case of Gustav Rochlitz.

Rochlitz's first business association was formed in 1925 with the Galerie

Wederin Lucerne. Rochlitz later entered into a a partnership wilh Dr. Stoeri in Zurich,

and an association with the Galerie van Diemen in Berlin, before establishing the

Muratto Galerie in Zurich in 1924. His association with the Galerie Weder ended in

1928, followed by the failure of his venture with Stoeri in 1931. ln 1932 the Swiss

authorities refused Rochlitz permission to conduct business in Switzerland on the

grounds of his German citizenship. Rochlitz established an art dealership in Paris

underthe name of his bookkeeper, PaulWeil, in 1932. His gallery, which was located

in the Cite Beryere in Montmarte, moved to the rue de Rivoli in 1936. Following the

declaration of war, Rochlitz was intemed at Colombes by the French authorities. He

later secured to his release on the grounds of his daughtefs French citizenship. He

was intemed for the second time at Bassens in April 1940, and was released by the

NSDAP Auslands Organisation on 20 June 1940 after the fall of Paris. After his

release from Bassens, Rochlitz remained in Paris but did not re.open his business on

the rue de Rivoli. Rochlitz secured a laissez-passer authorising unlimited travel

between Occupied and Unoccupied France with the assistance of, Dr. Bruno Lohse,

who acted as an intermediary in a series of exchanges conducted by the ERR in

Göring's behalf.T

According to a report prepared by Lieutenant James S. Plaut, the director of

the Office of Strategic Services, Art Loot¡ng lnvestigation Unit, Rochlitz benefited

from the commercial exploitation of "degenerate art", receiving paintings in the ratio

of ten for one in several instances:

Every exchange in which Rochlitz was involved weighed heavily
(by international art market standards) in his favour. ln several
instances, he received paintings in the ratio of ten for one and,

7 James S. Plaut., Detailed lntenogation Repoft No. 4., Subject: Gustav Rochlitz,l5 August
1945, pp. 1-4, the National Archives (Washington D.C.), record group 239, box84a.
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of those received, many were more valuable individually than
the single object which he relinquished...The group of pictures
which came into his hands included a number of celebrated
masterpieces of French paintings of the 19th century, works
which would command impressive prices in the open market,
yet which he obtained in return for questionable "old masters" of
inferior quality... simply because National Socialist propaganda
had tagged all modern French painting as "unwanted degenerate
art'.8

Rochlitz made ten trips between Paris and the French Riviera from 1941 to

1g43 to secure pictures for Göring, who had first choice of works of art which he

acquired in Unoccupied France. Rochlitz received eighty-two pictures from the

eighteen exchanges that he conducted with various Reich officials.s RochliÞ stated

that he conducted negotiations with the ERR through Lohse, and met Hofer on only

two occasions. Of these eighteen exchanges c,onducted by the ERR with Rochlitz,

twelve were for Göring. The fírst exchange which the ERR conducted was concluded

on 3 March 1941. During a visit to the Jeu de Paume, Rochlitz made a selec{ion of

eleven pictures from a group of confiscated paintings assembled at the Jeu de

Paume by Scholz, Lohse, Schiedlausky and Kuntze. The ERR recieved Titian's

Poftrait of a Man, and a still life by the Dutch painter Jan Weenix, in exchange for

eleven paintings by Cézanne, Corot and Degas, together with eight paintings by

Renoir, Sisley, Picasso, Matisse and Braque from the Kann, Rosenberg-Bernstein,

Lindenbaum, and Georges Bemheim collections. The paintings which were the

subject of this exchange were confiscated by the ERR in mid-November, 1940.10

The exchange seems to have been inspired by the edict against the

transportation of "degenerate art" to Germany. Gerhard Ukital, the chief of the ERR in

the occupied tenitories, approved the exchange of the Tilian for a selec{ion of

pictures which "according to our German conception, are out of the question for

transferto German/ in February 18, 1941. A reference by Ukital is also made to the

difficulty in obtaining foreign currency, and how the exchange presented "an

opportunity to acquire for the Gennan Reich an important painting without spending

foreign currency."ll

The ERR conducted a second exchange for Gödng's with RochliE on 11

March 1941. The ERR received a German sixteenth century painting, a Flemish

8 James S. Plaut., Detailed lnterrogation Report No. 4., Subject: Gustav Rochlitz,l5 August
1945, p. 1 1, the National Archives (Washington D.C.), record group 239, box 84a.

e tb¡d. p. s.
lo tbid. pp.27-28.
1r lbid. This particular letter from Ukital to Rosenberg was dated 18 February 1911, and
appears in the attachments of report.
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paint¡ng attributed to Janssens, and a portrait by Franz Kreuger in exchange for

Renoi/s Reclining Nudevalued at Fr 200,000, and Matisse's OrientalWoman valued

at Fr g0,000. Göring had originally wished to acquire the Kreuger through exchange

after receiving photographs of the pictures in Berlín, but decided not to take it when

he saw it in Paris. The Kreuger was later placed at the disposal of the

Reichschancellery. Rochlitz owned a one hundred percent interest in all three

pictures and faired well from the deal, especially considering Hofer had advised

Göring not to acquire the Janssens which he disputed as ltalian.l2

Von Behr signed the contract for the third exchange conducted by the ERR

for Göring with Rochlitz in Paris on 17 March 1941.|n this exchange the ERR

acquired Raffaellino del Garbo's Madonna and Child and F. Woute/s The Bath, tor

picasso's Poftrait of a Woman and two abstractions, a still life by Manet, Sisley's

RiverScene, Boudin's Seascape and Pissaro's |uilenês Gatdens.l3

On 7 April 1941, the ERR conducted a fourth exchange for Göring with

Rochlitz. Rochlitz had originally offered two paintings by Von Os to Scholz for the

Halle Museum, but was unable to purchase them because of a shortage of foreign

currency, and decided to acquire them through the method of exchange. The ERR

received Von Os' Flower St¡tl Life, in exchange for Cézanne's Batherc valued at

Fr 100,000, and Renoifs Head of a Girl valued at Fr 50,000. The von Os paintings

were later used in exchange for a Vermeer conducted with the art dealer Alois

Miedl.la

A fifth exchange was finalised by the ERR for Göring with Rochlitz in Paris on

5 May 1941. The ERR received the School of Fontainebleau's Dianna in exchange

for Monet's Sfreef Scene with Banners and 3 paintings by Matisse, Landscape,

Inteñorand Figures at a Table.ls

On 9 July 1941 Rochlitz acquired a large consignment of confiscated French

lmpressionist pictures. RochliE received eighteen pictures in exchange for a

sixteenth century North ltalian painting Portrait of Lavínia. The eighteen pic{ures that

were the subject of this exchange were listed as the following. First appeared Degas'

Three Dancers, and Woman with Parasol. Manet's Studio Scene and Renoit's Two

Nudes and Seafed Nude are also listed. Boudin's The Beach at Trouville and

Cézanne's Flower Piece appear listed along with Toulouse Lautrec's Cafe Scene.

l2James Plaut, Conso tidated lnterrogation Report No. 1: The ActiviV of the Einsatzstab

Reichsteiter Rosenberg,l5 August 1945, p.29, the National Archives (Washington D.C.),

record group 239, box 7 5.
1s tb¡o. p.30.
14 løi¿. p.92.
r5 lbio. p. az.
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There are also Sisley's Spring Landscape. and Rrver Scene and Morisot's Déieuner

al Fresco. Monet's Chitdren on a Staircase with Sunflowerc, Utrillo's Monmafte,

Bonnard's Stitl Life, SignaCs Mont St. Michel, and Matisse's Seafed Gi¡l and

Braque's Stitt Life feature in this change. Most interesting of all is the inclusion of

picasso's Struggle of the Centau¡s. Rochlitz's acquisition of the Picasso reveals that

Rochlitz must have remained confident buyers could be found, even for modern art

which had been labelled "degenerate" by the Nazis.16

The ERR conducted a seventh exchange for Göring with Rochlitz in Paris on

3 Decembe¡ 194L The ERR received Jan Breughel's The Hañor of Antwery in

exchange for four companion figure pieces by Matisse from the Rosenberg-Bernstein

Collection. Then Rochlitz acquired Matisse's Woman at a Píano and Woman at a

Table both from the Rosenberg-Bernstein collection that were collectively valued at

Fr 10,000, in exchange for Von der Neck's Female Nude with Childrcn on 10

December 1941. On 9 February 1942 Rochlitz acquired seven pictures through an

exchange, including two paintings by Braque, a Chiroco and Picasso's Sfill Life, and

Matisse's View Through a Window and Sf/ Life in exchange for Legefs Knight in

Armour.17

Rochlitz acquired a Gauguin and two paintings by Pissarro in exchange for

Roelant Savery's Noafi3 Ark as part of an exchange finalised on 25 February 1942-

The ERR conducted an exchange for Göring with Rochlitz in Paris on 10 March

1942. The ERR received a Florentine sixteenth century painting in exchange for

Matisse's Woman in a Red Coaf and Woman with Red Hah Modigliani's Portrait of a

Woman, and Renoif s Poftnit of a Gid.1e

The ERR conducted a final exchange for Göring with Rochlitz on 27

November 1942. The ERR received Matisse's Woman in BIue and Yellow with Lute,

Stitt Life with Tankard and Utrillo's Village Sfreef and Rue Froídeveaux lor

Miereveld's Dutch Gid, and Luca Giordano's Joseph the Chaste'1e

Alexander von Frey, a Hungarian national, and resident in Switzerland,

participated in a single exchange wtth the ERR. On one of his visits to Paris, von

Frey was introduced to Dr. Lohse, second in command of the ERR by a German

agent named Dr. Buss. Von Frey made a selection of pictures from the ERR depot

16 James Plaut, Consolidated lntenogation Report No. 1: The Activity of the Einsatzstab

Reichsleiter Rosenöe4g, 15 August 1945, p. 3TU, tlrc National Archives (Washirpton

D.C.), record group 239, box 75.
17 loid. p. gs.
18loio. p. 97.
lg lo¡0. p.zg.
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and in May 1g42 concluded a deal with the assistance of Lohse. The contract was

drawn up by von Behr and was signed on 14 May 1942. Von Frey received Renoifs

poftrait of a Girtfrom the Lindon collection, Picasso's Applefrom the Paul Rosenberg

Collection and Pissarro's Country Road from the Bernheim collection, which had

been sequestered by the ERR in 194Ot41.20 Von Frey arranged with a friend in the

diplomatic service to smuggle the three pictures into Switzerland through the

diplomatic bag, where he arranged their sale. The Picasso was sold to a Hungarian

dealer, and the Pissarro was sold to Christophe Bernoulli who subsequently sold the

picture to the Oerlikon munitions manufacturer, Emil Bührle.21 Von Behr conducted

an indirect exchange with Rochlitz by on 24 July 1942. On this occassion von Behr

was acting on Göring's behalf. The contract for this exchange was drawn up in von

Beh/s name and not the ERR. The ERR received a School of Fontainebleau oil

painting The Thrce Graces, in exchange for Gauguin's Crucifrxion, and Matisse's

Woman W.e.aring a Turban and Flowered Blouse, Holding a Fan and Woman in

Tutkish Dress, Wearíng Green Ïrousers and Embrcide¡ed Jacket Seated on

Carpet.22

The ERR conducted an exchange for Göring with the art dealer Arthur

pfannstiel, a German citizen. Pfannstiel resided in Paris and was employed by ERR

as ConfidentialAssistant. He enjoyed a close relationship with von Behr and through

his contacts in the ERR secured several paintings. He provided von Behr with names

and addresses of Parisian art dealers and collectors, and his knowledge of the art

market in Paris made him indispensible to von Behr. He remained in the ERR

through 1941, and accepted a position in the Sicherheitsdiensf. Pfannsteil undertook

two exchanges with the ERR.z3

The ERR conducted an exchange for Göring with Pfannsteil in Paris on

March 17, 194L The ERR received Cornelis Bega's Famers Gambling in exchange

for Sisley's Winter Landscape and Laurencin's Giil with a Guitar.2a An informal

exchange was conducted by von Behr for the ERR with Pfannsteil in Paris on

March/April194L The ERR received a French fifteenth century portrait, valued at Fr

20 Douglas Cooper, Report to Mission to Switzerland, in enclosure dated January 15, 1946,

from tÉe American Legation, Bem, p. 6, the National Archives (Washington, D.C.), record
group 239, box 82.

2t tbid. p. T.
2 ¿tion Repoft No. 1: The Activity of the Einsatzstab

945, p. 40, the National ArchLVes (Washingrton D.C.),

record group 239, box 75.
zs lbia. p. 54.
24 loio. p. et.
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50,000, in exchange for Degas' Portrcit of a Woman valued at Fr 100,000.25 Bruno

Lohse stated that the deal was conducted on von Beh/s personal initiative, and

neither Hofer nor Göring was interested in acquiring the picture.26

The ERR conducted a number of exchanges with Rochlitz for the

Reichschancettery. The first of these was conducted on 26 March 1941- The ERR

received Barend Graat's Aristocratic Famity Group, in exchange for a landscape by

Gauguin valued at Fr 50,000.27 The ERR conducted a second exchange for the

Reichschancellerywith Rochlitz on 21May 1942. The ERR acquired Van Schooten's

Stitt Life and Pieter Klaes' Stitt Life in the exchange. The ERR gave Rochlitz three

paintings by Matisse, including Seafed Woman in a BIue Dress, Seafed Woman in a

White Blouse, Rectining Woman with Stilt Life Flowerc and Fruit and Corot's Wooded

Landscape, which had been confiscated from the Rosenberg collection.2s

A third exchange was conducted by the ERR for the Reichschancellery with

Rochlitz on 16 June 1942. The ERR received an ltalian fifteenth century painting

Couftiets and Wofumen Building a Bridge in exchange for Renoit's Girl Reading in

Front of a Bunch of Flowersfrom the Paul Rosenberg collection. The ERR conducted

a final exchange with Rochlitz on 31 Octobe¡ 1942.|t is not precisely clear for whom

this deal was undertaken. Lohse, who acted as an intermediary for Göring, believes

that this exchange was conducted for the Reichsdtancellery and not Göring. The

ERR received Jansens Elinga's Stitt Life in exchange for Pissarro's View of Paris.2s

The ERR conducted one exchange on the behalf of the Reichschancellery

with the Gaterie Almas Deitrich in Munich on 28 October 1942. The ERR received

two sixteenth century Franco-Portugese panels in exchange for Pissano's Harbour of

Honfleur in the Rarn originally from the Rosenberg-Bernstein Collection, which was

appraised for Fr 2OO,OOO.30 Lohse and Scholz had proposed the exchange to the

Almas-Dietrich Galerie after they learned that Bormann was interested in the

acquisition of the two Franco-Portuguese panels for the Reichschancellery.3l This

exchange was negotiated in Munich and the contract was signed personally by von

Behr. The fact that this contract was drawn up by von Behr indicates that the ERR

did not oppose the exchange of "degenerate art' to dealerships in Germany, but

25 James Plaut, Consotidated tntenogation Repoft No. 1: The Activity of the Einsatzstab

Reichsleiter Rosenberg,lS August i945, p. 31, the National ArcfrÍves (Washington D.C.),

record group 239, box 75.
zo l¡i¿. p. gl.
27lbi¿. p.92..
ze l¡i¿. p. gg.
2s toio. p. ¿0.
3o ¡o¡d. p. 41.
3r lbid, p.4142.
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actively encouraged German dealerships to acquire "degenerate art" because they

provided a source of paintings for Göring, Hitler and the Reichschancellery' That

German dealerships were able to acquire these pictures after the issuance of an

edict against the transportation of "degenerate art" to the Reich provides evidence

that the acquisition of pic{ure for highly placed German official took precedence over

the ideological mission of the ERR.

This is also evident from an exchange was conducted by the ERR for the

Reichschancetlery wilh Max Stöcklin. Stöcklin, a Paris based art dealer, who

travelled to Switzerland on a regular basis to deal in art. He also acquired Matisse's

View Through a Wndow which had been sequestered by the ERR from the Paul

Rosenberg Collection in 194O141, by a direct exchange on 15 June 1942'32 The ERR

received Winants' Woodtand Landscape with Figures and Zeeman's Small Fishing

Harbour.33 Stöcklin obtained an import license fo¡ View Through a Window. and

commissioned André Märtin to arrange the sale of the picture. Märtin offered the

picture to a Dr. F. Trussel of Berne, who tumed down the offer to purchase the

picture. He later approached the museum in Berne which asked Märtin to produce

proof that the picture has been sold by the Galene Rosenöerg before the occupation

in 1940. Stöcklin promised to deliver the necessary documents to Märtin, but was

arrested by the Allies before he could obtain these. At the time of Stöcklin's anest the

picture remained in Neupert's possession.3a An exchange was conducted between

Stöcklin in Paris for Hitler on 16 November 1943. Hitler instructed Bormann to

authorise the exchange of Matisse's Female Nude in a Yellow Chair and Bonnard's

Still Life, and Coffee Tablefor Rudolf Alt's lhe Tempte of Faustina.3s

Other highly placed German officials such as von Ribbentrop commissioned

dealers, such as Adolf Wüster to acquire confiscated French art. Wüster, who was

appointed by von Ribbentrop to a position in the German Embassy in Paris, acted as

Ribbentrop's principal buyer. The reason why von Ribbentrop commissioned art

dealers to purchase art for him is open to speculation. lt is probable that their

32 Douglas Gooper, Report of Mission to Switzerland, 10 December 1945, in attachment titled
,,Lootðd Works of Art from Collections of Allied Nationals Discovered in Switzerland", p. 3.

The NationatArchives (Washington, D.C.), record group 239,box82'
33 James plaut, Consolidated tntenogation Report No. 1: The Activlty of the Einsatzstab

Reichsteiter Rosenberg,l5 August 1945, p. 40, the National Archives (Washington D.C.),

record group 239, box 75.
3a Douglãs ioop"r, Report of Mission to SwiAerland,lO December 1ò¿5, ¡n attachment titled

.Looted Works of Art in Switzerland: German Methods of Acquisitioî", P.7,the National

Archives (Washington, D.C.), record group 239, box82.
35 James plaut, Consotidated tntenogation Report No. 1: The Activity of the EisatzstSb

Reichsleiter Rosenberg,lS August tS45, p. 45, the NationalArchives (Washington D.C.),

record group 239, box 75.
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connec-tions enabled him to acquire art cheaply. However, he may also have been

aware that many of the pictures that he wished to purchase had been branded as

"degenerate". By arrang¡ng several indirect purchases, he may have hoped to avoid

openly flouting the edict against the transportation of "degenerate art" to the Reich'

The ERR conducted an exchange on the behatf of Göring with wüster on the behalf

of von Ribbentrop on 24 November 1942. Von Ribbentrop had originally wished to

purchase a Delacroix on the open market, but ananged for Wüster to purchase a

Gobelins tapestry Maximitian Hunting Scene and Albert Cuyp's The Hen Yard

through Hans Wendland. He later used these in a direct exchange with the ERR in

which he received Delacroix's Lion with a snake and courbet's Foresf scene'36

wüster participated in a second exchange for Ribbentrop on 27 November 1942' Von

Behr was responsible for the contract for this exchange and acted on the behalf of

Göring. The ERR received Jodocus de Mompeß chapel of the Rocks in exchange

for Utrillo's Suburban Sfreef Scene.37

The sustained demand for French lmpressionist art continued until 1943. The

ERR conducted an exchange for Hitler with the Galerie Neupeft for Alfred

Boedecker , on 27 April 1943. The ERR received Ludwig Knaus',s Painter seated on

Bough of Tree, surrounded by children which was presented to Adolf Hitler as a

birthday gift in exchange for Renoi¡'s Boy wíth a Butterfly Nef. The dealwas arranged

after Hitler and Bormann expressed interest in acquiring the Knaus from the

Boedecker. An official from the ERR travelled to Basle with the Renoir' The

exchange took place at the railway station in Basle on 7 April 1943' 38

ln January 1944 negotiations epmmenced for the exchange of a large

consignment of modern pictures with the art dealers, Martin Fabiani and Roger

Dequoy. Lohse is believed to have attempted to organise a large with Dequoy and

Fabiani exchange of modern pictures in January 1944. All of the pictures involved in

this exchange had been confiscated by the ERR. The proposed deal involved the

exchange of sixty modern pictures for seven paintings of the eighteenth century, a

landscape attributed to Hubert Robert Boucher, four paintings by Guardi and two by

Pannini. The exchange did not proceed as planned after Scholz received a

recommendation that the exchange was disadvantageous to the ERR'39

36 James plaut, Conso tidated tntenogation Report No, 1:.The.lctivity of th9 Einsatzstab

Reichsteiter nosenoá,g, 1s nugust i 9a 5, p. 42, the Nationat Archives (Washington D'c' ),

ree,ord group 239, box 7 5.
sT tbid. p. 43.
38 tbid. p. 44.
39 James S. Plaut., , Detaited tnterrogation Report No. 6: Bruno Lohse, 15 August 1945,15

nugust 194S, p. iá,1n National lrôh¡ves (Washington D.C.), record group 239, box 84a'
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The second hatf of this chapter examines the exchanges of 'degenerate art"

conducted by the ERR in Switzerland, Holland and ltaly' The ERR represented the

second major source of lmpressionist and modem paintings for the swiss dealers'

Mr. Theodor Fischer of Lucerne, and Dr. Hans wendland of Geneva handled the

majority of looted paintings that were brought into switzerland. Fischer, as we have

seen earlier, represented the most important dealer in switzerland, and was the only

dealer in that country with a large clientele and sufficient capital to conduct business

on an international scale. Fischer had earned the important commission from the

Reich government to auction 'degenerate art" held at the Galerie Fischer in Lucerne,

switzerland, in 1939. Art dealers and firms known to have acted as intermediaries for

Fischer include the Hugo Engel, and the Dreyfus Galeñe, schmidtlin Galerie and

Tanner Gaterie of Zürich. Fifty-seven of the seventy-six looted French paintings the

that appeared on "official list of Looted works of Art from collections of Allied

Nationals" had been acquired by Fischer through numerous sales and exchanges'

Fischer acted as wendland's principal purchasing and commission agent in

switzerland. This arrangement was advantageous to wendland since swiss laws

prohibited him from engaging in business because of his German citizenship'

Wendland possessed a virtual monopoly the art market in Paris and was able to

secure large consignments of confiscated "degenerate art" from the ERR for the

purposes of exchange.ao wendland received a thirty-three percent commission on all

art works he acquired for Fischer through either sale or exchange'a1 Lieutenant

Theodore Rousseau attributed Hofer and wendland with conceiving the idea to use

confiscated French lmpressionist and Post lmpressionist pic{ures in exchanges:

The origin of the idea is not clear, but all evidence points to 
.

Hofer añd wendland as the men who were chiefly respons¡ble'

Hofer in his letters to Goering repeatedly refers to confiscated

pictures as desirable for exchange purposes... wendland

äpp""rr to be involved directly or indirectly in almost every

case.42

Hofer acquired several pictures from Fischer and wendland through

exchange after the issuance of an edict that prohibited the importation of "degenerate

40 Theodore Rousseau, Consolidated tntenogation Report No.2: The Göring Collediøn, 15

SeptemUer 1945, p. tìf tn" NationalArchivãs (Washington D.C.), record group 239, box

75.
ar Douglas Cooper, Repoft to Mission to Swltzertand, enclosure dated January 15, 1946, from

tnã Àñerican ùegat¡oñ,-áein, p. 8, the NationatArchives (Washington, D'C'), record group

239' box 82' 
¡,, 11 t: The Göring coltection, 1542 Theodore Rousseau, C ' ¿

seótemoer 1945, p. 128, D'C'), record group 239' box

75.
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art, into Germany. Hofer visited switzerland at regular intervals to purchase art for

Göring,s personal collection. During a visit to the Gateie Fischer in Lucerne, in

February/March 1941, Hofer selected six paintings for Göring's private collection'

four Cranachs and two other German pictures, valued at S Fr 153'000' Göring had

originally promised to pay in swiss francs, but later decided to exchange confiscated

French lmpressionists for old Masters and German nineteenth century paintings in

lieu of payment. A series of exchanges were conducted in early 1941 in Luceme and

Berlin between Göring and Fischer. During a visit to switzerland in May 1941, Hofer

met with Fischer and discussed the exchange of French lmpressionist pictures.

Fischer agreed to arrange a viewing of the pictures. The ERR removed the twenty-

five pictures from the Neuschwanstein storage facility on 12 July 1941 for the

purposes of an exchange. Fischer arrived in Berlin and viewed these pictures and

agreed to the exchange in mid July. The twenty-five pictures anived in switzerland

on 22 October 1941.43

The first official transaction conducted by the ERR with the Galerie Fischer

recorded in February/March 1941 involved the exchange of old Masters for French

lmpressionist pictures. The Gale rie Fischer received twenty-five French lmpressionist

paintings that had been confiscated from French and British collections from the ERR

repository at Neuschwanstein.ln exchange the Galerie Fischer gave the ERR Lukas

Cranach,s Madonna and Child in a Landscape; Crucifxion, with a Knight on

Horseback as Dono¡ St. Anne and the Virgin and Poftnit of a Young Man with

Beard; Lukas cranach the Young efs, Poftrait of a Bearded Kurtürst a Frankfurt

master and a Nuremberg School pic,ture.'{a The paintings included works by corot,

cottet, courbet, Daubigny, Daumier, Degas, van Gogh, Monnier, Renoir, Rousseau,

Rodin and Sisley.as Twelve of the twenty-five pictures exchanged in this deal

formerly belonged to the Levy-Benzion collection, including Degas' Bathing woman

standing and van Gogh's Portnit of a Man. The remaining thirteen paintings came

from the Kann and Lindenbaum collections.4G The ERR list of 20 october 1942

reveals that allthe paintings involved in this exchange had been removed from ERR

repository at the Jeu de Paume to Neuschwanstein on 12 December 1941' The

a3 Douglas Cooper, Repoft of Mission to Switzertand, 10 December 1945, ahÍachrnent a,

"Looted works of nrt ín switzerland: German Methods of Acquisitioî, P'3, lhe National

er"n¡n"" (Washington, D, C, ), record group 239, box 82'
44ldid. p. 3.
45 lb¡d. p. 1.
46 Theodore Rousseau, Consotidated tnterrogation Report No.2: The Göring Collection,lS

d;t"mó"; rg¿s, pp. 
'12g-go,the 

Nationat Ãrchives (Washington D'C'), record group 239'

box 75.
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removal of the pictures to 'degenerate art' to Germany took place against the

Führe/s orders because Lohse regarded this selection of "degenerate" as the best

examples to be confiscated to date.

FischersecuredanexportpermitfromtheRkdbKthroughBümming,a

Darmstadt bookseller with connections in the local branch of the Reich Chmaner for

Visual Arts with a letter stating that Göring had authorised the export of these

pictures from Germany. The twenty-five French lmpressionist and modern paintings

belonging to the Levy-Benzion, Alphonse Kann, and Lindon collections were passed

by swiss customs on 22 october 1941. Karl Haberstock acquired Paris Bordone's

Venus, Ma¡s and Vulcan and Tintoretto'S Lot and His Daughfers through an

exchange arranged on Fische/s behalf through a Darmstadt book seller and art

dealer named Carl Bümming.lz

ln the autumn and early winter o11942 Fischer received a large consignment

of pictures from Hofer in lieu of payment for a selection of German and Dutch

masters which he had purchased from Fischerto the value of Frs 250,000' wendland

suggested that he supply Fischer with a selection of French lmpressionist pictures in

lieu of payment after Hofer defaulted on his payment' Fischer agreed to the

arrangement without appraising the value of the pictures and the consignment of

pictures anived in the autumn and early winter of 1942' Fischer subsequently

realised the value of the pictures to be greater than he previously believed when Dr'

Fritz Nathan, an art expert from St. Gall, appraised the pictures for the Oerlikon

munitions manufacturer, Emil Georg Bührle. several of the paintings came from the

collection of Paul Rosenberg and included works by Corot, Degas, Daumier' lngres'

Monet, Renoir, and Seurat.a8

ln 1g42 Bührle, who was among Fischer's list of important clientele finalised

negotiations to purchase thirteen pictures from Fischer. Among the pictures that he

acquired were Manet's Dressrn g Table, Degas' Madam Camus at the Piano' and

Dancers in the Foyer, which had been confiscated from the Alphonse Kann

collection. Bührle also purchased sisley's Banks of the serne and corot's súftng

Monk Readíng,that had been seized from the Lévy de Benzion Collection- Corot's

Gid in a Red Bodice, Degas' The Joc*eys. Manet's Flowerc in a vase and Pissaro's

47 S.L. Faison, Consolidated Interrogation Report No..4: LinzlHlttels Museum and Library, 15

December 1945, p. ¿q th" Ñáf, nã ercn¡ves (Washington D-C.), record group 239, box 75'

48 Theodore Rousseau, No. 2: The Göring Collection, 15

SeþtemOer 
,1945, p. 11 ton D,C.), record group 239, box

75.
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Roune Hatbour after a Rainstorm, that had originally belonged to the Paul

Rosenberg Collection were also acquired by him'ae

while on the same visit to switzerland Hofer ananged another exchange with

lhe Gateie Fischeron Göring's behalf, which was concluded in April 1941' Hofer had

originally agreed to pay Fischer for the pictures in swiss francs on 5 January 1941

but rater arranged an exchange at Göring's insistence. Hofer stated that wendland

had made Fische/s selection of lmpressionist paintings for him during one of his

visits to Berlin between April and July 1941. Hofer examined the tapestries with

Fischer in his gallery in Lucæme in Decembe¡ 194L Göring agreed to the deal and

received the three sifeenth century Brussels Tapestries on 5 January 1942' ln return

Fischer received Monet's seascape, and sisley's Landscape with orchatd, and

Corot,s Gi¡i Reading in the exchange. All of the pictures that Fischer received in this

exchange belonged to the Paul Rosenberg collection, which had been confiscated in

Bordeaux on 14 SePtember 1941-50

Hofer organised the sale and exchange of several pic{ures with Dr' Hans

wendland of Geneva on Göring's behalf in November 1941. The ERR agreed to

exchange Rembrandt's Portrait of an Otd Man with a Beard, and two sixteenth

century Brussels tapestries that had been presented to the Princesse de Franceville

by Napoleon in 1808 and were collectively valued at sFr 520,000. ln exchange

wendland received a payment of sFr 25O,OOO and twenty-five French lmpressionist

pictures.sl lncluded among the twenty-five pictures were works by Corot' Courbet'

Daumier, Degas, van Gogh, lngres, Manet, Monet' Renoir' Seurat and Sisley'

Sixteen of the twenty-five pictures came from the Paul Rosenberg Collection'

wendland suggested that the pictures be smuggled into switzerland through

diplomatic channels. ln April 1g42,the pictures were sent across the swiss border in

a diplomatic bag. Oswald Rieckmann, former German Consul in Berne' received

diplomatic bags containing looted art from Berlin and delivered them to Hofer in

Berne. Hofer received the pictures from Riekmann and later delivered the pictures

with sFr 25o,OO to wendland in Luceme, who then ananged their exchange and

sale.52

ae Douglas Cooper, Report of Mission to Switzerland, 10 December 1945, in attacl'rment titled
.Looted Works of Rrt irom Collections of Allied Nationals Discovered in SwiEerland', pp' 1-3,

39, box 82,35On7ß2187 '

5 êcember 1945' in attachment titled
Acquisition, P-7, the National

Archives (Washington, D.C.), record group 239, box 82,3ffin71Ú21Ù7 '

s1 loio. p. s.
s2lbid. p. 7.
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TheexchangesconductedbytheERRinSwiEerlandrevealhowWend]and,

Hofer and Göring conspired to evade German customs laws governing the export of

works of art, and also evaded swiss customs laws by importing pictures into

switzerland through the diplomatic bag. Appendix Ð of the "Report on visit of

rnvestigation into Looted works of Art and their whereabouts in switzerrand" entitled

"swisslmportsofpictureslg3g-lg44"documentsrepeatedinstancesofimport

licenses being secured by private art dealers through contacts with the German

occupational authorities. Albert Skira, the son-in-law of Lionello Venturi, the ltalian art

historian, operated as a clandeline dealer in pictures on the Franco-Swiss border'

and was responsible for arranging exchanges of pictures with Neupert Galerie for

Renoir.s3 The degree of Swiss complicity in the exchange of looted French paintings

ofthelgthand20thcenturiesisevincedbytheissuanceofanedictbyDr.Willi
Raeber, the Vice President of the swiss syndicate of Art Dealers' This edict

prohibitedanymemberfromdivulginganyinformationonlootedpicturestotheAllies

in December 1945.s+

Hofer also orchestrated an exchange for Göring with fhe Kroeller-Muller

Museum Ïrusfees in Holland. The exchange took place in late 1940 and early 1941

in Amsterdam and The Hague. The Koelter'Mutter lrusfees received works by

Degas, corot, Fantin Latour, Toulouse Lautrec, van Gogh and Breittner, in exchange

for three German pictures in the Kroetter-Multer MuseumS collection, Hans Baldung

Gruen',s Venus and cUpid; Barthol Bruyn's Po¡trait of a Lady, and Lucas cranach the

Elde/sVenusandCupid.TheKroeller-MullerMuseurnwaspressuredintothis

exchange as a result of Hitle/s insistence that the pictures must be acquired'55

Hofer also acted as an intermediary for Göring in an exchange negotiated

with Commandatore Eugenio Ventura in Florence' The exchange of eleven works by

Italian Masters for nine French nineteenth century pictures was negotiated between 6

December 1942 andS March 1943 in Florence and Berlin from 6 December 1942to

8 March 1943. The pictures exchanged by the ERR included cezanne Mont ste'

vic.toirefrom the Kann collection. Also included in the exchange were Degas seaÚed

Nudeand Monet's Landscape with Poptars and lmnter Landscape' Renoiis Seafed

Nude attheDressrng Table,and sisley's Ihe Riverseine at Aryenteulthat had both

il Douglas Cooper, Report of Mission .to Switzerland,l0 December 1fMS, in memorandum to

the Economic Gounselor, u.s. Legatiom, B"tn" from Lieutenant commander James s'

Ëìãrì, ó. g, the Nationa 239'box82'
55 Theodore Rousseau, e Göring Collection' 15

September 1945, pp. 'l 'C')' record group 239'

box 75.
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belonged to the Rosenberg collection were also acquired in this exchange' Monet's

Walk in the paro Moneeauand Sisley's The Thames at Hampton Courtlhal belonged

to the Lindenbaum collection were included in this exchange as well. Most interesting

of all the pa¡nt¡ngs included ¡n this exchange was van Gogh View of Sf' Remy that

had originally belonged to the Weinberger collection'

Göring and Hofer had originally insisted on low appraisals when thëse

pictures were sequestered from Jewish collections, but later substituted these Íigures

for appraisals hrventy times higher. Two sets of prices were provided for these

pictures,thefirstbasedontheappraisalsmadebytheERR
Devrsensch utzkommando whereas the second list was compiled by Hofer on 2E

January 1943. The prices marked on Hofe/s Iist exceeded the value of those set by

the ERR Devisenschutzdr)mmando âppràisals. The nine pictures involved in the

Ventura exchange are valued at RM 37,750 in the ERR Devisenschuakommando

appraisals, whilst the value set afterwards by Hofer's price list is set at RM 540,000,

more than fourteen times greater.s The discrepency between the values set by the

ERR Devis enschutzkommando appraisals and Hofe/s price list provides conclusive

evidence that Hofer and Göring conspired to artificially inflate their value for potential

exchange. Hofer was cognisant that the value of the pictures was much greater than

that provided because he was present when Beltrand appraised the Rosenbeç

Bordeaux pictures on 14 September 1941'57

However important ideological considerations may have been in determining

the exchangês, the primary motivation for the êxchengês seëms to have been the

abundance of French paintings which was produced by the introduction of Anti-

Semitic laws. The practice of exchange also became more common place because

of the shortage of foreign curency. The fact that the French modem paintings were

used in exchanges, rather than destroyed, indicates that in practice the confiscation

procedure was not consistent with Nazi ideology' Furthermore' the discrepancy

between the appraisal values set by the ERR and those set afterwards by Hofer,

provides conclusive evidence that Göring and Hofer conspired to inflate the value of

French pictures for the purposes of exchange'

The role of Switzerland in the traffic in confiscated art emerges clearly from

the exchanges examined in this chapter. lt has only been in recent years that this

subject has received any scholarly attention. ln a conversation that I had with Dr'

5G Theodore Rousseau - 2: The Göring Collection,lS

September1945,p.1D'C')'recordgroup239'box
75.

57 tb¡d. p.175.
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Andrea Raschèr from the Bundesamt ftir Kultur (Swiss Federal Office of Culture) in

Berne in 1999 I was informed that the matter had been resolved. The ongoing efforts

of Jewish families to recover paintings belonging to their families is the subject of

Peter Harclerode and Brendan Pittaway's The Lost Masters: The Looting of Europe's

Treasurehouses. The authors examine cases of such as Michel d'Auberville's efforts

to recover two paintings belonging to the Bernheim-Jeune family. Clearly the fact that

families are seeking the return of their family's paintings over fifty years since they

were confiscated illustrates the difficulty which these families have experience in

trying to piece together the trail of these missing paintings.sa

The fact that new evidence is constantly coming to light may provide hope

that the unknown provenance of many paintings in collections dispersed throughout

the world will be discovered. The disclosure that twenty-four art works in the National

Galtery of Australia in Canberra have passed through the hands of art dealers known

for trading in confiscated art, has cast growing concern about the provenance of

almost one hundred items in Australian collections.

At least one painting in úhe Queens/and Aft Gallery and twenty-four pictures in

the Naûbn al Gallery of Victoría have suspicious gaps in their ownership records from

the wartime period. Brian Kennedy, the director of the National Aft Gallery said in an

interview that "l am open to the possibility - it would not surprise me. The scale of the

spoilation was so large mist museums probably have something". Dr. Gerard

Vaughan, the director of the National Gallery in Victoria, believes none of the

paintings in his museum's collection will prove stolen, but as a cautionary measure

has listed the paintings with gaps in their provenance on its website.se

58 Peter Harclerode & Brendan Pittaway, The Lost Masters: The Looting of Europe's
Treasurehouses, (London: Orion, 2000).

59 Rick Wallace, Nazi Treasure Hunt: Gdlery Looks for Loot", the Herald Sun, 18 July 2001,
p. 8.
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CONCLUSION

The National Socialists' hostility towards lmpressionism, Post-lmpressionism' and

Modernism was visible at an early stage in the history of the movement' Hitlels personal

views on race and culture, expounded in Mein Kampf, reveal that he had formulated a

path of action from the very earliest days of the NSDAPs struggle' The theme of 'cultural

degeneration" figured prominently in Hitle/s analysis of Germany's defeat in the First

world war: "one of the most visible signs of the decay of the old Reich has been the

slow descent of the general level of culture". The graduat erosion of moral standards

"made it possible to drive the healthy aesthetic awareness toward insanity' and thus

toward mental readiness for political bolshevism." ln order to reverse this process of

"cuJtural degeneration", Hitler demanded that "Theatre, art, literature, cinema, press "'

must be cleansed of all manifestations of our rotting world and placed in the service of a

moral, political, and cuttural idea."l The party program of the NSDAP formulated in

February lg2o,offers a clear statement of the National Socialists' cultural policy' Point

23 of the 2s-point Party program demanded "legal action against the tendency in art and

literature which undermines our national life, and the closing of cultural events violating

the preceding demands"-2

The altiance forged between the NSDAP and reactionary cultural associations in

the early years of the movement's hilory proved crucial to the development of an anti-

modernist visual arts policy. The existence of a firmly entrenched anti-modernist tradition

in Germany enabled reactionary elements within the NSDAP to gain ascendancy in

Thuringia in 1930. The Nazis began implementing measures aimed at the elimination of

progressive cuttural forces in Thuringia after the NSDAP',s made sizeable electoral gains

in the Landtag elections. The pro-modernist faction in Berlin initially perceived these

assaults against modernism as isolated acts of provincial philistinism.

Behind the public rhetoric of vehement anti-modernism, however, the Party,s

formative years between 1929-1933 were characteriSed by the emergence of a factional

division between the anti-modernist and pro-modernist elements within the NSDAP'

Hiiler showed no inclination to resolve the factional dispute and allowed it to persist until

1 Adolf Hiter, Mein Kampf (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1971), p.255.
z Ehrhard Bahr, .Nazi Cultural Politics: lntentionalism vs. Functionalism', in NationalSociallst

cutturatPoticy,GlennR. Cuomo ed., (NewYork: st. Martin's Press, 1995)' p' 8'

l0ó
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he had established the organisational and legal basis for the expansion of the state's

control over cultural afiairs.

The creation of various new agencies contributed to the emergence of conflicting

visual art policies. The establishment of the RKK in particular, promoted internal

divisions and factional infighting among the ranks of the NSDAP.. The factionalism withín

the Party was regulated through Hitle/s intermittent resolution of disputes that changed

the equilibrium of power within the state. Hitler was able ensure that no single faction or
individual assumed too much control over policy decisions by skilfully exploiting existing

rivalries among various individuals and departments. Hitler,s position of supreme

authority derived from the fact that he had:

..deliberately destroyed the state's ability to function in favour
of his personalomnipotencê and irreplaceability, and he did
so right from the start... [He] brought about a state of affairs
ín which the most various autonomous authorities were ranged
alongside and against one another, without defined boundaries,
in competition, and overlapping - and only he himself was at
the head of all of them.3

The worsening of tensions between the reactionary KfdK and the liberal faction
within the NSDAP led by the NSD-Studentenbund heightened their dependence upon

Hitler to arbitrate their disputes. Hitle/s initial reluctance to take a firm stand on the
controversy over modern art suggests that he remained undecided on who he wanted to
administer cultural policy. Rosenberg had from an early stage in the Party's history
demonstrated his political ineptitude and incapacity to organise practical affairs, which
explains why he chose Goebbels to guide the cuttural administration. Hitle/s decision to
appoint Goebbels to key positions within the government shifted the batance of power

substantially in Goebbels' favour. Following the creation of the RKK on 22 September
1933, and the enactment of the Directive for the Execution of the Reich Chamber Law
on 1 November 1933 control over cuttural policy was concentrated in Goebbels. By this
stage he had withdrawn his support of the liberal faction and re-aligned his position with
that of HÍtler.

The resolution of the debate over modernism occurred once the state assumed
greater control of the administration and regulation of cultural affairs through the creation
of various agencies, departments and ministríes in 1933 and 1934. The situation that

3 Sebastian Haffner, The Meaning of Hitter (London: Weidenfeld & Nicholson, 1g79), .pp. 4344.
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developed is well described by Robert A. Pois in his article entitled 'German

Expressionism in the Plastic Arts and Nazism: A Confrontation of ldealists":

d in the Rosenberg/
ngent, as might be
er situation that
suming the Position

of ,Reichskanzlef and his final consolidation of power in

1934.4

Hitler's resolution of the controversy over Expressionism occurred after he issued

a warning to both the modemising and reactionary elements within the pady at the

annual party rally in Nuremberg on 4 September 1934'5 Hitler's denunciation of cubism'

Futurism, and Dadaism, and his rejection of vöfklscfi kitsch, indicated neither faction

wourd be ailowed to gain authority over the administration of the curturar bureaucracy.

Hifler declared, 'The National socialist Nation must watch out for those backward-

thinkers who think they must pass on to the future a 'Teutonic art' which has been

created out of the bizane worrd of their own romantic ideas about the National socialist

revolution."6 The ambiguity over the direction of the visual arts policy ended with the

passage of a decree banning art criticism'

Thedebateovermodernarthasabroadersignificanceintheoverallschemeof

events. The controversy highlights the intemal dynamics of the National Socialist system

of rule, and illustrates how factional rivalries within the party and government led to the

cumulative radicalisation of the govemment's practice of confiscation'

The enfarte te Kunst Aktion provides an exemplary example of the "polycratic' or

"pluralistic' features of the régime. Hitle/s establishment of rival agencies, departments

and ministries, which derived their authority solely from his personal mandate, reduced

the ability of the administrative bureaucracy to operate efficiently which precipitated the

radicalisation of policies. As Hans Mommsen suggests "The dynamic development of his

a Robert A. Pois, "German Expressionism in th n of ldealists"

German Life and Letters, vol. 2, no' 4', Octob
5 Donald E. Gordon, erpressionisn : Art and ¡ Press' 1987)' p' 181

6 Adolf Hitler, opening speech at the annual Nu¡ in Barbara L' Rao'

"The Development ét tüe eerman National Soc nd Art Griticism as

seen in the vötkischei aeóøacnþr, 'lg2o-1937', (MA thesis, california state university, 1985),

p.83.
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state was not the resuft of ingenious calculation but was an inner development that in no

small measure constrained Hitler himself''7

TheentafteteKunstAdtionusheredinaradicalnewphaseintheadministration

of the visual arts in the Third Reich' As chapters three and four demonstrated' the

progressive radicarisation of rhe entartete Kunst Ar<tion did not impry that ideological

considerations had come to occupy a position of centrality in the practice of confiscation'

on the contrary, the radicalisation of the entartete Kunst Aktion exemplified the

importance which material considerations exercised on the practice of art confiscation'

while on outward appearances the enfa ñete Kunst Aktion appeared to be ideologically

driven,inactualfactthisservedtomasktheconsiderablematerialbenefitswhichNazi

officials accrued from the art confiscations'

TheEnta¡teteKunstaussfeltungandGroßeDeutscheKunsfausstellunghave

conventionally been portrayed as representing a milestone in the evolution of the Nazi

visuar arts poricy. on the contrary, this thesis iiiustrates that the Nationai sociaiist régime

projected this image through the artifice of propaganda' The Entañete Kunsfausstellung

and Große Deutsche Kunsfauss tettung represent a propaganda coup' not a triumph of

ideology

The radicalisation of the National socialist Kunstpolitik between the period

spannlng from l 933-1936 illustrates the declining importance of ideological

consideratio

Tegenerate

ns in confiscation practice. The emergence of opposition to the sale of

art,, within the ranks of the NSDAP highlights the intemal dynamics of the

National Socialist system of rule.

The existence of opposition to the sale of "degenerate art' within the Party

reveals that an ideologically unified visual arts policy remained elusive' The existence of

opposition illustrates that even members of the NSDAP questioned the grounds for the

government's decision to the sell art confiscated from the enta¡tete Kunst Aktion'

The sales and exchanges of "degenerate art' which were conducted by the Reich

between 1941-1g43 provide ample evidence that the practice of confiscation ceased to

be ideologically driven. The extension of the entañete Kunsf Affiion to include the

disposal and sale of "degenerate art" indicates that the principal reason for the

confiscations became the cpmmercial exploitation of "degenerate art ' The fac{ that the

7H. Mommsen, 
,National Socialism: Continuity and Clange" in Left-Wing lntellectuals_between

the Wars, lg1g-lgsg,Walter Laqueur and éeorge Mosse eds., (New York: Harper & Row'

1966),. P. 196.
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decision was grealy influencæd by commercial interests is evident in Hitle/s choice of

dealers. of the four dealers authorised to sell "degenerate art", two had been active in

promoting German ExPressionism.

The commercialexploitation of "degenerate art" is most obvious in the disposal of

.degenerate art" by the ERR in German-occupied France. This is evident from the fact

that the confiscation of Jewish-owned art collections became the chief function of the

ERR during the period referred to by a postwar French government report as "la période

de I'hégémonie Göring"'8

The transformation of the ERR into Göring's personal art looting agency

illustrates the decrining importance of ideology in the practice of confiscation. with the

assistance of Baron Kurt von Behr and his deputy, Dr' Bruno Lohse' Göring gained

virtual control of the ERR and changed the mission of this agency from the collection of

material for a research institute to the confiscation of Jewish art collections, for his own

private gain. Göring's dominance of this agency was so great that it prompted an official

investigation into the activities of this agency. Göring's acquisitions diminished after the

findings of the official investigation into the activities of the ERR were made known to

Göring in June 1942. Between october 1940 and July 1944 the German Military

Government and the ERR seized over 20,000 art works from 203 Jewish collections'

including the Rothschild's, Alphonse Kann, David Weill, Levy de Benzion' and

Seligmann Brothers.

This study has illustrated that the chaotic structure of the ERR undermined the

ability of this agency to perform the ideological mission for which it was originally

established. The fact that the Berlin office was not kept apprised of the activities of the

ERR in paris promoted administrative confusion. The examination of the activities of the

ERR in chapter three illustrated the great extent to that Hitle/s actions were limited by

"structural determinants" over which he exercised limited control'

The ERR,s sale of 'degenerate art" to German museums and offtcials between

1g41-1g4g provides further evidence of the commercial exploitation of "degenerate art".

The sales conducted by the ERR provide conclusive evidence that the Reich

government did not hesitate to offer officially proscribed art for sale to German museums

and officials. The sales of "degenerate art" which the ERR conducted with German

museums and officials highlights between 1941-1943 highlight the inconsistency which

s Jonathan petropoulos, Art as potitics in the Third Rer'cfr (Chapel Hill: The University of North

Carolina Press, 1996), P. 135
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emerged between theory and practice. Jean cassou, a curator at the Louvre described

the endemic corruption among higher levels of the government as:

...a network of intrigues and dirty deals in which the most redoubtable

leaders of Nationafsocialism squabbled and defied each other in a

sordid, stubborn struggle for the possession of famous paintings

or valuable Pieces of sculPture.e

The exchanges of 'degenerate art" were principally inspired by an organisational

edict against the transportation of "degenerate art" to Germany' They did not form a part

of any grand plan or strategy, but arose in response to chaotic nature of the confiscation

procedure. The fact that the exchanges were an improvised solution suggests that the

initiative lor entartete Kunst At<tion did reside in Hitler alone. The examination of the

exchanges in chapter four illustrated that Göring, Hofer and von Behr conceived of the

initiative, as a means to acquire paintings without any expense.

The exchanges of "degenerate art" conducted under the auspices of the ERR

illustrate Göring's commercial exploitation of 'degenerate art". The method of exchange

became Göring's favoured method of acquisition following the passage of an edict

prohibiting the transportation of confiscated French lmpressionist and twentieth century

paintings to the Reich in 1g41. Chapter four revealed how Göring and Hofer insisted on

low appraisals for lmpressionists and modem works in the Jeu de Paume' lhen

substituted these with higher appraisals before negotiating their sale or exchange. The

fact that Hofer and Göring multiplied the Paris appraisals by twenty times indicates

commercial interests, rather than ideology motivated these exchanges'

The art dealers appointed by the Reich to oversee the disposal of 'degenerate

art,, had also conceived of the exchanges as a means to derive financial gain. Rochlitz

provides an exemplary example of the eommercial exploitation of 'degenerate art" by

individual art dealers. Rochlitz received pictures that were individually more valuable

than an single object he relinquished, and in several instances received paintings in the

'*flioof ten for one in each case'

A number of conclusions can be drawn from this study of the practice of

confiscation. The main conclusion of this study is that commercial incentives rather than

ideological considerations drove the disposal of "degenerate art" by the Reich

e Jean Cassou, Le pillage par tes Attemands des oeuvres d'aft appaftenllt t !y,!" en Franæ

tÞãi", ig¿Z),'citeå in ioriatran Petropoulos , Art as Politiæ in the Third Reich (London: The

Ùniversity of North Carolina Press, 1996)' p- 282'
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government. ln a broader sense the disposal of "degenerate art" by the Reich

government expressed the fundamental characteristics, and internal dynamics of the

regime.

This thesis has sought to examine the extent to which ideology determined or

influenced Nazi art policy and practice. lt has done this by focusing specifically on the

practices of confiscation and exchange during the period 1936 to 1943. By considering

the role of ideology the thesis has almost inevitably entered into the broader debate on

the nature of the Third Reich, in which the two sides are customarily designated

"intentionalists" and "structuralists" or "functionalists". This thesis has consciously

challenged the "intentionalist" position by questioning the primacy of ideology, and the

centrality of role of Hitler in Nazi visual arts policy. And in doing, the appropriateness of a

"structuralist" or "functionalist" interpretive model, at least as far as the visual arts are

concerned has been clearly demonstrated.
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llorl L zìirtr'6 lltlu ott¡¡

llunt¡,¡tt U - lL¡r:l¡¡ri)l¡t¡ I o

KrtnuLl¡¿ I I u
Xrt¡¡ u trgowo rL¡o-llt¡s oun

llt;lt,ì t, . Gr¡u Luv Llll¡ko-llt¡ur¡trn
K o u l. t¡(, I'¡¡¡r r iJoll¡¡

I¿¡n¡luflø¡lür¡t¡r

Krtr'¡if ill ¿lar:l¡ou llt¡uot¡¡
Hl¡ruol¡-lltlfüt¡¡¡t{ \

iu.,¡¡¡rr tv u lo I rt

.ì t,trrl t, ull ¡ ¡, {rt¡t¡¡

liu w t¡ l'l) ur¡ìt¡ rr ûì¡tu

llùrrr¡ l,l . Kr¡¡¡:l Ll¡u I I o

900
126

'-¡91

1??'
?7

91

t¡c¡(t

IJ

15'.1

156
27

,
159
.1à

't / l'1.

tr/ttt.

Itrrt ¡tlt f t¡ r' l, tr 1/t I .

lIr.uIt¡rrr.tr, l.ll-
(ìol so¡¡lc1 r'r:l¡utt

Corr¡
(iUr'Il L r
GUrllt¿
c,ðüü ln gon

'èrolf swakl
Grelfewald,
lla¡5on

al(aIlo
llunbrrr6
Iluurbrr rg
Ilanburg
Ila¡¡¡
Ila¡rnovo¡'
lfunn'ovo r'

llotdolbor'15
lltrsr¡¡Ê

Jona
.Iù¡¡u

Kal uoruluuLtlt'r¡
Karl urrll¡ü

f

¿

2

14
'16G

146
65

9B)
269
2'

10,
27o-

4

,
20,

7o
85

1q,

I

å:'



r,' sbudÙ Mr¡oot¡¡¡¡
''Wärke
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,t,¡itll, . ll I lrlr¡r'grr I rr cl rl

I :r¡¡rl rrnlqr¡ lr rJ t¡ro
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:ì t ll.l l; . (ìr¡ I o rl r¡

I ¿ ¡¡¡tl o r¡ ¡¡u ð o t¡t¡

8türlb.llue¡ur
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?
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2
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160
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)8rt
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126
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Dillberg

,Ihme en
il

Ernet

14789
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2 cecil Gould , The schencker paperc, pa¡t 1. "Accessions to German museums
and gaiieríes driring the aeeupation of Franc.e", the î,lationai Arcjï¡'.r,es
(Washington D.C), record group 239,81.

6ËöffiËt
Central Contro}l ConrnÍssion f or' Gerr,nry.,

. (nrit:srr cor,rpojient ) ;'
Monr¡ne¡ets, I-'1ne ArtS Cc Árchives Branlhr: ELât iot, prooc No. Br,

.Ashley.'Geri[er**,' Lonåon. S.1,.Í. t.

W9 JB58
,. ,.,.,¡59

' 't' l'tz'

SITAEF

U.S. q). -CC

0.s.s.
MacrnilLan Comnission
Roberts' Cornrlis s ion
c. Â.. 20.,3.." .

Ar¡stri¿n Corouission
Interior.Div.
J. I. . Co-ord.. ì
Leoal Div. ,. '

kopr C: (ninance)'

Subject :

Ith April, -1.71'5.

Copies
JO (incfuaing }lissions )

Ref.:

Ttr

æhP

4
2
4
4
2
2
2
2
1
I

- .Access to Cerman l{uscums and. C¿.rl-l-eries
tÍon of fÌ'ance

r

.;Here$'ith The Schenker Papers, Part f, compiled.
òistribution a-s above.



and.

study of the papers for¡nd. in the Paris
ional.'c lransportctr. ThÍs report o:rly
collectj-ons of r,,¡orks of e,rt pr:rchased.

cport wiLl be jssped. ooncernj:tg
e collectors, thor.¡gþ in Point of '

tiûcs actÍ-ng on beh¡Lf of Ge:rreLn

"?ubJ-ic collectibns. -

.'1': ¡,
1¡.: :; 

,, l. : @f"a""ti'"it ' 
-

'\, . t''"'

. \ i The e\ridence of the Scher¡ker papcrs on thg purchases made i:r trI'&nce on ,.
beha.Lf of Gei"u¡an lvluscuns dgrins the Occrpation, shqvrs a strjkj¡g geographioal
unevenness..:ì. Broaèly spealcing; so far,as'the prcsent paperg o¡e concer:red., the

the' iest: noivÌ¡ere.'' fhtl,s on
xtli )Jrz5trOQO francs, Essen 6;895r55a :"r'"¡1cs

992 rOO0'.francs ar¡d. IXl-sseld.oi'f
se .arã, kovrn :to be absolutely nui-r::i¡,rr¡n

the Schenker. Pa¡gr-e ',Jre
picturee bought of 'vùhich

to Ue ídentj-fied. ln additíon, a
art uas puichaped. by those mE¡¡eun-q ait
rvorks of art tirr:.s acqrrired. can be

s that thô prices Paid. for those
oreil, fron the Germa¡ poi¡t oÍ vÍøvtr,

s of th sJng, since ít is
I rs that ti-ng of APffelstaedt , . 

.

a¡id. Ba icrúar1Y active i-n
:of ,ttrc far¡oWable curret oqrriire works of' ort
f"1r:, ù; : '"'

t..'-, . ,



1- traôhen .: Surmond.t folusuetn

-2-

Ðge1er.

Bru:l¡rcr
It

Hi¡ð¿utri¿n
Sa¡nbon

,ll
t?

' [ '

..tt-

tl,

kÍce
Paid

281000 fr:
4Oroo0 fr:

sAo/+t,
5,Ao/ú.
3ofi/+t.

'No pictrrres pr:rchased. i¡r Paris for the Sugnondt lvluse-lfn were

:.iccordecl vnith sr:fficiènt ,d,etaiJ to ónable then to_ be rccognised.; The

;;ii;r4rg .artig1sr. hotrever, .r-rpre eackr.represented' by cne rvork :-

' .c¡,ssli¡TTE, 
oLAIRIN, DIAZ' DoU, nru'rywL-FIOI,I,Eiì, lIooGSTRtÂIEI\i,

,. : JUSST, PÆfvIA GIOVA]IE, ROUSSEAU ANd..TEÌì;¿ED.DER.

''ì¡.i... There wae also a bronze bu^st by arno Brcker and. a few books, larnps¡

reliefs and. a Goboljnc' tapestlry'

Oir lOth April 1942 a ;nrble bwt 'v'las sent-viÂ Schenker to the
f:c'oü1 Pri4ce Jurisþr, 2.1 :r.¡e \4rashi4gton, PÌlris'

Sta

1.:, theifollow:i:rg articlcs werc pr.rrclraseil on behalf of the abcnre

Feural.'e'head. (stone)
mg :(etone) .

of'art

r S'iiiì

Sub-iect

-.. .Port
; IfutôscaPe'

Datc

5 Stele.
I Relief ruíth Kíngs
il ..il tl ll

Sma-ll vrooòen fígtrre
lionls heacl-' ; '. :

Statue .of ,ril,ln crouchSng
Relief of grorP of nren

17 fírther (bas-reliers, ,v,n"L* 
'"ic; ) were pr:rchased' f¡om I(alebiian

cases of paintín¡¡s wene sold' to the above .

(

: :î.s T

(' ' f 
:

/\r'bfst

-'-
BOSCIIAMT
BOI]DTN
@RO.T-
couurRE.
CRAESBEECK, .n ..:
gutq a.

:;'Elower Piece

-Pníçè

Paíd.

2l0r000 fr:
1OOr000 fr:
2O0r@O fr:
1!Or0O0 fr:
2101000 fr:'
2O0'OQ0 fr:
180r0o0 f3:

'. 'Fena].e Fortrait
' :Peptrriit ,"
. t' Inteqior' Portrait'of a bo¡r.

DetaiLg

Ireeggnhoock
il

B/9/+3.



Idenljfiable Pictures

'¡rtjst Subiect

DAIßIeJnf ': I¡a¡dscape
DET,AC,ROIK. S-eePing Lion
DÍlø lând.scaPe
DONJIYÍI . Fortrait of E'rPeror
DROT,I,ING lairdscaP
E SIEIMER Oæia'and' PsYche
(srolrool of)
¡EìIICUTTI ' Interior
IONTAINEBüF,AU
Sclrool ' ,j 'HeûëL ol' a worna¡r

GERICAULÎ .l Li.rncss :

HEE[.: ' StiJ-l ii-fe
KOEKOEIç,R. C. Larr.<lscaPc :

ðe'},{OMPF,R' 2 l,aJrd.scapos
l/rcSTlr'ÍRT ' 'Attack on a ViILage

' ' Pr"Jring; 'lvo¡n¿¡r

Fortrait of-a

-3-

(cont¡a)

DetajLs Dealor etc.
P:rice
Paið

150r000
15or0oo

Borooo
20roo0
J0r000

160rooo

Date of
Tra¡rsaction

fr
fr
fr
fr
fr
fr

12O'O0O fr:
2lor0o0 fr:
55oroo0 fr:
60,ooo fr:

550,000 fr:
80,000 fr:

þO,O0O fr: B/9/+3.

PT.AZTEIIA

vÆilffi.av-
c0srm,

.1AI{ GOEN

r' : c.htld -
'1' ...,.-'o efrts (nr.rd.e )

15Oro0o fr:
SoorQoo rr:

35O,OOO fr:
2OCro00 fr:

l¡Or@0 fY:
35O,OOO ft:

8/94J" , -
B'/g/+l-

B/9/t+3.
B/9i;ri,

8/9/43.'stilJ- r,ifo
S<aters

Signeò
i¡r

Mono¡iar,r
& dated.
1569.

Rochlitz

lüicc
Ì,{anteau

lllico
L{,anteau

, (¡) otù¡er@
, Huysmans (firorn '[lice ]lanteau).,
'c"nl,oY Coiogne school trY¡ÉYch
on behalf of the Rhej:rischcs

..

<)tc.

ûr..trfa¡ø'; Rademacher. ' Or:e of hís pr:r
bougþt fron
prolongecl cg
Offfces des r^,,
artictes 'røs MaY t l'ghJ-,
' t ' sùt'_

: :,.



7. Ep.gglgorf i St"dtag.h9 K"nst"n æn

la) Tdentifiablc Pi-ctr:rcs

lrtíst ',Subiect Mcd'ír'¡:'r

BACTülüfSmI '" Seascapc (Canvas)

BERCTÍEM LandscaPe vrith n

ShePherd' and.' ShePherdess.
BOssüIlIEIu,À stúr r-,:re (oot )' (Elowcrs &

' . .l'nrit);
BOUDIN ^ , Seasc.ape

3RUEGELTP' 'street Schenc

CITARDTN Sti]-l T,J.fE

Álice {OTOOO fr: 2+/2/+J-.
Ivianteau

10 -000 l.¡lnrks'(sic)

lr001000 fr:

Rocl¡1itz
375 

'Ooo 
fr:

7.5OO lfiar]cs'(si")

iltl

Dime¡rsions
et

-l\ x 65

42.2'x 63-5
Signed

102 x 81
signecl &
dated.
L769

Dcaler
etc.

À1ice
trfa¡rteau
Ren¡nd,

Price
Paid.

Br0oo frj

,lr.0rO00 fr:

Date of
TransactÍon

z+/2/4r.

CTJÁES

vüERCv)
Ilendri-ck de
.lURBET

c0srm.
Ve-11aycr.

ürP, /L

DESORlES

\ TROY

T'ONTA]]IEEI,EAU
School

.¿\d.orati.on of
.: Irogi

i,.-nd,scaPe w'ith
Boy

sttll r,ifc
' (hånrlrare,

bronze bowLs
otc. )

, Rui¡ls of
Eg,ront /ìbbeY

Intorior

Stij-l l¡ife
Tfolnan at a

Spri:rg.
qttzs)

Lra.nd.scaPe

StiIL. I¡ife

Venr.¡s &
, C.Wid'

ilT^. .lJ¿
Rqprjnandcrl

(canvas)

Tfater
color.¡r &
crayon

(nnncr)

Àlioe
Manteau

l+51000 fr:

J.DENK,

lvlar¡rice
C'obi¡r

Hotel
Dror:ot

(lanenier)

lr"r5O0 fr:

- 6orooo fr:
.rlvopLi
tro-iti 1801000 fr:

ún/rL'
::B/+/¿r:..

ÌnÌtESSIs

E\ÆDINGÐI l¡anclscape

TTSCITER von
D/ùURr{

23,575 frz 28/Ir/t*.

5.000 Marks- (s:.c)

R,Ho1zaPfel
?50.'ooo fr:

Ia.ndry 6orooo fr:29 x 38'
(+.ow" xrr
períoð
frarlo )..

TR¡GONARD Sketch



-5-

&srt_+{þ!¡e eiqtwe_s (cont ! d.)

rìR/'I{IfiII]RT
;'l,rnter of

JOURÐETIII
K}ìIIUS

ifilD.ArK-

LA T'OIIR

Quentj:r'ae'l

./

!IoI/\RD '

Subject

A Sohonian
wearing hat

' 8c Cape.'

rrAilorationrr
Vfing of
a1tæpiece
& ùladonr¡a.

Br.rrch of
ELoryers

Cfuc:¡:xion

Co:unt of
Savoy

' Iaand.scape
Girl rr:alring

r,ruÈic

lfeditnr

Red Ctialk

(nancf )

Di¡¡ensions
ctc.

Cail.leux

Schmit

Iticc Date of
Poid- Transactior¡.

llo,ooofr:n/l/a

r'F_rJsz
0tton
G¡R¡TD]N

GJEET,TNS

Tapestzy

GREUæ . Hgad. of 01d.
' ïfonan

de ïES,,l Elorve¡r Pieoe

L.Íaurice
Gobin (ex
collt¡ctior¡s
l¡lulnier.&
ðe }{onchy)

5,OOOfr:r7/7/i

Rochlitz
(ex oollection
Sodelinayer) toorooo tr z j/j/ttJ.,

tp.ndry ,Or0oo trz 3/J/4I.

25.000 Ìfli¡rks
(3ic)

Arlogli
Trotti

RenÂnd. 20ro00 fr:
86r,1¡O0 fr:

Rer¡aud 5orOoo fr:

ïril-lons
tbrougþ

I.reegenlroeck

f:rterior

Fortrait of Paste1
:C-A-Berti¡raai

PastcL

46x58
Ca:¡¡ed. &
Gitt
Regency
nooil fra¡le.

-, ca]l,t¡d Ceflín.

trtcr¡.rle
Portrait

Larrclscape v.Ítir (Oopper) 30 x tag
.Adoration of
Shepherds.

ÌIAC,NIISCO Iranclscape lJríth
Mor¡ks.

IÍEIïZEL Heatl of a Tfoma.n Drarati:rg

IOTTO
I-orenzo

}iOüÐNAÐR

ÌiIROU
imtoine.
(ottributect
to.).. 

:

.1l1ice
Mo¡teau

l5orooo fr:

-Arnr¡serrcnt
€horrrpotre

Intcrior of
a drr¡¡ch

(wood)lEEtrs, P

ILo,ooo frz L7/7/4L.
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9Ð.-ei- l'[cd.íun

Country Road
vrith monu,pnt

pi.r-lcnsi.ons
ctc. DccLer etc.

Price
Poid

Date of

ection@
l¡.ttrit'uted.
io)
IÐUSSIN

PUGEI, P.

n$folR

RICCI

Design for
r¡rollúflent to
Louis ILTV

2 Girls

Ftertil-ity

lonarrtic
Lanôscape
about 1820.

Sroken
Pitcher

rlles Gorges
tlr 011iou1ésil

2 Gi¡Is

LanclscaPe

hoject for
CejJ-íng

Girl at
loil.et Ln a
C¿¡ðen

,.lidoration of
:. L[agi

.@prices
'(de vesne
Ños. J-12)

Pen &
Vfash

(canvas)

(canvas) 63 x 79
signed. &
dated
u5Ù'

2!1000'mks
(sic)

l+5,000 tr: 17ftÆ

¿{.o,ooo tr: L3/4/4i,

22j rooo'ftz

JoOrOo fr: Io/7/&

28,500 fr:

Trooo fr:

Maurice C'objx 101000 fr:
lcx collcctíon
Vivant-Denon)'

L-lttributea

""Iriø0rs

ROBERT
Lbcrt

oiJ-

Pen & li[astr
drawing

Signecl d: CaiLler¡x
datetl

Signed. &
.aated. 166-

Leegenhoeck

Jacqtrcs
lvlatheY

hfauricc
Gobi:e

SPTTNRRG

TIEFOI¡ J.B.

TEFOIiD

RTSLTN

SISIJET

21,000 I'tiks.
(sic )

50.0O0 1'!.-s.
(síc) t

Schmit 1O,1OO 1r: 3O/€¡/t+I

60rooo fr:

SOTJI,/IENÂ '
(.tttriuutea
to) -

SígnecI
(L'tonograrn)

ll rì It

Ifarrys at Tomb Pen & Tfas]r Sígned.
tlrawir¡g.

Country Road.

Countzy Road.

.AIiogor'5r

Paint on
Faper.

U¡5oo rr:

Nynphs :
(oriejnÂ-l
cc-i¡¡cd uoocl
giJ-t frare);

3I x 38 ScLutrit 5oo'rooo tr; 9/5/+7.
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Dussetqrf- (Conttd')

(u) ctrrer Pictures :

Fr¡rthcr paÍ'tings or sketches (of vhic¡ no-subjects.or.c1etaj-Is were

srecÍfied)-*; ;;¿r*"eal bearing lc.bc1Ë of the fol-lowjng artj'sts (one of
eäar) :-

EüLIGER,the Toungcr, trYIr GUIRDI, KRuGm,
MIIRIüLO, PELLEGRINT, RUBm'ls, To@uE,

(") M:i.scellaneous'Obiects of lrt etc',

3n enorslot¡s c¿r:antity of lsrick-lgracks was also bougiit for-the
,consesrchairsrclesksrcorrnoclesrbas-reliefs:
ee, ca ons, Dresclen figr.res, tapestrics, .. -
ckå, p -v'ork, r'riscellaneous scr:lptures, enamals'

en JOO historical books.

CÆvlPIfÂUSEitI, . OTII'ÍAR
LEIV./\.ÏN, LINeELBI\SH,
IIIR\EER, ÌIlCU,Vff,W'tnwN

B.ÀU@

BOUD]N

Tiger rolJ-ing

s"ii-i¡e boats
i¡r DeawiLle
Horbour'

Di¡nensions
etc Dealer etc

hice
Paid.

50roo0 fr:
lloro0o fr:

Date of
Trcu'Ls-
action

Sctroe[er

Gerard

COROT Olct llaíbor:r
at Rouen

Horseman on
.Vil1age Street

I COUREET

L,andscapo

Etretat cLiffs
irfter the storrn

TrhÍle, cock,
attacheô by one
1eB.

D.l\I]BIeNf Storks

DÂlndIEIl rtHcrcr¡les of the
n4rket-f¡Lacett

DELACBOIX Cïon¡welt by the
Éoffi¡r of
CL¡ar.Les I. -

'IIorserûaJr

.[lbaniarr
Dancers

Bignou 450'OoO tr: zB/2/+L.

(canvas) 26 x 38 schoeller L6crooo tr: r5A/ù'

tr'abian:i 115001000 fr:

Schoel].er 35010@ fr:

IIei¡ 2orOOO fr: 5/5/t+t.

ll

G,erard

Schoeller

I251000 fr:

5orcoO fr:Drauing

Drarring

ll

Gera¡d. 1751000 fr;

120r0o0 fr:

SchoéIler 1!Or0O0 fr:



(a )f ðe.ntjf iable picttro o ( Cont ' a)

Di¡nensions
etc,

(tst statc)

Il'icc
Paid.

Dcte
lqre*å'1.
5/6At:

44¿É!.

DELAæoÐC

Suþiec'b

IIa¡¡.let &
CþheIi¿

Dcafer ctc.

41500 fr:

Schoeller (ex 65rooo trz )4/7/&.
co1I:Gallice
Ðpernay)

(eanvas) 5o x 69

Drauå.ng

ieaint:rrg)

cobi¡t

Sabatery

DUPRE
(,rures )

Vfi-ld. Ilorse
attackecl
by Tiger.'

Faust

Farn i¡r
the ürooðs.

il

G]\V¡\RI{.I 5 tifater-
color¡rs

GERTC.AIILT .Horse¡oo¡r

Itsody of
., f,\¡a-ld.es

throu¡n i¡to
thc riverlr
ItHorges
goiag to
a fai¡lt.

rrTho Ele¡:uistr rr

Ðrtra¡rco to
Áde1phic.
Wha¡f. .

IIIGRES Portrait of
Me.¿laJne' Go.briac

J.ùrIGKIID'.,Neveis, 1972

lAl{CnET. ' 'l'aln:ÍI¡r 9¡.oræ
' .i..

lfl\I].¡OIJ l¡Ioma¡r v¡ith
. ., So,sh. .

' .Tivo1i

95rooo fr:
3,o5o 1r: 2J/2¡l¡.

It

n

Tomacotta

Tlater-
coïor¡r

.Sierie¿t &
dated.

C,e¡rcrd 85rooo 1rl. Ij¡L/1ar.

C.erarcl 55'OOo fr:

Balay 2501000 fr:

Schnûit 35o,ooo fr: L6/4þ.

Sctroellcr 81000 f:r:

[rüster .500IOOO fr:

IT¡¡a.]o

LrandscapeBousSEAU
(Ttr: ) .

SIsL,E'r Lra^nd.scape F+bj,Lni 2r0O0 fr:
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(a Pictr¡res ( Contt d )

Subie ct ' &.dilfìl

The Bl¡d-nest
, Robbers

Dealer

.' etc.

Sehoeller 1þroo0 fr:

ivlantoau 1OOr000 fr:

d?Âtrí 1501000 fr:

Dimensions
otc.

Þice
P.aid

Date of
Transactíog,Artist

TROYON
(c. )

(b) other Pictr¡rcs

Other UnspecifÍed. piçtr:res by Caresmes orrd Lemoy:ee vrere also purchased.
(one of eactr artÍst).

(.) Dfaw'ins.É

DrawÍngs by the folloluing artists vrere bougþt :-
'eaÂ¡F, (lnton) (e orawt¡æ), cnuuzn, TNGRES, Ivl${ÆL (-l irro*itgr¡'. 

IRUDIHON ancl Hubert ROIIEIII.

. (A) lIíscellanei¡s obigcts of lrt
.. ql -.

,Metal-work onð porcelaÍn was purclrased but rrct in very large
quantitíes.

9. Ibanldr¡rt-arn-I{ain

V/IIiL¡A]B- Sti11 Life
COSTER

\TI@E
LE BRUN

Fonale
Portrait

Pastel

Ibagonarcl
lt'

Heda
v. Be¡r:en
Scht¡rab

(u) rmm Fabla$i

.On 2Oth Novemberr'l/Q, one pictr¡re was d.espatctred. to the St,ldtÍsches
Kr¡¡:,sti¡rstitut (U.rrerstrz 2i Fra¡ridurt ù/1î) .anô L01 Kgs of books to the
.Arohaologisches Institut des Deutschen Rei-clres, (Pal:nengarterstr: 12,
'lba¡itduri d/h). No ottrer cntries relatecl to the Frarrldr-rrt publ-ic oollections.

'.r¡

IO,Harnburg : Kr¡nsthallc

À Rr¡bens for ttrjs galtery - t'tLora and Pornor¡arr - 'lYa.s bougþt for
2r000r0o0 fþ. '.

ll.KarLsruho : Ku¡sthalle

[lre follorr¡l¡rg pictr¡ros wor"o prrctralccl on beha-Lf of t]re Kar.Lsnr]ro
gallery :-

(") trL.on Iæegeirhoeclc

Head. of a¡r oId. }{o.ri.
Scene frcm the PassÍon
S15J1 T.,ife
stiLl LÍfe (Fish)
Death of the Vi¡eln (o.15IO) '

Sisley. : I-randsc.rpo.
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ilz. Kas,se1 : HePsíshes Irar,Ig;es+useurn ' ':'"

sonc eigþt paintings (fu¿u¿ing a male portrait by I'[i6na.qd') r'vere

prurchrsed as v¿r¡l]"a* åor* tv¡ãfve pÍcces õr r,-u'ttit,rr'er vases etc' No dctails
ãf th"se -purchases, werc recorcled.

ches]..3.

' ,Â Goboli¡s lapestry vras bougþt on beha-lf of the above nu'seuril on the

2)th gfly,__3;tp fO" ¡grðóó ii: fron Sãigo". 1Yal1-papers were pr.rchascd as

followJ ,l ....

Date : Ðealer Price

Lgft/æ l"l:n'" ?60,000 {"'2t'i/1p saisr** l9'9P {"'li'h'Ãr2 Roy -1!'999 {"'TS'll/æ ." . carrhia¡r 325,ooo rr:

,lJ+. I(refeli : IÞ'iser'{fi,1he1m Mueerm

(") Pictr¡rc s etc.

i',,Iccliurr
Dúnensions

etc.
Dealer
etc.

Price
Paid. '

Date of
Tra¡rsac-

tionItrtist SubJoct

A1IND Iøc1y at Drôèsi:1g-
table; ;

laðy in BLuo

3/tCKIltlfZEN .Ar¡sterd¡n:' Harbou¡t

CajJler¡c 1501000 fr:

I.rondry

Arbry

Caij-l-eux

Bignou

Sctroellor

45rooo fb:

Bo,ooo frz'6/z/tP',

2J r@O fr:

JOO,0@ fr:

tlO¡Oo0 fr:

/¡OOTQOO fr:

1/!rOoO fr:

I]EPNARD

BOTIitf .. Stttl.Iiife
t' Tor:ng ll¡orna¡r

BOIIDIN Rotterdanr
, .Ifarbour

llror¡¡ille Beoclt

CARPEIAIIX Far:n at tt¡e grape- M¡rb1e
vi-r¡e.

ItET,l'm Portrait of
(Âlexis Mad¡¡re' ôc La
Silron) I{arj¡ríere '

Gi-rl w'Íttt uhite
sati¡r clooJ< over
her. shoulÇars.

CT,AEII'JI Sti.Il IJífe
(attrj-buted. '. ..

to).

COELLO lEta-le portrait
(¿ttr:i¡ntoa
to ).

CaiJ.ler¡x zSotOOo tt¿ ZB/3ltI.

CaiJ.l.el¡x 35rooo tr: 3/3/$,Pastel
(sisreê
il¿tecI)

&

(carnms) 94 x 86 ùfanteau h5'ooo fr:

(corrvas) 68 x 5l+ Ma.nteau J0r00o fr:



Idèntjfi¡ble PiJ:tures etc, (Contta)

Subject Med.iun

ïï
COURBET

ærægr¡

O¡T,ACROIX

XE TROY

DIJLZ
(Jacou)

¡',¡CNDT

},IOREAU

lc Jeune

ìirosNT¡R
(¡-'t,)

NAMIR

ItPainti;ngrr .

lrcung l¡Yoma¡r

Elolvers.

Portraít of M. de
Valilieres, Later
Ifarcluis of Ivlarigny

Jovíal Cor'rpany

l,[a-le portrait

Vase of Flowers

TamiJ-y pÍctrue and.
an engrav:i:rg after
it.

Eunti¡rg trophies

Lanctscape

Ifiad¡¡ne lld.elaide
de l,ba¡rce 'as

Di¿na ,

A flo.ck

Pastel

(signea)

CLay,

lemacotta

Di¡¡er¡sions
etc. Dea-1er

Fabia¡ri

CaiLleux

Fabiani

CaiJ-leux

Trottí

lienou
Cai-L1er¡c

T[rüster

CaiILer¡c

Sctroeller

UllLler

FabÍani

Gerard.

Fabi¿¡ri

Cail-leuc

ScfuÉt

Ilice
Paid

Date of
Tra¡rs-

trabianí 150rO00 fr:
Bl0,o00 fr:

C,erard. 93,OOO frz

:---- 
gcj%

lr5oOrooo fr:
2JO rOOo lrz

2r200r000 fr:
. 2oorooo trz 3/3,/l+L.

1@1000 fr:

1!01000 fr:

-rOO,OoO frz Z\/?./+L

120rO00 fr:

901000 fr:
6orooo fr:

1J0r0O0 fr:
To0rooo fr:
1ii0,000 fr:

2â,oo9 fr:
Jorooo fr:

25o{oo fr:
1@1000, fr:

6ojooo trz 3/il+t.
2AAA2.

The Letter

C.obeli¡¡s l+''pieces tlOhjLd¡en
Tape-ktries . . Gardecingil.

GROS ' Portrait of C,enera-l
Ba¡on Joubert.'

IÍEINSIUS Fernale Pontrait
rr . lyfale Portrait

¡ONGKIND "S'v,gnine Larrdscape
. .r' !It , ;,Sntlverp lla¡bor¡r

ifAES , .Portrait of ¡ror:ng
T¡AI1.

. .i.1

IYIATXIOIJ .Female nud.e

'llro¡nan suclclir¡g a
chiL¿t

(signea a
dated)

Trotti J.OO'OOO fr:
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ldgnb:lflable Pictures etc. (Conttd.)

.Artíst $rb ject IIecliun

Paste1

Dirnensions
etc.

Price
Paid

Date of
Trans-
action.

Dealer

Leegenlroeck 40TOOO fr: ZB/3/+IRAIIESTEUI l,ftrle portrait

RM{OTR Guernsey

Gi-rl

Iand.scapeSISüEY

TRINQUESSE
Irouis

(mtea
!627)

Bignou

Fabiani

Irandry

I

22oro}O fr: ZB/2/t¡.

J00ro00 fr:

1r2001000 fr;

l4orooo tr: B/1/t+L.

tt

Yfonen & Chi-ldren
in a Park (canvas)

(t)

Paintjnge (subjects u-rd.iscloseè) bi the follorvÍng artÍst-s, were also
bought :-

. Ìúartirl vam Cleve (nocntitz:.45'OOO fr:) Urgil-liere schoollicce (Wttster)
LerrrercÍer, Paamn Vecchio and Va¡r Son (gOrOOO fr:).

(") Mi,sa cellaneous Ob.iects of irt

flro paclci.:rg-casea of mj-scellaneou.s objects (mostly porcelaín) .were
dewpatched from PariS to. the Krefeld. Gallery-

15. ¡ra¡Ltgtr-

(u) Kunsthisiorj.sches Seminår: 5 fai¡rtings .d.espatched. from Pa¡is.

(b) fuÅtnistorisches lnst:-tut d.er Universítllt: tr,vo cases of books
and.:â pajnting cLespatòhed. f:rcm París.

(") Ku¡rsthistorisctres-Ilfuseun¡: 0n I,lrth Feb. 19l¡2 a:r qua.ntity of docr.unents
rvas sent from Pa¡i-s.

16. Nassau a.d- Lâhn: s Hei-¡nafunuseun

Ifuserrn.
0n 2oth Novernber, r9lP, a case of works of art was sent to the above

reflected j¡ i;he Schenker papers on
boqght j¡r Paris by phÍJ-ipp

sent via tl:e Strasbourg
usly the posts of Di¡ector of

neral of the Oberrhei¡ri-sche Museen at
rr factor, uorks of art j¡rtended. for .

. The. one uork of art recorded i:e the
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sj-fgfÞq*fg (Contrd)

Schenlcer pa?ers as sent to Strasbourg and. apparently i¡tended. for the muser¡n
tlrere, 1úa,s a landscape attributed. to Adrien van cler Velde, canvas, 67 x B3'5,
pr,rclrased. fron Àlice lrlanteau for ZJi,OOO fr:

18.[ef-[e-a!_1o-9-r¡t¡i9þ¡[gþ].oås-ggd-I9.@,

On 2t+A2/lp a case of mÍscellaneou-q tnetal-worlc vlas sent from Bricard.
(rar:s ) t'o trre aþove museuh ror J6 1600 fr.

1!. Vierur,e ; Kunsthistoris-Èles lvluserrn

In Novernber L9+2 a clavichord. by Pascal Taslcjr vras bougþt j¡r Paris on
behalf of tJ:c musical j¡lstrtnrent section of the above museun, from Labrousse
lor I2lrJ@ francs.

20. lïupge-r!e-1----E-1Le.+þ4: jÞ3ldti--sgþe-s ìtluser¡n ftlr llunst u+d' Kr¡n-'tgevrerbe

(a ) Irlentif íg.bIo -Píctt¡{e,s
Di¡rensions

. etcn
Price Date '?
Paíd. Trans-

Lc@_
9o,ooo rr, 3/ty'rt.

Tfith the
Delacroix
65orooo trz 3fi1\.
I5o,ooc ft: 9/6/tÃl

12roOO tr: t3/2/+L.

15,ooo tr: tg/z/\-.

Dealer
êtc.'rrtist

BOIIDIN

COUTURE

Med.ir¡n

Drauing

'"r Port;of (Canvas)
. *' Ca¡naretr3nittatry

.... ,i 
"u,.'I!-onrers: 

:

4J * q. SehoelLer

IAatis

(signea: Aubry 5órooo trr l3/b.l¿,
carved. & giLt
rrvood. f,rame r. 

'

period.
Iouis )tIV)

DEI,ACROIX .Arabs shoej-ng
' a horse

IIPRE
Jules ' ,:: ;:':
'INGRES , i:Jgpiter

L i i.
j '''

RÐIOIR _ ::.Stuay'or
;;.:,,i S¿f,!¡e3

i.

Ir,ud.scape (signea &
dateð.).'

Tfith'the
Ir¡gres
65o,ooo tr: 5/7Æ.

åq,ooo rrt 2o/2y'¡.Heim

Matis

Signou

RoUss.AIJ' Lr,ot a"".pe ' (signea) Ar:bry
Th: ,:;,1.

'll

IEIITERS 'r.,"rrd"""pe wÍttr iwoo¿) 17 x 27 Manteau

.the ' people (signea)
tounggr :. '

lU) mscella¡reous Obiects of -Art
t.

Roche¡ for 78160O fr: and. from Van den Meersch for ã'OOO fr: (\n/r+J-).

3.
Prlrchases jn trþa¡rcc for thie rûu.ser¡n appg€rr to have been'decideclly

cxiguoù. - There 1ïas 3 picti.:rc. of an acqrridr:ot by Bourdon anð of a va11oy with
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lVllrzbr¡:¡r:r llart j¡r ]¡9n l{agrer lvl,g= er¡n ( Cont t d )

fisheïnan by Vernet (which of tL¡at trlbe.rxrspegSfied')'.. flsoa few dravrjrigs

and bool"s. .No p;i.ò;ñ;e qr'roted for any oi these articres'

of

C.ilLIOIl[¡

Ð{C,ET,

TMUTE

Ad..drcss-

2J, Fcue'Ia Boetíe.
, 2, Rue d.es Beaux-Irts
. .58, Rue de Vauzi-rabd'

Jl , Rue CaluPagne - kcrnicre
8, Rr,rc l.a Boctie
126, Rue C.u Fahbor.¡rg St.Horr'ore
156, Fanbor:rg St. Honorc
9, Qr:ai Voltaj¡e
2., PJ.ace Venëlone
J4, Rue I'fjLton

' 22, Boulevard lvla-l.esherbes
' 26, JVenue lvlatignan ,

20e
)+,
1,
LZ sma'nn

to

Rue DugnaY - Trot¡¡1
also spõlt. oueäy-T¡oui:r)
, Avenu€ ô.cs Peupliers

CÐBTì[ ¡Ro lrfar.¡rice

ICATJEBD.IIATI
iGLüERMAIIN

trlrçres

KNOEDËffi.ì" .rl

LA]üDRY;'Pi¿13e 
'

TF,RGENIÐpcT(rr J.0.

1

-jÈ 
|-

) tl
45

:-Âlice"
JAC.TCF

HOLZAPtrEL, R.
TNDJOUDJ'LAÌÍ t IYI; A. U.
JORIT I 

,rì

26, Itue LafaYette
JO, Rue des Samts-Peres
52 bi-s Ävçnue ôr Iena
i5r' Square d.e Port-Ro¡ra-1

14, Ruc de ì[ariguan
7, Qr¡ai Voltai¡e & 1, Rue

Sourdal'oue
J0, Quai de Bethune'

lB - ?4 Rue de Ct¡a¡orure
15¡ Rue de Behêva¡r'
12 bis Boulev¿rrd' Ifaussmarut
88, Ruê cle Grenellc
27, Quaí VoLtai¡e
23, Q'¿Ãí VoltaÍ¡e
29, Rue de lvlonceau

ROCIÍLIT{, $qtav
RC'f Ir&CSoeurs
SABATRT;-I'úI1e.. S.
S.AICJ'IE;. Ifarcol
saùIBoN, ¿. ., 

.

SGü'.ET & Cie

Ïf¡lI{NJECl(' ,i::.

., j
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3. Papers,Part2"PurchasesofWolksofArtinFranceduringthe
andonbehalfofGermanDeale¡sandoffrcials,theNational

hington D'C), record grouP 239' 81'

SECIìEI.

Pr¡¡cl¡ases'of Works of Art in trl'o¡ce ;

during the Occr4ntioir bY 
""9 

o1^
behaLl of C'crman d'ealers and offici'Js
i-t* scrturl¡.er PaPers, Part 2).

eor¡ds.l 1-rl

to Pron:i-nent PartY figures
rsot¡al use. Goering, havjng the
al orty figurcs l¡r tlre 'Scherilcer
of the'goods sent to hjm uere '

spccif iecl'

).¡"1 dcalc.rs ( n ¡ç'ra.ç. }' 
-,1'; t'ç,a;¡-) (zLa

"h

u,rð¿n J-col¿rs :F^a.'cg'-

¿l



¡,AllMâNN¡, (U mrrnenstr:, Dltrsseldorf)
in

BARTIIETJ-- Þ. (netotrcnuerg, Srrècterrlarrd' Korl lfurzogotrs 2' )

-,æof ";) ;i;;;iut"a '"1+v or porceLaln asl eþes

gur. "rr,"".* 
-ilrîiãt"-irvolväð r'¡eic Moreno, Ta,lle¡nas

and, Stora.

¡ngm. nqfeSsoi ¡¡nq.( State Scul- Str¡re Ïforkshops' ÏIrít

SE¡ ,
v/o
to

thc
ogne.

caRP 
)h-î:,f.Ë$;;î:lili:iïLîîiüïËi*,* ;;:'$:s to ira¿ï"äo6Wlne on bchalf of the Hnwttl (¡¡r\
e HagPe.

:. /
¡nÆr. Hr:åJpp. ,(æutÉcrre !ttù, ldn'ru¡holn)' !/ :

{cn..'-'" ,

Ibe¡,E,'described'asÐireqtorofth.eDeutsohqsank,}lanrrlre,lm,borrgþttho
folloring fictr:res.' rrrrr,f

-Artiet. Subiogt--
@za¡¡no : . Pl¡e tr.ees and'

Rockso

Mgdirur *e;þ" [a+lg¡-
r¡rlater colour' Gobùl'
(tlo.929 in
\ientr¡¡ls cat. )
' iþnatø
ChsJIk ðnlring uortrtl
6ayon dravl-in$ Cobi¡t

lìcice pai,f.

28rooo fl"
I DR'co.:

I',JJþ/1+r

\

Courbet
Ðegas .

{Þrlcaul!

8!1000 fr.
55rooo fY.
lir00O frsç

Trand.scaPe
. Do¡oer
.. rr¡lssassi¡g

beering bodY of
-ñF-Tdes!rl.
lcr¡s

.tB¡t¡racto!
SÞrir¡e at Ï!"agnY

, Naked uonan
' dÂnßjJ¡gt

O*."1-g.,i...
Water-ðo1our.
Pastel
Tfaten-colouro

I

lf¡' .,

GobiJl
Gob:ln
GobiJI

frs.
frg.
l'rs.
fl's.

Iba¡k aì.eo ¡roggþt a pic"ce of rcoè s rln!11e -': {bench Gothic; tr{aðorm &

ori¡d;'iii"î;äã-iìri¡r{o. ,.,ät,ø -- for .,;000 fþ. fron Donli;h. 
t

p{bsJ,. tlr¡rs (wien üI, I¡l¡¡ke Tfierøeile 70)

, , lt.st ÀPrå1 191+)'

\ 
"{ìon of tlrr- 15th lüar;h I9¡+3 t'lnt ttrc trÞchchrTle l¡fo¡med J'ou ìt ot.¡r so[o¡l¡nic¡rtion of tlrr: 15th I

c'st@ls authoritics \ï3rc puÈti¡g trt" Ë"tiil etit"Pties in the way of' the :

¿espatctr of tfie .*norr.ä"ãi ãñ;iî"h yü;..-.il."d in Paris' The valucs sttteê'



ceô to raÍsc the rrrlttçr wíth tlle Gen¡un lvfiJ-itirry c.in cr¡
trþa )::¡1 *.i"r to eccure.tho intorvontion of thís outhonit¡.
lVe á tho.¡sencÌr custonrs officioJ.s that thc v,¡orks of art l¡
que or4rþt at 'uhe Prices statccl'

'T[e finnlly obtai:red the o:qrort ]icense whtim tjre natter hacl been gpne into
bv tÌ¡e rbench custom; flt a hi¡þ lcvel ¿,urcl .rl¡ferred baclc th tho Cærnra¡t raiJ-itarir

c."jx" .Crtr'rance (m'l æpa"tr,rent).

GIÏ,IHIIUSÐ{ i-Þ-raU Ma^ri,l', (Mtlnc¡en, Lcopoldstr' J8)

",Tlo"" erçcrrsivc pùutures were sont to thís lrrd¡r, JetoiLs as follows:- ': --'

Srti?t. sub.icc.t. qì¡'rËSäions' D:nler' Price r¡aíil' Date of,

(='-*@-ction'
RENO*,. ì'lcarjÂtiðcir*:;J 3O.5 x L'J- ¡ancì:¡r J60rooofrr ftTW
SISLEY . Sargcs n<¡ar*.;it'"iïäøgl Ger''cl 299,999{"' 3L4/*
wr¡LARD iõã*=t,.r*oo 'goiooorr' 3tlT1+t

flhis picturc st,rtecl to hf.ve beelr fo¡mcrly i:r the c^nonno collcction and' to

have bi:en pr:rc¡asecL by Gillha'su,, "i" r,Ãaty ilor¡ t¡.arr#a-BgÑü''-8b"3ou1ova¡d'
lr[sJ-esherbis, Pauls 8.

GROS9EL-Dr. R. (ttunstanAturig, Berf iir, Bcllevucstr'16)

The purchascs of this d",:¿r-].er r.,/cre li¡¡ritecL to sol;ro fffteen tg twenty pictures

(aetails unrortr¡natãiyï¡,tt;; iltt"¡¡" ¡r"e¡,'""u s'u'r'bed' to bc a;'roryi ther'r) ancL a

snalt qr-¡antitY of Porcelai:r'

II BEILSm'K, ifait' (Xr.rnsttr,a'nalung' Dcrli'' KurftS'ston¡tr' 59i'
Sì¡ren by
by

Schiovonet
c

W, ilans ( Dorothongasso 17)

/rrtistt. ,t. S¡biect.

va¡r JiEI¡ST ' :.
Jtntneri Sghool. ' l"{og,i,

¡RtlEffiñrri aninr¡r'ls
CIl/rViNNéS & fii$ros

IruiriJ'¡r Ssene

eLðorUadorvla ¿ Chij'd'
to)

glIlPrJ. Port¡raft of girl vittt
garlanrl of 1lowers'

DUC.Jacob I'í¡¡rres i¡r a Roor¡
(atirruütea ø) 

nÈonutrn¡vs ttJoueurs èc Qui'lLcs'
IültSYS IþIY laritj.LJr
(attributcd- to )
ian clei L{E{IIEI'I I¡ouis XV Æ Þr¡nif'y at

' G!.c¿.ry

Details. De:Ù.cr.

C¡.nvàs iuret
BaYJ-o

65 x 9zitvooi' lrrnnÍ
Slr,úed e.nd. Gtù:
¿¡:1r¡¡,A -7?5 Vo1taj-re

IongY

'ñroorl: 5lzi4 GuÍdoux
[rclrr:,&rù:1
partly visible .

Co]c .l:,¡ret

O"¡., lr¿ x 68Guichet

Da¡;Le
Tíoocl:
78 x 11; T¡eror¡x
Signoð- Grl:

Voltni-re

Frice Paid..

801000 fr"
345,OO1 fr,
!201000 fr'
120r00C fr.
J00r000 fr.

9001000 Í'r.

121,0O0 fr.

þ0r0O0 fr.
l6orooo f'r.

!00r0O0 fr.
22O,OO0 fr'.

UÍl Lvr



ll ll

¡rtist.

¡ÍosTA¡lRT,G.
¡llILInRrPieter

ven OST-AIIE'

$Èi".j..

Hay Va¡l¡1on
Sea & Beach.

Peasants i¡r Taveru.

Peasants j¡t Barn

Sti-lL Life with
Grapes ancl Orangei
l(ytholo¡¡ics-l scerr>
Sti-l1 Life w1th
Elowere and 2
butterdliee .

?:
lanclecaPe
tr'ena.le Porirá1t

Tem¡rtation of St.
Ant'horgr
Venus & CuPid..

oak: IO5 * t36'. ' Anet !6o,0oofr'
oah: 40-x 6O '' Olivicr !0r000fr.
s ignedS:e;uono¡.lrcra ,.
Ookt! ry'rj:x 54.:rbl¿ned.
and, dlatecl 1640. '..Vindeñt .!00¡Q00fr'
o¡¡k: 27 x 36.5.
signed. (¡,telineanSlOrO00fr'
C:rfc: 28.5 r Zt. Olívicr 28r000fr'
sif-treð'' 

. Ba¡rre \JlrOoofr.
Cenvas z 66 x 53 Olivièr Blr000fr

ÐctaiLe 8"4.

Gaif.lard.
0liviror

Price
Ði_d,..

o;rjg;

PIæE

PIrAlZffi.
POslE,F
(attributed. to)

TEBASTJ(Sic)
'Pn{Aq(m.

NA\@[SlETN
(attrÍbuteð to)
S0BBÎrHubert
ROlIENITA¡TMIR.'
TENfER,S

'r^Iootl: Signeò 16f¿l- Gri]larå 100r000fr.
Canv¿rs , 59.5 x 73 .Anct . ,2T{".

' Lotlo¡t 2l¡OrOOofr'

'tt e Festi¡r,, Ia"yle, 19?rP9f".
Uftilofogical scene .t:':'il-Larcl lt¡OrOOOfr'

lid.eeff . lOOrOOOfr.

1l0rO00fr.
2lOrOOOfn

TRMIOLIERE

WQIIIY¡RI{ANNS LandscaBe

convas: 97 x L3o
sigrred & datecj.
T738
Si¡1ned Loqry 200r000fr.

period Dj¡hensiorrq Ðe¡J-eI þ1i..9-9 Paiö.
---.-.É ;'+-'-

g9P9e-traeE-r@-q9È.ÞY-Hu;Þsg'

- Descriptioru.-4

1.rrscene Ga1a¡tterr. A valet se:sring
A

éntrc.
2' ers)
3. ores.t'

Móatett castlo in back¡rrounð
' (ei{petl_ Ftr.sseh)

early c.l6
cu. 1700

earty c.1/

l.ate ':.16. 35O'x
rrìitl.c.L7 3% x

Itlra

x. U$ Ble'¡j¡rierb
x 3L5 .;- rr

27O TfaLser
lrÀ-tj t¡.tifLuld.

'l0Oj00Qfr.j?jr@fr.254
r+@

,l

343 x J25 Rere C.crarcl
' lrlra

. Blevj.niererrJ00r000fr.

ana on foot ín a l-ar¡le forest.
2 Ilo¡r"s.

S.Pattern of cabbagp-1éavcs ¡ flovrers
and. birtls.

l-ato c.17 470 x 285 ll.fo.rlue{i. 8or000fr"

,OoOfre500
275 000fr.

mið c.17

c.16

JOB x 70

)2o x 2j8

'v.,rrlol-èt -/I4rO@fr.

ItAt¡x Vieuc
Ar.:l>qssor¡s ¡t J5Or000fr.

In additíon to úaintil6s and. tcpestries ll¡rbst a1.so purchasoil a certâlll
quarrtity of fr¡rnitr¡rã and sèulptu::e.

@(SclrtossGrpfenbcrgrbeiIltlncnrTlcs'ï4ùra-1in)
. fhie ma^n bougþt two paÍrrtin¿rs, a. 1âr!.ie.Ictntcrn, "tt'Oop:.". 

nrriting-$esk and' a

pai¡ of-gift vooOän wa-11-ch¡¡r¿e1icrs. attt'roq¡¡ hii rcsi'f,cnöq was stltccl to bo

ìþIrI.;; ö"pf"tù;ñ; lrre gpod,s appecl. to h.rve bóen sent to $cl:Loss Nass¡ru a'cl'I¡alm'



mffîëElH' {lF@ . ¿c Hc'Fslrilñi'I-. Eil,q.g f '¡rcÊÍ'tectÈ :@).
This pair pr:rchascd, fr:rnitr:re, scrrllrtr::'ô rìnd. rîisecllanroous kniclc-løacks in

Paris to tt¡e tune of at.least 11552135} fri¡nc:s, So¡ne of the etuff appears to
have reachecl Gracorv vi,rr.Irfilh-lmannls Bcr1in of'fic.l , rr'hile pcrnrits for evaùi.n¡Ì
Cr¡stoms duties wcre otrtailöA*fröi,ii:ltlhl:uuvrrs off-i-ce ¿¡t tÀe Hotel lvf4yron, paris.
It seems lílceIy that ¡rrosi of thc ¡1oods rverq intenrìcd. for thc fu.r-nishj¡¡¡ of
C'ovcrnment Off ic<,' in Cracow. A l-ettor frorir. thc liau-ùir.elctor of thc Çsncral
Go¡u¡errrement, Cracow, irtotnrcts Sshenkcr to scncl the. i-irvoj-ccs to Koetifien
and. Horstr,rnrur.

/il,
IG'üGER. Tl¡olf.rianq (Vcrle¡') (3er1i¡. Nikolrrseee, Án ctc . lìdtìvicse 4)

("1se Kd1pÍnsec, InÉe1 U,sctlorrr Rlnmcrn),
/

ed. pai-ntin¡r¡ to tl¡c v¡r-luo of'21435¡.)00 fi:r:.ncs, (Qetailc of vdrich"
frdirtr ruml, b1 }a,rbi1"'¡, úl+ts, ilr*0i.., Si"\o.1 ,u?ar,rruJc,eì"",. T¿r À¡'ra',t¿) 

.í'ir.

Sub ject. De'baile. Ðc;¡t'Ì.cr Þj.cc Datc of
Þîiil -ffiffiãt:_on

DA}TBÏGlfÏ
DTIPRS
GI.ITS,

,Ju-Lès
Co¡stanti.¡r

.''lui,or¡¡g
f, -,:'l':¡'d.
Ner.vi-l-le
ct Vivien

65 rooofr.
40r000fr.
J0rO00fr.

15A2A2
t/3/U+.

Dácppe .

Seascal:o :' "'r-
Ifore errr¡¡1 .¿.j Ii¿l.ie g. ï'{oter.e

ccloun' 2f,¿ x zL-t
Ri.cl.ers ï[¡rter-

color¡r
ienazit J0r000fr. L5A2/+2

mRVmRrIr.A.

J.rICQIIE rCharles

PISSÆìRO.

RA¡-F/IELLIrJ. F.

SISI,ET

trDeux ELe¡',antestt

'floma¡, stardi¡{i

lanclscapt.: t;ith
i¡tiLls¡

Cock & herrs.

HaJ¡malíclE.
iiiornir.Í,:.
Paris 3¿ flre Seinr:
in Snow.

Port of In
Rôchc11e.

2ú x:.5
Pen-clravrì ryJ rl

22xL6
Fu:ncil- rr

cìrarri-n¡3
2Q :¿ 13
Canvr'.¡:: i,¡u¡iJ-Ie
si¡;¡1q¿ ê tìated &
l}t+9 z 36* x 2ù-[-Vi.vien.
PanoL:
.l 5 x 10.
(rqsg) Dt¡rend--

Ruel
lifcu'r'í1le
f¡ -üi'.'ien

20r00ofr. t/3/),)r-.

22r000fr.

1lr000fr.

1!,000 fr.
1l¡0rOOO fr.
75,000 fr.

850..000 fr.
851000 fr.

J5rOOO fr.
12,000 fr.

5,000 fr.

n

rt t?

L5/\2lC

L5A2/42

tþ/1+)+.

L/3/LI

r/3/Ã

tf

Cenvrs:
si¿.rnocl: r

92x73
C:nvas:
si.gnecì:
'73 x 55

rt

I

RXI'IOTR

Irrnilsca¡æ.
LandscapeJ Pastel
I?ãrlJ< jx.the TroorL (fgfC)

lYornan z},x 12$
Hc:trL of a Ifonen; LJ'i¿ x L2
blue baclcrror:nd
Qre tvtil-fs]
The X'isir
Head. of a¡r o1d
Wornon
The Sei¡re fron IlT.
Nut trces Vcncr¡x-
Nadpn
Street with Po¡lars(f 9f7-

1919 )
S¡rqw
L,9n(þcane

B5,0co fr. rß/4I

DtoqT J0r000 fr.
Gc::ri-'i J0.000 fr.
Dui':r:rd--
F'¿eI 1601000 fr.
B¡u:'reiro 1lOr000 fr.
, i. 12lrO00 fr.

I00r000. fr.
JOO'QOO fr.
1lrO00 fr.

15/72h2

rßhL

15A2/p

ll

n

t,

il

rt

I

R0ussFr,
f

Gera-¡d.

Gcrarcl
D¡rcry1-
Rue¡l.
Renon '3CcÌIc
llona"ãi'o

lll

LAGRAI\D.R. (f: A¡e la Rcgencc, Brusscls)

In tr'ebnuerXr - ì'/c-rch 19À2 this r:on l:ou¡'lrt snlnll qun-irtities cf fùrnitrrc arrd.sculptu¡e fro¡n S,c¡raj-L, RoÞlin, Ma qtrt! R¿chcr ancl r-rc,i-LLt¡t.



I
lãlrúdrllfiÆG¡à .'.Tællt=ll, 

1V!-@Ia3Èé)

I

trbr¡r paj¡tiry;:^"'1i! bou¡io'b by'bhii rnan Ín oct..,Þ;r lrlù; vi_¡:'pissarro:
Dieppe cathedral-(150f 000 fr:) Renoi::: Fi¡r:::e pi-ci,o (.'.6t-lrooo'rr:)'oeiaãrou:
ranòscape (5orooo fr:) ,rnrJ. corot: "rrecs ùv urc ni""tìi.(io,óoð-ríli"-'ìur arru.pictureg cc.trc fron¡ Raphaeì. Gcra-rd.

üO¡O4n .L (ttruutfra:ratwr6, ÏIie n, ilIar¿nre tens tr, : 5h)

lhis. d.ea-ler purchased. fr.u.nitr¡¡'c for lJZ .OOO frirr
li:g.-utr.Conro¡!.io..änd tita¡;net,-and o:her-frÈ.nitr:re (pi.:.cÏ: #tti:;l$';13;f **'
"G¿reri:s Þc'rart, Bernrrd., perrotir, Delc.bur¡ ch.'-pla, Ra;rerr, su"íin rr.¿rrVier¡x Io¡iisrr.

t4li.gÀ{+Nl{. pr. gogsf

Dr. Ifilhlna¡rn appeûrs to have 5een ¡uorr¡ aotivc than anl' o.lhci- Geyman j¡d.ivid.ual
in bu¡nin6 wqrks ol.i"l in lbanceå_lnd. iiis activities uE rr)flocteéL in the Schenkerpapers were so mr:ltiple as to bc d;ffic lt to diser u¡{-e.

In the autr¡¡ui of 1940 lvl{l}rl¡un:: v¡as
| | Sonilerbeauf tra gter d o s Re i chsko¡¡uii s: s,rr
A oertai¡ o¡uount of works oÌ' ¿rr: v,er.; se
this tj¡ier\but cfter the ecrly.¡ari of I
thiS apqointment -- at least no nore is
by I'ebrr:nr¡r 194J.. he is rcferred. ìo ae '*itn u'ã;to;ñïriå$:H;-;¡-;i ";,o.SJ, d

n Z7) but t, c.{
as-a clcor vlc,rks of art c.;,:ri¡.., f,¡:or.t paris il this ..,ray,a¡cl soue at least, were fo¡- onwcrc]. t¡ansnrssíi>n ,(fcr'ir.s.J:;;b i; c";..*).ùltlt¡lirarur arso appeors to rrave hai': anrflíicc i'a piris (lr"i"f ¡r"r=:"ijîäiJr, cì{relt.rithsecurirtg papcrs sivl¡{i ilrmrnity f:ror.: 8,,::.lor,rs duos fcrìrvorlts uit',,riï'pölioseo. uyGcr¡tans i¡r trbonce,

fhe bulk of the ¿rrticules scnt tc i{
tspostries, st
cor¡Ld hardl y b
nu¡r\ous. Pi
uu'i;¿ii-Is, as are
priced i¡ the Saher¡ker papers to gj:rc .:rçri
purchases whÍch ce:rtailly ran i¡rto uilliãr
',I 1-! ' ,

ru. scttoef. $&i9. L:u!¡@- Rri.g Deof=er Ðetc.
:rtcnon t¿,""r ì nuo"o*i.on of 

'rbod: 
r2t x gopaiÈ;' /---.. ^-I Shepherd.s,¡ibiena'e"' 3;itr;triäirl:t"" cir:¡Ëll'FÏi"l

þurbet rrsea ancl Beachr. 'Âvi¡gron <lcaler) (

!\tch Schoo-I. lrtradonno û cr¡iicl lïo oð.t j6 x 23,5 (Âpparenl.J-y an 
25/5/1",

üaÉrs' N' ',, u , :î:i":il.* *o 
5>5 xv-pt. 

¿ ¿ ';i:":::#:"'
t,'Necfsrp, . . rnterior of a (o:i on 

,.,.-i¡.gion cloaler)

Cln¡rch. co¡:er) Lr 25C.¡arlcs.ran Cs,JL Sti1l Life
¡^ ,. (trJ.orvers) tl7 x g4 ( 

,,

¡eeters. Seascape. 9L.j >: -,Jil+ ( ,

sohÑ*cn ?: 7J.s x 27 
vJ'¡¡r'''rr ''le'r]c't')

\h*i.r:c,seb, ' 
:å"""H#ä:" Á¿f 

;:i.#::ì
,,^^^'u*upg.ifieti pai'tin¿p by flre.foIro',¡in¡¡ artists wcre ;rI,qo '.,orr¿rh.þ;-
f$ar 8e11otto, Dotlcv6ms, Boi, Brugel, l. rruiarclin :ølt, tci:ruri.,;'J.. r,inr.-;1b.echr.

":::.H", 
,iLvan cler Ncerr.nrnñ:nr l¡), peetc", .r, Ë".,rr;i- ili";;""?r;;,",;.cc ¿i.).



pö¡S e4.cIEB-.A.tt.r ('werkÂt¿lttc¡r îlb In;ren-aûsbar,b id{lncirc :. 5,-- 
, 
Jal:nstr: 45. -'.'_-sstc}1r5lr¿,I,.ty:rã Od.eonsplaiz 2).

The goods were sent to 0 or, Jatrnst¡¡J,â lrfun-ich, uÈriJ-e rûost of
the letters were si-gned ¡bidä 1hc exaci riLo*.iotrÉh1p of .Anton to
Otto to fuítz does not eElerge ity 1'rolr thc Schenkut poi"*u. IUI1
detci-l-s o¡ rritz'energe fron aticrid¿tcd. llth scpt. rglo rro¡n the ,

offi-ce of thc "Staatsri¡r:ister tud. Chef cler fuLsi<1i.cJ-j.-.an51eides ¡,üh¡ers r¡nd
Reichska¡z1erÈrt, which reads as folJ.one:-

t'Herr trbitz FösserrbachQr qf l/'rnich, Jalurstr: 45 born rt 1if*.rich on thc l2th
of the Reichr-been'cor¡tùissionid. to proc :c furnitur.: ín Fr¡¡lce, Éelgirlu'aad
Holland for the buÍJ-ôing operatio:ls u-f ttìc Ftllrrer a¡u1 -yìe-rch À{archal-C,oering r¡jrich
cre to be ca¡ríed.:throud¡ as qrrickly es possiblc¡ ., , . ,. , r r. . : *

' TfhiLe the sttff purch.rscil j¡r F¡u'j¡ in tho L-n-c]]¡ crai's cf thc Occuplrtion appears
to have
rj¡st s "'r#*iä-*i ,""this sepr:rcrras SuuiLt"
acceler bhe fact that Fërsenbacircr tvcs caterir¡¿fro the l¡¡c¡st a l,eil¡roti-f of the Schenlcer papers
that good.s purchaseô i¡r ?ar:is throuSh the no¡r.rr-l chanriels tools rÌr inte:r,ri¡able
tjme to reach the tr'atherla¡Ë.. The :rltivities 9f Lincpair-in"" """-ùiãrestil¿¡ but
not completely cIear. ,lLs early as thc lJth Jarnra:r:r l94l e letter fron Otto
Pdssenbacher i¡¡¡',h¡nôch to Schcr¡lccrts paris office re>q>J.ained +.ìr¿t he hacl asked,trHezr Rittneister-Par¡1 Lindpaj¡rtnert!i;o Lool¿: nftè:: ilis tricrcsts j¡r paris.
îhereaJter no dealers na¡ìtes .1ppec.r i¡r the Pössenbache? papel.s: the stuT.f i,ssnet to Munich as fron Li:r4>ai¡Ízrer.

T¡t add.ition to Ir798rO@ fr:ancs, spent on pictu:-cs on beh,rlf of PðÊsenbachcr
Èone

l¡+ ist.

2rTn rctr,
PafntÍ¡gs

frc¡cs appecr.to
sent by Lilrdpajrr

irave been epent on fr:-c¡.j-tu-re etc.
tner io .¡Ptlsscnlucher -,-.,¿r-e i;!¡: f.o11-o.,vin¿¡:

Di:irensions.

:þuche:e. (ètyfe of) (2 oval. pictures) 6O x 5o
llFuegeJ. the Younger' Peasants payirg ilrei-r
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4. Letter from Dr. Sabine Röder, cu
Chiew-Lee Khut, May 12,1999.

rator at the Kaiser Wilhetm Museum to

t42

Kaiser Wilhelm Museum
Museum Haus Lange
Museum Haus Esters

Administration
Karlsplatz 35
D 47798 Krefeld

Telefon (02151) T7 æ4
Telefax (02151) T7 0368

Kunstmusêen der Stadl Kreleld . Kadsplalz 35 . D 47798 Krefeld

Chiew-Lee Khut
Ban Smith Library (lnter-Library Loans)
The University of Adelaide
North Terrace
Adelaide 5005
South Australia

Yours sincerely,

Dear Sir/Madam,

e nazi-period stillexists and is open to
ource we can't do a profound study in the

sure you, that there isn't the slightest
indication that ,,lmpressionist paintings" were regarded as ,,degenerated,, or tñat anybody
would see a problem in buying them - at least not here in the région. ln fal they seemed tohave a position kind of ,,in-between".

"-o

possible by the German occupation might not be okay. Probably you know the book of
Hector Feliciano, who decribes the históry of the purihases and roonery of ãrt in paris quite
well.
ea.9f !9 your question regarding the lmpress rcollection: I send to you some copies oi lette
transported together with other works of art
They were not treated ditferent to any older
same time.

Dr. Saþine Röder
curator
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5.

HERMANN LANGE
TELEGRAMME: VEnSEIOAG, LÂROE, KñEF€LO

FERI{ANFUF ¡ñ. 2õe8r
f^îF5"'l_?l; 

j 9gl ..?_1. :'( :!2

Letter addressed to Dr. Muthmann signed by Hermann Lange's Secretary,

dated 21 July 1942.4 photocopy of the originalletterfrom.the museum's

archives waå provided to me courtesy of the KaiserWîlhelm MLtseum, Krefeld

Museum, by the museum's curator, Dr. Sabine Röder'

HerrnDr.ùluthmann

Kref d

Sehr geehrter lierr Doktor !

ilerr Hermann lange, der auf der Helse wieder er-
krankt ist und deshalb elnige Tage d.as Bett hüten musste, hätt
Ihnen gerne persönJ-ich geantwortetrist aber d.azu nlcht lmstanc
nr bittet nlch deshalÈ,, Ihnen Folgendes nltzuteil_en:

Das Bild von Sebastiano PiomÌro hat er in Ntinchen besich-
tigtres 1st für den Reichsmarschall reserviert, überd.ies wird
ein unerschvringli.cher preis verlangt ( über Dík.3oo.ooo.-).

Herr lange hat nu¡r den Geda¡rken, dass die Verselda,
ein schönes Kunstu,erk d.es l-g.Jahrhund.erts etif,tet.Zunächst hat
er sich erkundigt, ob d.1e Gruppe von Mallrol (3 Grazíen ) noch
in ilander ist ( sie sorl in Frankreicb seln) . rann h¿ilt er
viel-l-eicht des von rhnen erwähnte }astellbil-d von Degas für
geeignetrferner kä¡le ein schöner utrirLo (Kat.hed.ra1e oder
Strassenbild.) aus der Zeit 191o-19L3/J4 1n Frage. Ob r¡¡d zt)
welchen Preisen zu haben ist e1n ùIanet, ein van Gogh, ein cé-
zãrle nur j-n bester Qualität, kann er nicht beurtellenrmöchte
aber sehr g€rne dauernd von Ihnen über d.en pariser und. Anster-
Camer Ùiarkt unterrichtet sein.-

eil HitLer

:l
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6. Certificate issued by the Commander of the Armed Forces in France,
dated 27 May 1942.. A copy of the original letter was supplied from the
archives of the Kaiser Wilhelm Museum by the museum's curator, Dr.
Sabine Röder.

5 cr Ðll i ti töu ú ciefitdl,r c fi er i n $rarr fr ci cf¡

Ecr'runftungoitob 9lbt.-V-e.r:v.:..2tJ.V/-7 ..kunst

$rrid, bcn .........27-......1ie 'i I O/4

Jpotcf 9)lcje[tic, 2ftrcnuc Jt'fcber 1f)

Sernfpred¡cr : Jlfc 6800/09

Eescheinigung

Herr ì,lusermsdirei<torDr, Tritz I'.'lu t hn a n n

hat für c'.as Il¿iiser-'i/i'lhe1n-Ì-luseum der Stadt .IllefelC ein G.eTä1d.

von nùgène Bou.din, lrHaf en von Antçverpenf':.gr.w.orþen-..

Ði-e -lirr.sfuhr eus Fr¿räÌ::'elcir ist seitens d.es I'Ilunstechutzesr

bei-r¡ Í1}itärbef ehlslraber in Frankrelch genehnigt. Die Einfuhr
iet, da das genannte Íu¡rstrverk ftir das l,,iuseu:n rler Stacit liref el(
beeti¡'rnt ist und nithin in d,en öffentlichen Räume¡:. des Ìvluseums

geneinnützlgen Lehr- und Ànschaùungszlvecken dient, sorvohl zo!!-
r'¿1e .r¡r sát zausgl e i ch s st euerf re i.

Fü r den il i{itärbcfehlsha\:: r
Dcr Gh¡Î dCs Ycrw¡ltungsstabes

r{.

Oherkri e gsverwal- tungsr at
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7. Letter to a Dr. Kohn in the Follcwang Museu !

administrative officæ in Düsseldort, dated2l
original lette¡'was supplied f¡'pm the archive

Museumbythemuseum'Scurator,Dr.SabineRöder.

Ðer Ðbcupuutluç1r u cI; ïtÐetnplootnô, Ðulf elÙotf, l3cnbesþCUs
(I)eræcItu¡tû bcs lprooin6tcloerbmbes)

S/r{berfttlrrer
lanctesrat Dr. Apffelstaedt

3cnücsÉcu¡ fD¡ûÞt¡oorl : Scnbc¡üou¡ Ð0llclôotÍ Scr¡lp¡cócr: l0¡ 10
Scr¡fórctber: l)8õ õ8

9erln
Dr. liöhn,
E s fr e ltr-
Folkw¿rng-t.{useut:l

X 21 . iial 1942 -

............Ðü[f elbotf,..........-....-..
Sonbesþous

Lieber He¡'¡: Dr. liöhn,

ln cl.-:r iinla6,c sende lcÌr fhn,sr cl¿ls Fhoto einer
nnrndel'volIen, {5roßon I¡¿rstel-l-zeichnung von } e I € S, d'as bel
Blgnou steht r.r¡rd 75 OOO Ï.ü = 1 -i ì|l1-lioncn Frunke¡r kostet . !)ie
Stadt }irefelrl ls¡t hc;relt, d.rrs ii11(l 1.n Fsrie zu keufen u-nd. zu be-

zahl-en untel cle:: Volr,Lt-.setzun8, duji <1.ie lt¿rdt Eosen berei-t lst,
¿en tlbersehleBenden Betrtrg vo¡i 2t O0O'-.r:-*.1 -- )0 COO.- F.ì,Í eoll ja

¿er von fhnel a1,å;eijeb"rro Éo"o kosten -- cìireìtt en crie i.taclt ilrefelô
su bez¿¿hLen. Ì!s erseh.eint ¡ir Ces su;le.roldentllcb gitnstig und

praktisch, du sie d.adu¡ch Ìreinerlei Trane fer-Arr¿jelegenhelten su

behandeln hnben. !;ntseb.elden tj.e bltte eofort, Cê das lild bel

Herrn ¡ignou nur tia zvr- JO. 6. reservlert lst. telegrrifieren Sle

Jedenftrlls zu6Êge.ncì ocler absagend. r'eehl,ze1t15 an Uerl'n øtlster,
nlt tlen leh bel nelnem nëiehsten aufenthalt 1n P&rls ab i1 . !'{a1

dle ¡¡rgelegenhelt absehl-leBend. besprechen kann.

lflt lreoJen Grttßc:n und'

Hell Eltler I

r* 
û,

#+

Abschrift tibersénd.e ich zu-r gefl' Ìienntnis' 
)

'-/ 
.

14I
#
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Letter to the director of the Karser withetm Museum from provinzial-
Feueruersicherungs-Ansfalf, dated 17 April 1942. A copy of the original
letter was supplied from the archives of the Kaiser withetm Museu-m by
the museum's curator, Dr. Sabine Röder.

Der 6enerolùirehlor
bor

pro u i n3 i ol - f c uoru crfi ch orun g ø onftolt
ùor ßhoinprouin¡

fernfpreóer:Sommelnumm¿tl044l Drohtnomc:
prooin3iolfouer pofifdreôhonto: f,öln llc. 2630

Sonhhontcn: Rhcin. Giro¡rntrole unò prooin¡iolbonh - Deutfóe Bonh,
Titiuk Düffelùorf, Depofiicn.Ácffe Bith' - 

(ommrr¡- unò D¡ioot.Bonà,
Êhtirnsefcltfdìofr, fömttiö in Düffc[0orl

6 efrtrãfts¡eidr cn
Transport 25,4"

Eitl¡ im ßntuort[úreibrn ¡u uieDerholcn

Düflfolùorf,òcn I7, April 1942,
fricòridrJtroflc 70. 74, Foßfoô

Herrn
l¡luseumsdi-rektor Dr . l,'luthrnann

Kai ser -Si the l-rri-Mur.s eum

Kref è1d.
i T/e s tlval- l- .

Bel+'.: Ltuser..,osverBicheïwrg T,Rh . 249L.
Auf Ihren heutigen telef . Anruf bezugneTlmend bestätige ich fhr

lriernlt der 0rdnung halbe:r, davort Volrnerkuug genommen zv haben, dz
cler Transport der lleuerwerbu.ngen ab f'aris nicht en l-5"4., sonclern
25. 4. 42 per verschlossenerì. plornbier.ten V'¡ehrmacbtswaggon erfolgt,
f ch bitte Sie um umgehende i{itteilung, ob in diesem ',Vaggon ausschl
lich Ihre unâ diç Kunstgegenstânrle der Stadt D;js,seliorf v.:r1a$en rv

den uncl welehe Persotren den Transpor'u begleiten. So<iann bitteTnoch
Angalre, bis zv rvelcher Station in Deutsr:hl-an,i der i'itagi;on läuft uncr'
wle von dort d1e ',1'eit erbef örCerung der !r,tr-nstgegenstäncìe vorgeno:r'me
u¡ ir d.

Ich krabe heute ve.rsucht, IIerrn Dr. Hu,op telef " zu bekor'lnen, 'ila
riri-r' leirìer nici'" tiri:giich vral'. i l- Hit 1er !

Au..ftrage:



[{a fCbiUeS øt cottege Park

March !2, 1996

hiew-Le Khut

alia 5031
AUSTRALIA *.

s6ot aAetphi Road College Park, Marltland 2O740'6001

Dear Mr. Khut:

Ilüe can furnish e.l-ectrostatíc (paper) reproductions of
,,Consolidated Iniðrrogation Reþort No. 1, Activity of the
Einsatzstab noãenberg in Francè, " "Consolidated Interrogation
ñãpãii frfo. 2, The Goéring CoIlection, " and "Consolidated
Interrogation R;;r;i-No.-4. Linz: Hitler's Museum and Library,"
Records of the American Commission for the Protection and Salvage
of Artistic and Historic Monuments in v{ar Areas, Record Group
á1g,- i;; çzgg.qo (this incrudes foreign airmair deriverv) ' we

can furnish a microfiche copy of OSS R and A report-1708' "German
publicity on Measures for thê Protection of Art in rtaly, " ^MI22L'
General- Records of the Department of state, Record Group 59, for

ish electrostatic (PaPer)
ents relati-ng to looted art in

, Records of the Office of
ding foreign airmail delivery) '
aftér we receive Your PaYment

to complete Your order.

TÌie price quoted on the enclosed fcrm is onllz an estirnate; we

will determine the actual- cost at the tj-me of copying. If y995

payment does not sufficiently cover thg cost of copying we will
request additional funds nãiéte releasing the reproductions ' If
yourpaymentexceedstheamountrequired,*"willrefundthe
balance.

If you wish to order by international money ordel or a check
drawn in Unitãd States dollars on a bank in the United States
(payabJ-e to ';ÑÃrr-Ñl¡R2-M96-2gg1-wq"), send it with the enclosed
order form to Cft" National Archives Trust Fund Board, P'O' Box

100793, etlantã, 
-cÀ--30384. If -instead- you -wish to pay by using

a MasterCard or VISA credit card, you shôuld return the enc'l-osed

form (annotated with type of crediL card, account number,
ã"pi.åtion dare, and Vógf si-gnarure).-!9 the Cashier (NAJC),

Nationar ercniväs at ôortege park, 8601 Aderphj- Road, colrege

}ia t ion a I A rc lt i t' e s a nd R e c o rd s Ad n t i'| t i s t ra I i o' t



-.-*A

Park, MD 20140-6001. Vle have a minimum of $6.00mail orders.
(U. S. ) for all

Sincerely,

V'IILBERT MAHONEY
Archives II
Textual Reference Branch

Encl-osure



fChiUeS ø cottege Park
86O1Ad.elpbi Road Cottege Park, Maryland 2O74O'6001

December 23, 1996

Chiew-Lee Khut

South  5031
AUSTRALIA

Dear Ms. Khut:

Thrs IS rn reply to your December'i0, tvv6, request for a copy of
a Detailed Interrogation Report (DIR) .

We interpret your citation to Record Group 239/84 to'mean box 84

within that rãcord group. Unfortunately, that box contains
several DIRs and without knowing precisely which one in which you
are j-nterested, we cannot provide you with an estimate for
reproduction. To help you in your researchr we encl-osed a l-ist
of DIRs in box 84. Pl-ease select the report(s) in which you are
interested and Iet us know. At that tj-me we can provide you with
a price quote to reproduce the report (s) '

Sinc er.PJ-y,

KENNETH GER
Archivi t
Archives II Reference Branch

National Arcbiues and Records Administration
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fCbiUeS at cottege Park
S6Ol Adelpbi Road College Park, Mørylalrd 20740-6001

November 13, 1,997

C. Khut

South Austral-ia
AUSTRALIA

Dear Mr. Khut:

i'ìris is irr i:epiy 1-o your Occober -Ji, iv91' request ror copies or
three documents from the Roberts Commission (RG 239) .

We can provi-de you with paper copies of the files for "Looting
Switzerl-and" and "Hans Wendland" for $75. If you wish to order
by check or money order (payable to "NABT-NVùD12"), and send it
with the enclosed order form to the National- Archives Trust Fund
Board, P.O. Box 100793, Atlanta, GA 30384. If instead you wish
to pay by using a MasterCard or VISA credit card, you shoul-d
return the enclosed form (annotated with type of credit card,
account number, expiration date, and your signature) to the
Cashier (NAJC), National Archives at College Park, 8601 Adelphi
Road, CoJ-lege Park, MD 2O'l.40-6001. I enclosed an ordering
instruction sheet for your convenience.

I did not locate a copy of "Report No. 3: German Methods of
Acquisiti-on" in Box 83 as you suggested.

Since I

HE
chivis

Archive I Reference Branch

National Arcbiues and Records Administratlon



rChiUeS æ cottege Park
S6Ol AdelPhi Road College Park, Maryland 2O74O-6001

June 15, 1999

Mr. Chiew-Lee Khut
The Ban Smith Library
The University of Adelaide, North Terrace

Adelaide 5005
AUSTRALIA"-

Dear Mr. Chiew-Lee Khut:

This is in response to your letter of March 31, 1999 to Dr. Heger, who is no longer with this

office. V/e apologize for the delay in responding.

Enclosed is a courtesy copy of the document you requested iiom Record Group 239, Records of
the American Commission for the Protection ancl Sal.rage of Artistic and Historic Monuments in

War Areas lthe "Ilolreris Commission",ì. it is Londorr Despatch No. i92¡j4, dated Novetnber 17,

1944, enclosing Embassy Report No. 478 re: 'Objets d'Art,' found in tsox 39 of RG 239.

Sincerely,

W]LLIAM J. V/ALSH, Ph.D.
Archivist, Civilian Records
Textual Archives Services Division

Enclosure

National Arcbiues and Records Administration



FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF DOCUMENTS

Ms Chiew-Lee Khut

Switzerland

IHPERIALWAR

MUSEUM

Imperial War Museum

Lambeth Road

London SEI 6HZ

Telephone 017 I -416 5226

Fax 0l7l-416 5374

Email SWalton@iwm.org. uk

SWw/DOC3

9 June 1999

Dear Ms Khut

Thank you for your letter of 27 llN4aY.

I have identified the Einsatzstab Rosenberg file you refer to among the Nuremberg Tribunal

documents, and enclose a photocopy order form detailing the relevant costs. The annex to the

main report contains lists of personnel and their positions within the organisation, which you

*uy noi require and which I have therefore treated separately. I would be grateful for

payment inìtre form of a Eurocheque or other draft in f sterling, together with the signed

form.

There is, of course, further documentation in the IMT Nuremberg papers concerning the

looting of artworks by the Nazis, with particular reference to Rosenberg and Goering.

Hcs,ever, a thorough investigaticn of this nnateria! u,oulC require a persona! r'isit to the

archives. With regard to the work of the Monuments, Fine Arts and Archives Branch of the

CCG, we have one collection of personal papers which is described on the enclosed extract

from our catalogues. These diaries, which are handwritten, might rvell contain information of
use to you, although having them copied would be a lengthy and expensive process as they

ur. quit" substantial. The offrcial records of the MFA Branch are in the Public Record Office,

Ruskin Avenue, Kew, Surrey TW9 4DU, together with the rest of the CCG files.

Yours sincerely

Stephen Walton
A¡chivist

IMPEffIAT- WAR ¡'IUSEUM . HMS BELFAST'CAEINET WAR ROOHS' DUXFORD



Chiew-Lee Khut

Switzerland

14th June 1999

Dear Chiew-Lee Khut,

Thank 5,ou for ycr..r letter of 1st -T,;ne eoncerning access tc, the "Entarte K-r-lnst" tlpescnpt This

has been miçrofilmed by us, and is available to see in this medium. A photocopy of the microfilm

is also avar-Îãble. Please let me know if some reason you need to see the original typescript;

permission to see this can only be granted by the chief Librarian.

James Bettley, Head of Collection Development, has a good knowledge of the typescript and its

acquisition, and you can speak to him when you come in.

The Library is open Tuesday - Saturday 10.00 - 5.00. You should note that we are closed for

stocktake from 28th August - 2}thseptember inclusive. I would be grateful if you could let me

know which days you intend to come in so I can alrange a time for your meeting with James

Bettley.

Yours sincerely,

Barney Perkins
Sncnial f-nllenfinnc

National Art Library

Tel:   
Fax:  
E-mail :    



clt
Öffentliche Kunstsam mlun g
Basel

Kunstmuseum
St.Alban-Graben 16

Museum für Gegenwartskunst
St. Alban-Rheinweg 60

Mr.
Chiew-Lee Khut

8355 Aadorf

Basel, June 22, 1999

Post-Adresse:
Öffentliche Kunstsammlung
CH4010 Basel, Postfach

Telefon (061) 2066262
Telefax (061) 2066252

Your letter of MaY 29,1999

Dear Sir

Sincerely yours,

Dr. Katharina Schmidt
Director

Thank you for your letter of May 29,lggg,which had my full attention'

I do not have an accessible archive. However, I am

h the paintings you are interestod in have been

p

Prof. Georg Kreis
" Entartete " Kunst für Basel,

\iliese Verlag 1990

you may order it through our gallery book shop (Tel. 0041-6I-2A6.62.82ßex 0041-61-

206.62.84) for Sfr. 49.-- and delivery costs ca' Sfr' l5'--'
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